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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senate Minutes 
Regular Meeting, Janua~y 10, 1980 
The regular meeting of the University Senate was called to order by Chairman Scott 
at 4;11 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University C~nter. A quorum 
was present, and Chairman Scott asked Senator Whitson to call roll • . ,
Membel's absent: 
*Senator Back Senator McDowell 
Senator Brown Senator Debra Mullins 
Senator Davis Senator Donald Mullins 
Senator Graham *Senator Norfleet 
Senator Lee Senator Ridenbaugh 
Senator Logan Senator Talbert 
(* Members who, prior to the meeting, informed the Senate they would be absent 
because of University business.) 
Chairman Scott asked for approval of the Minutes of the December 6, 1979 meeting 
as distributed. Senator Whitson moved that the Minutes be approved with these 
corrections: On page one paragraph eight, Senator Karwatkats name should be 
substituted for the names of Senators Vaught and Kappes; correction of the spelling 
of Ousley in paragraph four, page one; and a deletion of the nrume.of Senator Barber 
in the list of absent members. Senator West seconded the motion to approve the 
Minutes. Motion carried. 
Chairman Scott called for r~ports from the Senate Committees. He announced that 
reports have been distributed for the January 8 meetings of both the Committee on 
Joint Concerns and the Committee on Senate Concerns. (Committee reports are appended 
as a part of these Minutes.) The Committee on Faculty Concerns met on January 9, 
and will report later. No meetings were held by the Committee on Student Concerns 
and the Committee on a Hall of Fame for Great Kentuckians. 
Senator Pelfrey reported for the Committee to support legislation to equalize 
contributions by the faculty to KTRS. Kentucky Senate Bill # 27, along with the 
companion House bill, is designed to effect equalization of faculty contributions to 
the state retirement system. Senator Pelfrey read a resolution drafted by the 
committee, and quoted below. He moved that the Resolution be adopted by the Senate. 
Senato~ Kappes seconded the motion, and after a brief dis~ussion, the motion was 
passed. 
RESOLUTION 
Whereas under the current provisions of the Kentucky Teachers Retirement 
System, the faculties of the regional universities (Eastern Kentuclw, 
Kentucky State, Morehead State, Murray state, and Western Kentucky) 
contribute 7.84% of their salaries to a retirement system with the state 
contributing and equal 7.84%, and 
Whereas the ~aculties of th~ University o~ Kentucky, the University of 
Louisville, and Northern Kentucky University contribute 5% of their salaries 
to a retirement system with the state contributing lO%, and 
" 
Where~s the fac~lti~s of the University pf Kentucky, the University of 
Louisville, ~d'Northern Kentucky University contribute 2.84% less of 
their salaries to a retirement system (TlAA) with the state contributing 
2.16% more' per faculty member to that retirement syst~ then to KTRS, and 
Whereas the above dispar~ties result in an unequal percent contribution 
of salaries to the retirement systems among university faculties, and in 
fact requires th~ faculties of the regional uniVersities and the state 
of Kentucky to bear a heavier burden in contributions toward retirement 
benefits, and 
Whereas the Kentucky Council on Higher Education was directed to develop 
a proposal to equalize employee-employer contributions to the retirement 
system among Kentucky institutions of higher education, and has submitted 
a proposal to this effect, and 
Whereas the Joint Interim Committee of Education has recommended passage 
of legislation effecting this equalization, 
Be it resolved that the University Senate of Morehead state University 
urgently recommends the passage of Senate Bill Number 27. 
Senator Duncan moved that the Senate present the Resolution to President Norfleet, 
with the request that he forward it to those persons who may be influential in 
acting upon it. Senator Bizzell seconded the motions. Motion passed. 
Senator Belcher reported for the Committee for the Revision of the Constitution 
and By-Laws, whose additional members are Senators Kappes, Hickman, Holt, and 
Turner. The Committee expressed appreciation for the active participation by many 
Senators in the two Hearings held, and for all written and oral comments on the 
proposed revision. The Commdttee held two meetings, at which an attempt was made to 
incorporate all the suggestions into a second draft of the Constitution, which 
was di'8tributed on January 8. Senator Belcher read through the proposed reVision 
step-by-step, pointing out differences from the old Constitution and changes made 
since the first draft. 
After some discussion and clarification of specific wording, Parliamentarian 
Bizzel outlined the correct procedure for acting on the proposed reVision. 
Senator Hickman moved that the proposed Constitution be accepted by the Senate. 
Senator Fiel seconded the motion. Senator Kappes moved to table the motion until 
the February meeting, and Senator Bizzell seconded the motion. The motion to 
table passed. 
Senator Pelfrey moved that the Senate meet in a special called session prior to 
the February meeting for the purpose of discussion of the proposed revision to 
the Constitution and By-Laws. Senator Belcher seconded the motion. Motion passed. 
Chairman Scott called attention to President Norfleet's challenge to the Senate 
to develop detailed suggestions for the improvement in the quality of education 
at Morehead State University over the next fiVe to ten years. Senators are 
requ~sted to collect suggestions from colleagues, address the question in Senate 
co~ttees, and at regular Senate meetings. 
Senator Bizzel moved that the meeting adjourn, Senator Langston seconded the 
motion; anq the meeting was adjo~ned at 5:25 p.m. 
Respectfu+ly submitted, 
tZ '*~ pa~itSQn, Secr~tal'Y 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
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Regular Meeting, Januar.y 10, 1980 
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The regular meeting of' the University Senate was called to order by Chairman Scott 
at 4:11 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University Center. A quorum 
was present, and Chairman Scott asked Senator Whitson to call roll. , 
Members absent: 
*Senator Back Senator McDowell 
Senator Brmm Senator Debra Mullins 
Senator Davis Senator Donald Mullins 
Senator Graham *Senator Norfleet 
Senator Lee Senator Ridenbaugh 
Senator Logan Senator Talbert 
(* Members who, prior to the meeting, informed the Senate they would be absent 
bec~use of University business.) 
Chairman Scott asked for approval of the Minutes of the December 6, 1979 meeting 
as distributed. Senator Whitson moved that the Minutes be approved with these 
corrections: On page one paragraph eight, Senator Karwatka's name should be 
substituted for the names of Senators Vaught and Kappes; correction of the spelling 
of Ousley in paragraph four, page one; and a deletion of the name of Senator Barber 
in the list of absent members. Senator West seconded the motion to apprOve the 
Minutes. Motion carried. 
Chairman Scott called for reports from the Senate Committees. He announced that 
reports have been distributed for the January 8 meetings of both the Committee on 
Joint Concerns and the Committee on Senate Concerns. (Committee reports are appended 
as a part of these Minutes.) The Committee on Faculty Concerns met on January 9, 
and will report later. No meetings were held by the Committee on Student Concerns 
and the Committee on a Hall of Fame for Great Kentuc}<;.ians. 
Senator Pelfrey reported for the Committee to support legislation to equalize 
contributions by the faculty to KTRS. Kentucky Senate Bill # 27, along with the 
companion Hous@ bill, is designed to effect equalization of faculty contributions to 
the state retirement system. Senator Pelfrey read a resolution drafted by the 
committee, and quoted below. He moved that the Resolution be adopted by the Senate. 
Senator Kappes seconded the motion, and after a brief dis~ussion, the motion was 
pa.ssed. 
RESOLUTION 
Whereas under the current provisions of the Kentucky Teachers Retirement 
System, the faculties of the regional universities (Eastern Kentucky, 
Kentucky State, Morehead State, Murray State, and Western Kentucky) 
contribute 7.84% of their salaries to a retirement system with the state 
contributing and equal 7.84%, and 
Whe:ea~ the faculties of the University of Kentucky, the University of 
Lou~sv~lle, and Northern Kentucky University contribute 5% of their salaries 
to a retirement system with the state contributing 10%, and 
· . 
., 
Whereas the facu.lties of the University of KI'mtucky, the University of 
Louisville, and Northern Kentucky University contribute 2.84% less of 
their salaries to a retirement system (TlAA) with the state contributing 
2.16% more per faculty member to that retirement system then to KTRS, and 
Whereas the above disparities result in an unequal percent contribution 
of salaries to the retirement systems among university faculties, and in 
fact requires the faculties of the regional universities and the State 
of Kentucky to bear a heavier burden in contributions toward retirement 
benefits, and 
Whereas the Kentucky Council on Higher Education was directed to develop 
a propos~l to equalize employee-employer contributions to the retirement 
system among Kentucky institutions of higher education, and has submitted 
a proposal to this effect, and 
Whereas the Joint Interim Committee of Education has recommended passage 
of legislation effecting this equalization, 
Be it resolved that the University Senate of Morehead State University 
urgently recommends the passage of Senate Bill Number 27. 
Senator Duncan moved that the Senate present the Resolution to President Norfleet, 
with the request that he forward it to those persons who may be influential in 
acting upon it. Senator Bizzell seconded the motions. Motion passed. 
Senator Belcher reported for the Committee for the Revision of the Constitution 
and By-Laws, whose additional members are Senators Kappes, Hickman, Holt, and 
Turner. The Committee expressed appreciation for the active participation by many 
Senators in the two Hearings held, and for all written and oral comments on the 
proposed revision. The Committee held tyro meetings, at which an attempt was made to 
inco~porate all the suggestions into a second draft of the Constitution, which 
was distributed on January 8. Senator Belcher read through the proposed reviSion 
step-by-step, pointing out differences from the old Constitution and changes made 
since the first draft. 
Afte~ some discussion and clarification of specific wording, Parliamentarian 
Bizzel outlined the correct procedure for acting on the proposed revision. 
Senator Hickman moved that the proposed Constitution be accepted by the Senate. 
Senator Fiel seconded the motion. Senator Kappes moved to table the motion until 
the February meeting, and Senator Bizzell seconded the motion. The motion to 
table passed. 
Senator Pelfrey moved that the Senate meet in a special called session prior to 
the February meeting for the purpose of discussion of the proposed revision to 
the Constitution and By-Laws. Senator Belcher seconded the motion. Motion passed. 
Chairman Scott called attention to President Norfleet 1 s challenge to the Senate 
to develop detailed suggestions for the improvement in the quality of education 
at Morehead State University over the next five to ten years. Senators are 
requ~sted to collect suggestions from colleagues, address the question in Senate 
comm1ttees, and at regular Senate meetings. 
Senator Bizzel 
motion, and the 
moved that the meeting adjourn, Se4~tor 
meeting was adjourned at 5:25 p.m. 
Langston seconded the 
Respectfully submitted, 
iZ ~~ pa~i t~~>n. ~jf'cr~ caTV 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senate Minutes 
Called Meeting, January 24, 1980 
The special called meeting of the university Senate was called to order by 
Chairman Scott at 4:12 p. m. in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University 
Center. A quorum was present, and Chairman Scott asked Senator Whitson to 
call the roll. 
Members absent: 
Senator Brown Senator Howard 
Senator Brumagen Senator Norfleet 
Senator Davis Senator Payne 
Senator Graham Senator Ridenbaugh 
Senator Logan Senator Robinson 
Senator Porter 
Chairm~n Scott reminded the Senate that since the meeting was called for the 
specific purpose of discussion of the proposed revision to the Constitution and 
By-Laws, no other items could be placed on the agenda. He distributed to each 
Senator a copy of the original and the proposed Constitution and By-Laws revision. 
He asked Senator Belcher. Chairperson of the Committee to Revise the Const{tution 
and By-Laws, to lead the discussion. 
Senator Belcher invited comments and questions from the Senate, stating that all 
members of the committee would field the questions and clarify points. Senator 
Kappes stated that the committee has already incorporated many of the suggestions 
offered at previous hearing sessions. Senator Pelphrey reminded the Senate' that 
we are not considering the adoption of a new Constitution and By-Laws but rather 
that we are considering amending the present one. 
Senator Cooper suggested that Senator Belcher lead the Senate through a reading 
of the document. Senator Belcher called for suggestions on a section-by-section 
basis. 
A section· by-section reading of the Constitution through Article One, Section 4 
resulted in the discussion of the issues listed below. Senators were asked to 
indicate, by a show of hands, their response to proposed changes. The committee 
agreed they will attempt to incorpora~suggestions receiving favorable comment. 
Introductory Article) Section 3A - the use of the phrase, ". .a body to give 
voice to the consensus of the university community .• ,II 
Article One - whether the election of at-large senat t 1 ors poses 00 great a ogistics 
problem in implementing that election; 
Section 3 - clarification of employment to mean ". 
semester at Morehead State University. 
,employed at least one 
. " . ,
- clarification o£ "full-time faculty member" as lIa person holdin 
academic rank who spends at least fifty (50) percent of his/her
g 
time in teaching and/or research;" 
Section 4 - whether the University Senate should attempt equal representation 
from each of its four constituent units; specifically, whether the 
student representation is adequate and equitable; 
Senator Cooper moved that the meeting adjourn and Senator Bizzel seconded the motion. 
Senator Kappes moved to reconsider the motion to adjourn and Senator Morella seconded 
the motion. Senator Cooper withdrew her previous motion and moved that the meeting 
adjourn until January 31. The motion was seconded by Senator Meeks. Motion carried. 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:24 p. m. 
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The special called meeting of the University Senate was called to order by 
Chairman Scott at 4:12 p. m. in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University 
Center. A quorum was present, and Chairman Scott asked Senator Whitson to 
call the roll. 
Members absent: 
Senator Brown Senator Howard 
Senator Brumagen Senator Norfleet 
Senator Davis Senator Payne 
Senator Graham Senator Ridenbaugh 
Senator Logan Senator Robinson 
Senator Porter 
Chairm~n Scott reminded the Senate that since the meeting was called for the 
specif{c purpose of discussion of the p:.;oposed revision to the Constitution and 
By-Laws, no other items could be placed on the agenda. He distributed to each 
Senator a copy of the original and the proposed Constitution and By-Laws revision. 
He asked Senator Belcher, Chairperson of the Committee to Revise the Constitution 
and By-Laws, to lead the discussion. 
Senator Belcher inv1ted comments and questions from the Senate, stating that all 
members of the committee would field the questions and clarify points. Senator 
Kappes stated that the committee has already incorporated many of the suggestions 
offered at previous hearing sessions. Senator Pelphrey reminded the Senate that 
we are not considering the adoption of a new Constitution and By-Laws but rather 
that we are considering amending the present one. 
Senator Cooper suggested that Senator Belcher lead the Senate through a reading 
of the document. Senator Belcher called for suggestions on a section-by-section 
basis. 
A section-by-section reading of the Constitution through Article One, Section 4 
resulted in the discussion of the issues listed below. Senators were asked to 
indicate, by a show of hands, their response to proposed changes. The committee 
agreed they will attempt to incorporate suggestions receiving favorable comment. 
Introductory Article, Section 3A - the use of the phrase, ". .a body to give 
voice to the consensus of the university community ••• " 
Article One ~ 
problem 
whether the election of at-large 
in implementing that election; 
senators poses too great a logistics 
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semester at Morehead State University. 
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Section 4 - whether the University Senate should attempt equal representation 
from each of its four constituent units; specifically, whether the 
student representation is adequate and equitable; 
Senator Cooper moved that the meeting adjourn and Senator Bizzel seconded the motion. 
Senator Kappes moved to reconsider the motion to adjourn and Senator Morella seconded 
the motion. Senator Cooper withdrew her previous motion and moved that the meeting 
adjourn until January 31. The motion was seconded by Senator Meeks. Motion ca:rried. 




MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senate Meeting 
Called Meeting, January 31, 1980 
The special called meeting of the University Senate was called to order by 
Chairman Scott at 4:14 p. m. in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University 
Center. A quorum was present, and Chairman Scott asked Senator Whitson to call 
the roll. 
Members absent: 
Senator Back + Senator Martin 
* Senator Bizzel + Senator McDowell Senator Brown ,< Senator Norfleet 
Senator Brumagen * Senator Norris Senator Crager Senator Ousley 
Senator Davis * Senator Pelfrey Senator Fiel Senator Ridenbaugh 
Senator Graham Senator Robinson 
+ Senator Hickman * Senator Rogers Senator Huang Senator Turner 
Senator Lee * Senator Venettozzi 
Senator Logan Senator Kumar 
(Senators who, prior to the meeting, informed the Senate they would be absent 
because of University business are indicated by an asterisk (*), and because of 
personal matters, by a plus mark (+). 
.. ' 
Chairman Scott stated that the Senate, at its January 10,1980 meeting, actually 
e1,ected to "postpone ll a vote on the proposed revision to the Constitution and By-
Laws until the February meeting. The word "table" was inadvertently used in the 
motion. Therefore, the present meeting cannot effect any mandate about any matter 
which has been postponed until a later time. However, expressions of approval/ 
disapproval of any portion of the proposed revision may be made by the Senate 
in the form of a vote. 
Senator Kappes said the Committee on the Revision of the Constitution and By-Laws 
appreciate all "friendly recommendations" from the Senate, and will take the 
suggestions into account when preparing the final draft of the proposed revision. 
Chairman Scott began a section-by-section reading of the Constitution and By-Laws 
with Article 1, Section 5. Senators made several suggestions for change; listed 
below are items discussed. 
Article One, Section 6 This section should become section 1. 
Article TWO, Section 2 - The word "voting" should precede the word "membership.'1 
Discussion of whether the chairperson should be elected 
in the fall, thereby enfranchising students elected in 
the fall to vote for their leader; also ~vhether vice chair-
person should be elected in February; 
Section 5 -Discussion of whether the appointment of a parliamentarian 
should be mandatory, and whether a non-Senator might be 
appointed; 
Proposed By-Laws 
Section 1, A - Discussion of whether the chairperson should be able to cancel 
meetings, whether a specific time limitation should be imposed 
(e.g., 24 hours notice), and whether this should only apply to 
special meetings and not regular meetings; 
E - Discussion over whether to require that agenda items be distributed 
to Senators prior to the day of the Senate meet!ng; 
Section 2, A - Discussion of whether to hold the first meeting of the Senate on 
the second Thursday of September, in order to provide for repre-
sentation of incoming freshmen; also that all Senators be elected 
in the fall prior to the first meeting of the Senate; 
Section 5 
B - Discussion of the need to provide some fail-safe mechanism for 
filing vacant seats due, to a lack of candidates; 
Insertion of the word "regular" to read, "The order of business at 
regular meetings of the University Senate is: II 
Senator Kappes said the Committee on Revision of the Constitution and By-Laws 
will submit a final draft of the proposed revisions, to be distributed to Senators 
prior to the February meeting. 
Senator Cooper moved that the meeting adjourn. Senator Jones seconded. Motion 
carried, and the meeting was adjourned at 5:44 p. m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
, ' 1 . ~. ,.j L 
.,; -::<....(4;-..., //--;u.lu""}L.-' 
Patsy ~itson, Secretary 
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Chairman Scott stated that the Senate, at its January 10,1980 meeting, actually 
el,ected to "postpone II a vote on the proposed revision to the Constitution and By-
Laws until the February meeting. The word "table" was inadvertently used in the 
motion. Therefore, the present meeting cannot effect any mandate about any matter 
which has been postponed until a later time. However, expressions of approval! 
disapproval of any portion of the proposed revision may be made by the Senate 
in the form of a vote. 
Senator Kappes said the Committee on the Revision of the Constitution and By-Laws 
appreciate all "friendly recommendations" from the Senate, and will take the 
suggestions into account when preparing the final draft of the proposed revision. 
Chairman Scott began a section-by-section reading of the Constitution and By-Laws 
with Article 1, Section 5. Senators made several suggestions for change; listed 
below are items discussed. 
Article One, Section 6 - This section should become section 1. 
Article Two, Section 2 - The word "voting" should precede the word Jlmembership." 
Discussion of whether the chairperson should be elected 
in the fall~ thereby enfranchising students elected in 
the fall to vote for their leader; also whether vice chair-
person should be elected in February; 
Section 5 -Discussion of whether the appointment of a parliamentarian 
should be mandatory, and whether a non~SenatQr might ~e 
appointed; 
Proposed By-Laws 
Section 1, A - Discussion of whether the chairperson should be able to cancel 
meetings, whether a specific time limitation should be imposed 
(e.g., 24 hours notice), and whether this should only apply to 
special meetings and not regular meetings; 
E - Discussion over whether to require that agenda items be distributed 
to Senators prior to the day of the Senate meeting; 
Section 2, A - Discussion of whether to hold the first meeting of the Senate on 
the second Thursday of September, in order to provide for repre-
sentation of incoming freshmen; also that all Senators be el,ected 
in the fall prior to the first meeting of the Senate; 
Section 5 
B - Discussion of the need to provide some fail-safe mechanism for 
filing vacant seats due, to a lack of candidates; 
Insertion of the word "regular" to read, liThe order of business at 
regular meetings of the University Senate is: II 
Senator Kappes said the Cormnittee on Revision of the Constitution and By-Laws 
will submit a final draft of the proposed revisions, to be distributed to Senators 
prior to the February meeting. 
Senator Cooper moved that the meeting adjourn. Senator Jones seconded. Motion 
carried, and the meeting was adjourned at 5:44 p. m. 
Re'spectfully submitted, 
, " v , .,' ~f' 
~ -.~ r4J---.. /"-;tzi.<'~ 
Patsy ~itson, Secretary 
.- "'- -' 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Sena te Minutes 
Regular Meeting, February 14, 1980 
The regular meeting of the University Senate was called to order by Chairman Scott 
at 4:12 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University Center. A quorum was 
present and Chairman Scott asked Senator Hbitson to call t'le roll. The following 
Senators were absent: 
*Senator Bizzel 
*Senator Rose 










Sena tor Porter 
*Senators who informed the Chair of their absence prior to the meeting 
Chairman Scott stated that minutes for the three previous meetings have been distri-
buted to the Senators. Senator Hickman moved that the Senate approve the minutes 
for the Jan. 10 meeting with the following correction: page two, paragraph eight, 
line three should read, "Senator Hickman moved that the proposed Constitution and 
By-Laws be adopted by the Senate. II Senator McDowell seconded, and the Jan. 10 
minutes were approved as corrected. Senator West moved that the minutes of the 
special called meetings of Jjjn. 24 and Jan. 31 be approved as distributed. Senator 
Howard seconded the motion which carried unanimously. 
Chairman Scott stated that since the committees reporting would be recommending 
action as new business, their reports would be called for later in the meeting. He 
reminded the Senate that it voted at the Jan. 10 meeting to postpone further dis-
cussion and action on Senator Hickman's motion for adoption of the proposed Consti-
tution and By-Laws until the Feb. 14 meeting, making it a matter for disposition as 
old business. 
Senator Hickman stated that she wished to withdraw her motion for adoption for the 
purpose of reading the final amended report from the Committee on Revision of the 
Senate Constitution and By-Laws. After reading the entire report, Senator Hickman 
moved that the Senate adopt it as a revised Constitution "and By-Laws. Senator 
Belcher seconded the motion. Senator Kappes moved that the vote be by roll call 
and Senator Turner seconded Senator Kappes' motion. Senator White requested clari-
fication and Senator Kappes explained that he felt the Senators' responses should 
be clearly stated and accurately included as 8 part of the permanent record. Senator 
Kappes' motion passed. 
The Senate proceeded with discussion of Senator Hickman's motion. Senator O'Connor 
expressed disappointment that some recommendations made at previous meetings have 
not been incorporated into the final report of the committee. He particularly 
referred to some matters which reflect student concerns, and requested that Senators 
keep in mind those items when casting their votes. 
Chairman Scott explained that, while the Committee on Revision had sought to receive 
input from Senators, it was not bound by any suggestions (even those receiving sense-
of-the-meeting votes at the January called meetings) and was therefore free to elect 
not to incorporate some suggestions. Senator Kappes spoke on behalf of the Committee 
on Revision in expressing appreciation for all suggestions received. He stated that 
any changes desired by the Senate could be made through the process of amending 
Senator Hickman's motion. Senator Rogers called for the question; however, Senator 
Barber moved to amend the main motion in the follOWing manner: 
." "'~ &enate minutes) 2/14/80). p. 2 
Section 1. A of the By-Laws should be amended to read: 
ReguLar meetings of the Universily Senate are held at 4:10 p.m. on the second 
and fourth Thursdays of each month during the regular school year. the first 
regular meeting of the school year falling on the second Thursday of September. 
The Chai.rperson of the University Senate may call special neetings or re·· 
schedule special meetings as he/she deems appropriace. 
Section 2 A of Lbe By-Laws should be amended to read: 
Elections for the Administrati.ve) FacultYJ and Support Staff membership of 
the University Senate are held in the Spring not later than May 1. These 
newly-elected Senators assume their posi.tions at the first regular meeting 
of the school year. Student Senators are elected after the beginning of 
the school year and assume their positi.ons at the first regular Senate meeting 
of the school year. 
Senator Langston seconded Senator Barber's motion to amend the main motion. Motion 
carr led. 
Senat('l' O'Connor offered an amendment to Article 3, Secti.on 2 of the propos·ed Con-
stitution to add to the last sentence: " ; however no segment of the Senate 
membershi!1 shall be reduced by such an amendment. II Senator Langston seconded the 
motion. Hotion failed. 
Senator Campbell moved that the words "present and voting" be deleted from Article 
3 Section 2 of the Constituti.on and from Section 6. B. of the By-Laws. Senator 
Kappes seconded the motion an,] SenaLor Mann called for the question. Motion failed. 
Senator Rogers called again for the question 00 the original motion made by Senator 
Hickman (now amended by Senator Barber's successful motion). A roll call vote 
showed 42 Senators voting for and Senator O'Connor voting against the motion, with 
no abstenlions. The Senate therefore adopted the Committee on Revision's final 
report, as amended in the meeting, as a new Constitution and By-La~~s for the Senate. 
Senator Kappes called attention to an agenda item, a Resolution which was distri-
buted call Lng for the Governor aod General Assembly to fund public higher education 
in the 1980 82 bLennium at least at the levels recommended by the Council on Higher 
Education. He moved that the Senate adopt the resolution and that it request the 
Chair to Lnvile the entire faculty to endorse the Resolution, to solicit the signa-
tures of the faculty and staff of the university on a petition in support of the 
Resolution aod to forward the documents to the President for his distribution to 
the apl1ropriate authorities. Senator Payne seconded the motion. Moti.on carried. 
(The Resolution Ls affi~ed to these ~inutes). 
Senat0r Karwatka read the final report of the Committee on Hall of Fame for Great 
Kentucki.ans and moved that the University Senate endorse the concept of a Hall of 
Fame for Great Kentuckians at Morehead State University and dat it recommend to 
the Pres1dent that an appropriate university-wide committee be established to 
develop detailed plans, including public and private funding proposals. and that 
cons :.derat ion be given to tbe erection of an appropriate facility to house the 
Hall of Fame for Great Kentuckians. Senator Payne seconded the motion. Motion 
carried 
Co~ies of the Interim Report of the Senate Committee on Senate Concerns were 
dis tr ibut ed. (The Interim Re!)or t is a ffixed to thes e minutes. ) In BC cordance 
with the ne~~ly adopted Constitution and By-Laws, the next regular meeting of the 
Senate will be on February 28 1980 at 4;10 p.m. in the Riggle Room, ADUC. The 
meeting was adjourned at 5:30 p.m. 
The regular meeting of tile 
at 4:12 p.m. in the Riggle 
present and Chairman Scott 




*Sena tor Hoffman 
*Senator Horella 
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Senate Minutes 
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Room o[ the Adron Doran University Center. A quorum was 
asked Senator Whitson to call tile roll. The following 








*Senators who informed the Chair of their absence prior to the meeting 
Chairman Scott stated that minutes for the three previous !1]eetings have been distri-
buted to the Senators. Senator Hickman moved that the Senate approve the minutes 
for the Jan. 10 meeting with the following correction: page two, paragraph eight, 
line three should read, ItSenator Hickman moved that the proposed Constitution and 
By-Laws be adopted by the Senate." Senator McDowell seconded, and the Jan. 10 
minutes \<1ere approved as corrected. Senator West moved that the minutes of the 
special called meetings of J~n. 2~ and Jan. 31 be approved as distributed. Senator 
Howard seconded the motion which carried unanimollsly. 
Chairman Scott stated that since tbe committees reporting would be recommending 
action as new business, tbeir reports would be called for later in the meeting. He 
reminded t'1€ Senate that it voted at the Jan. 10 meeting to postpone further dis-
cussion and action on Senator Hickman's motion for adoption of the proposed Consti-
tution and By-Laws until the Feb. 14 meeting, making it a matter for disposition as 
old business. 
Senator Hickman stated that she wished to withdraw hel: motion for adoption for the 
purpose of reading the final amended report from the Committee on Revision of the 
Senate Constitution and By-Laws. After reading the entire report, Senator Hickman 
moved that the Senate adopt it as a revised Constitution and By-Laws. Senator 
Belcher seconded the motion. Senator Kappes moved that the vote be by roll call 
and Senator Turner seconded Senator Kappes' motion. Senator White requested clari-
fication and Senator Kappes explained that he felt the Senators 1 responses should 
be clearly stated and accurately included as a part of the permanent record. Senator 
Kappes' motion passed. 
The Senate proceeded with discussion of Senator Hickman's motion. Senator OIConnor 
expressed disappointment that some recommendations made at previous meetings have 
not been incorporated into the final report of the committee. He particularly 
referred to some matters whi.ch reflect student concerns, and requested that Senators 
keep in mind those items when casting their votes. -
Chairman Scott explained that, while the Committee on Revision had sought to receive 
input from Senators, it was not bound by any suggestions (even those recei.ving sense-
of-the-meeting votes at the January called meetings) and was therefore free to elect 
not to incorporate some suggestions. Senator Kappes spoke on behalf of the Committee 
on Revision in expressing appreciation for all suggestions received. He stated that 
any changes desired by the Senate could be made through the process of amending 
Senator Hickman's motion. Senator Rogers called for the question; however, Senator 
Barber moved to amend the main motion in the following manner: 
~enaLe minules) 2/t4/80 .. p. 2 
Sec l jon 1. A 0 f the By - La\vs shou Id be amended to read: 
Rep.,utar meeti.ngs of the University Senate are held at 4:10 p.m. on the second 
and fourth Thursdays of each month during the regular school year, the first 
regular meeting of Lhe school year falling on the second Thursday of September. 
The Chairperson of the University Senate may call special :neetings or re-
schedule special meetings as he/she deems appropriate. 
Section 2 A of the By-Laws shoulrl be amended to read: 
Elections for Ute Administrative) Faculty) and Support Staff membership of 
the Unfversi ty Senate are held in the Spring not later than May 1. These 
newly-elected Senators assume their pOBi.tions at the first regular meeting 
of the school year. Sludent Senators are elected after the beginning of 
the school year anJ assume thelr positions at the first regular Senate meeting 
of the school year. 
Senator Langston seconded Senalnr Barber's motion to amend the mai.n motLon. Motion 
carr Led. 
Senatpr O'Connor offered an amendment to Article 3, Secti.on 2 of the proposed Con-
stitution to add to the Last sentence: " .; however no segment of the Senate 
membershit, shall be reduced by such an amendment." Senator Langston seconded the 
motion. Notion hUed. 
Senator Campbell moved that the words "present and voting" be deleted from Article 
3 Section 2 of lhe Constitution amI from Section IS. B. of the By-Laws. Senator 
Kappes seconded the motion and Senalor Mann called for the question. Motion failed. 
Senator Rogers called again for rhe question on the original motion made by Senator 
Hickman (now amended by Senator Barber's successful motion). A roll call vote 
showed 42 Senators voting for and Senator O'Connor voting against the motion, with 
no abstentions, The Senate therefore adopted the Committee on Revision's final 
report, as amended in the meeting, as a new Constitution and By-Laws for the Senate. 
Senator Kaopes called attention La an agenda item, a Resolution which was distri· 
buted calling for the Governor and General Assembly to fund public higher education 
Ln the 1980 82 biennium at leasl 8l the levels recommended by the Council on Higher 
Education. He moved thaI the Senate adopt the resolution and that it request the 
Chair to invite the enl-ire faculty to endorse the Resolution, to solicit the signa-
tures of the faculty and slaff of the university on a petition in support of the 
Resolution and to forward t he documents to the President for hlS distribution to 
the ap'lr6nriate aut·horities. Senator Payne seconded the motion. Motlon carried. 
(The Resolution i.s aflixed to these ~Lnutes). 
SenarC'r Karwatkn read the final report of the Committee on Hall of Fame for Great 
Kentucki.ans and moved that the UnLversity Senate endorse the concept of a Hall of 
Fame for Great Kentuckians at Horehead State University and Hat it recommend to 
the Pres'.dent that an appropriale university-wide committee be established to 
develop detailed plans) including nublic and private funding proposals) and that 
cons;deral ion be given to the erect-ton of an appropriate facility to house the 
Hall of Fame fnr Great Kentuckians. Senator Payne seconded the motion. Motion 
carried. 
Co~ies of the Interim Report of the Senate Committee on Senate Concerns were 
distributed. (The Interim Re')ort lS affh:ed to these minutes.) In accordance 
with the ne\.Jly adopted Constituti.f'll and By-La • .]s, the next regular meeting of the 
Senate wi.Ll. be on February 2R 1980 at 4:10 p.m. in the Rlggle Room, ADUC. The 
meeting ,vas adjourned at 5:30 p.m. 
;--
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senate Minutes 
Regular Meeting, February 28, 1980 
The regular meeting of the University Senate was called to order by Chairman 
Scott at 1~:16 p. m. in the Riggle Room of the ACiran Doran University Center. 
A ~uorum was present and Chairman Scott asked Senator Whitson to call the roll. 
























¥.f3enatorR who informed the Chair of their absence prior to the meeting 
Chairman Scott stated that Minutes for the February 14, 1980 meeting have been 
distributed. Senator Langston moved that the Minutes be approved, Senator Cooper 
seconded, and the motion carried. 
Chairman Gcott called on Senator Belcher to make a report for the Senate Concerns 
Committee. Senator Belcher stated that the Committee's Interim has been distributed 
to Senators (Inte~im Report is affixed to 2/14 Minutes). Senator Belcher then 




Subcommittee on Senate Participation in University Budgetary Decisions 
the following: 
Recommends that the following be made available in the Johnson 
Crunden Library: 
A. A copy of the current University budget. 
B. A current copy of the Policies and Long Range Objectives 
adopted by the Board of Regents. 
C. A copy of the current SGA Budget. 
2. Recommends that the Senate establish a set of ~rioritized Long Range 
Objectives for the University. 
3- Recommends to the administration that a formal procedure to review 
budget problems at the faculty and de~artment level be established 
within the budgetary process. 
Senator Belcher moved that these recommendations be adopted by the University 
Senate and that a report of the recommendations be presented to the President. 
Senator Alcorn seconded the motion. Senator Kappes, stating that at least two 
o£ the documents have already been forwarded to the library, suggested that the 
Senate might later wish to add to the list of documents to be made available in 
the library. The motion to adopt the recommendations passed. 
Senator Belcher continued the report from the Senate Concerns Committee. The Sub-
conunittee on Securing Operating Budget and other Institutional Support for Adminis-
tering of the Senate's Activities recommends the following: 
• 
1. lncrease Senate budget for duplicating, copying and other Senate 
Senate activities to $200.00 per £iscal year. 
~. A qualified workship with typing skills should be assigned to the 
Sehate chairperson for the fall and spring semesters. 
3. Three hours reassigned time per semester for the Senate chairperson 
should be granted. 
4. Each newly elected Senate member should be provided with a special 
folder to file Senate documents,including a copy of the Constitution 
and By-Laws and name plates for identification purposes. 
l~enator Belcher moved that these reconnnendations be adopted by the University 
Senate and that a report of the recommendations be presented to the President. 
Senator Langston seconded the motioh. Motion passed. 
Chairman Scott stated that the Committee on Elections held a meeting earlier in 
the day. They noted that two faculty members from each of the six schools have 
served only one year of the two-year terms to which they were elected. Therefore, 
the Committee recommends that these faculty be retained for one more year. They 
are: Senators Smith, Kumar, Buckley, VanMeter, Huang, Martin, Scott, Venettozzi, 
Fiel, Mann, Sprague and Whitson. No student or administrator has an unexpired 
term; therefore, none will be retained. 
Senator Kappes moved that the Chair be authorized and directed to nominate the 
membership of the Senate Committee on Elections, to be presented to the Senate 
for ratification on March 6, 1980, and that the Chair be permitted to make 
substitutions as appropriate. Senator Mann seconded the motion. Motion passed. 
Senator Kappes moved that,_in the absence of the Vice-Chairperson, the Secretary 
serve as temporary chairperson to preside over the election of the Senate 
Chairperson_elect. Senator Cooper seconded the motion. Motion passed. 
Senator West nominated Senator Scott, Senator O'Conner nominated Senator Fiel, 
and Senator Mann nominated Senator Smith. Senator Venettozzi moved that the 
nominations for Chairperson-elect cease and Senator Kappes seconded the motion. 
~~otion carried. Sen,ator Scott stated that Senator Smith had previously indi-
cated that should her name be placed in nomination, she would decline. Senator 
Mann withdrew his nomination of Senator Smith. A vote was taken, and Senator 
Scott was named 'Chairperson-elect o~ the Senate for the school year 1980-81. 
Chairman Scott noted that the University will be observing spring break during 
the week of the next regular Senate meeting; therefore, the Senate will meet on 
Thursday, March 6, 1980. 
Senator Kappes moved that the Chair of the Senate request the President to ask 
that no standing,.ad hoc or other University committee meeting be scheduled on 
the second and fourth Thursdays at 4:10 p. m. Senator Pelfrey seconded the motion. 
Motion passed. Senator Cooper moved and Senator O'Conner seconded a motion to 
adjourn. Motion passed. The meeting was adjourned at 5:05 p. m. 
Respect~ully submitted, 
I -- J:'/: ~ 
. (ll14+.. ," /14 CL/ -n ...... 
Patsy Whitson, Secretary 
; 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senate Minutes 
~J41'1-.J-lr/6 
Regular Meeting, February 28, 1980 
The regular meeting of the University Senate was called to order by Chairman 
Scott at 4:16 p. m. in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University Center. 
A quorum was present and Chairman Scott asked Senator Whitson to call the roll. 






















Senator Wb.i te 
*Senator Kumar 
Y.Genators who informed the Chair of' their absence prior to the meeting 
Chairman Scott stated that Minutes for the February 14, 1980 meeting have been 
distributed. Senator Langston moved that the Minutes be approved, Senator Cooper 
seconded, and the motion carried. 
Chairman Gcott called on Senator Belcher to make a report for the Senate Concerns 
Committee. Senator Belcher stated that the Committee's Interim has been distributed 
to Senators (Inte~im Report is af'f'ixed to 2/14 Minutes). Senator Belcher then 
presented the following Final Report from the Senate Concerns Committee: 
The Subcommittee on Senate Participation in University Budgetary Decisions 
recommends the following: 
1. Recommends that the following be made available in the Johnson 
Camden Library: 
A. A copy of the current University budget. 
B. A current copy of the Policies and Long Range Objectives 
adopted by the Board of Regents. 
C. A copy of the current SGA Budget. 
2. Recommends that the Senate establish a set of prioritized Long Range 
Objectives for the University. 
3. Recommends to the administration that a formal procedure to review 
budget problems at the faculty and department level be established 
within the budgetary process. 
Senator Belcher moved that these recommendations be adopted by the University 
Senate and that a report of the recommendations be presented to the President. 
Senator Alcorn seconded the motion. Senator Kappes, stating that at least two 
of the documents have already been forwarded to the library, suggested that the 
Senate might later wish to add to the list of documents to be made available in 
the library. '!he motion to adopt the recommendations passed. 
Senator Belcher continued the report from the Senate Concerns Committee. The Sub-
committee on Securing Operating Budget and other Institutional Support for Adminis-
tering of the Senate's Activities recommends the following: 
• 
1. lncrease Senate budget for duplicating, copying and other Senate 
Senate activities to $200.00 per fiscal year, 
2. A qualified workship with typing skills should be assigned to the 
Senate chairperson for the fall and spring semesters. 
3. Three hours reassigned time per semester for the Senate chairperson 
should be granted. 
4. Each newly elected Senate member should be provided with a special 
folder to file Senate documents,including a copy of the Constitution 
and By-Laws and name plates for identification purposes. 
l,enator Belcher moved that these recommendations be adopted by the University 
Senate and that a report of the recommendations be presented to the President. 
Senator Langston seconded the motion. Motion passed. 
Chairman Scott stated that the Committee on Elections held a meeting earlier in 
the day. They noted that two faculty members from each of the six schools have 
served only one year of the two-year terms to which they were elected. Therefore, 
the C:ommittee recommends that these faculty be retained fo!' one more year: They 
are: Senators Smith, Kumar, Buckley, VanMeter, Huang, Martin, Scott, Venettozzi, 
Fiel, Mann, Sprague and Whitson. No student or administrator has an unexpired 
term; therefore, none will be retained. 
Senator Kappes moved that the Chair be authorized and directed to nominate the 
membership of the Senate Cornm~ttee on Elections, to be presented to the Senate 
for ratification on March 6, 1980, and that the Chair be permitted to make 
substitutions as appropriate. Senator Mann seconded the motion. Motion passed. 
senator Kappes moved that,.in the absence of the Vice-Chairperson, the Secretary 
serve as temporary chairperson to preside over the election of the Senate 
Chairperson-elect. Senator Cooper seconded the motion. Motion passed. 
Senator West nominated Senator Scott, Senator O'Conner nominated Senator Fiel, 
and Senator Mann nominated Senator Smith. Senator Venettozzi moved that the 
nominations for Chairperson-elect cease and Senator Kappes seconded the motion. 
Motion carried. Se~ator Scott stated that Senator Smith had previously indi-
cated that should her name be placed in nomination, she would decline. Senator 
Mann withdrew his nomination of Senator Smith. A vote was taken, and Senator 
Scott was named 'Chairperson-elect of the Senate for the school year 1980-81. 
Chairman Scott noted that the University will be observing spring break during 
the wee}, of the next regular Senate meeting; therefore, the Senate will meet on 
Thursday, March 6, 1980 • 
. Senator Kappes moved that the Chair of the Senate request the President to ask 
that no standing, ad hoc or other University committee meeting be scheduled on 
the second and ~ourth Thursdays at 4:10 p. m. Senator Pelfrey seconded the motion. 
Motion passed. Senator Cooper moved and Senator O'Conner seconded a motion to 
adjourn. Motion passed. The meeting was adjourned at 5:05 p. m. 
RespectfUlly submitted, 
! ",-u,. . ~l Zk-,~ 
Patsy Whitson, Secretary 
" 
(I A '''- 3 -. - l 
NOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senate Ninutes 
Re-scheduled Meeting, March 6, 1980 
The re-schecluled meeting of the University Senate was called to order by 
Chairperson Scott at 4:16 p.m . in the Riggle Room of the Adran Doran 
University Center . Chairperson Scott asked Senator Belcher who was substi-
tuting for Senator \fuitson as secretary to conduct the roll call. A quorum 
\~as present and Chairperson Scott called the meeting to order. '.:he following 
Senators were absent: 
Senator Brown 
Senator Brumagen 








t Senator Huang 









*Senators who informed the Chair of their absence prior to the meeting 
Chairperson Scott stated that the Ninutes for the February 28, 1980 meeting 
had been distributed. Senator Langston moved that the Hinutes be approved 
as distributed. Senator O' Connor seconded, a nd the motion carried . 
Chairperson Scott reported that he had transmitted to the President as \o,Ias 
requested the following reports and recommendations: 
1. Hall of Fame for Great 
1(l!rt -l-...j <.: /t., <t.""'::) 
AmerieBl'tS 
2. Se nate Concerns Subcommittee; Senate Participat ion in 
University Budgetary Decisions Recommendations 
3. Senate Conc erns Subconunittee recommendations on Securing 
Operating Budget and o ther Institutional Support for 
administering o f the Senate ' s actions 
Chairperson Scott communicated to the President that the second item in the 
report of the Senate Concerns Subconooi t tee on Budgetary Decisions stating 
that the Senate should establish a set of prioritized long range objectives 
fo r the university was a reaffirmation of the Senate to respond to the 
President's request that the Senate concern itself with this task . 
Chairperson Scott also conununicated to the President the action taken by 
the Senate in requesting that no standing committee schedule meetings 
at 4: 10 on the second and fourth Thursdays when the Senate meets. 
Chairperson Scott stated that Senate meetings which fell on holidays will 
be re- scheduled at ti1 e beginning of the year and that those will be included 
on the list of meeting dates which Standing Committees should a void scheduling. 
, , 
Chairperson Scott stated that the petitions had been conveyed to the 
Governor's office. Seven hundred fifty-t~"o signatures were on the petitions. 
Three hundred twenty-eight were signed by persons having faculty rank. 
Chairperson Scott reminded the Senators that they could write personal 
letters to the governor and legislators supporting an increase in salaries 
at levels recommended by the Council on Higher Education. 
Chairperson Scott announced that he had followed the instructions of a motion 
at the last mee'ting charging him with the appointment of a Committee on 
ElectIons that would more nearly fit the description of this Committee as 
described in the newly revised Constitution. The appointmen~to the Committee 






Chairperson Scott pointed out that since there was no support staff member 
already on the Senate', he could not appoint a support staff member at this 
time. 
Senator O'Connor moved that the reconstituted Committee on Elections be 
approved as reconunended by the chairperson. Senator Langston seconded and 
the motion carried. 
Chairperson Scott called for a report from Senator Venetozzi, chairperson 
of a subcommittee from the Faculty Concerns Committee Academic Rank and 
Promo tion. 
Senator Venetozzi reported that the subcommittee had reacted to the document 
on Academic Rank and Promotion and had a formal report ready to present to 
the Faculty Concerns Committee. When and if the report is approved by that 
Corrunittee, it will be reported to the University Senate members. 
Chairperson Scott stated that the subcommittee on Participation in University 
Budgetary Decision of the Senate Concerns Committee has recommended that the 
Senate establish a set of prioritiZed long range objectives for the University. 
Chairperson Scott asked if all Senators agreed that this was a similar or the 
same recommendation that the President made when he asked for recommendations 
for the Five Year Plan for quality education at Morehead State University. 
Chairperson Scott asked how should we proceed to carry out this recommendation. 
Several suggestions were mentioned: 
Senator Kappes suggested that an Ad Hoc Committee be appointed and charged 
with this responsibility. All constituencies of the university should be 
represented on the committee. Perhaps, hearings could be held to gain 
suggestions from the university community. 
Senator West asked that with the inflation and declining enrollment, would 




Senator Kappes responded that we might need to identify those that need to 
be maintained and continued. 
Senator West asked what quality education meant? 
Chairperson Scott said that a broad interpretation of that could be used. 
For example the renovation of the grill would improve quality education. 
Senator Rogers said that he thought it should be defined in the broadest 
possible terms and that the new statement of purpose that has been approved 
could be used as a guide for the objectives and recommendations. 
Senator Langston commented that if one improved the quality of the social 
life on campus, the enrollment would increase. 
Senator Meeks said that the Student Government Association is working on 
the improvement of social life. Should the Senate also work on this? 
Senator Schlichter said that even though the SGA was working on this, the 
Senate could also work on it. 
Senator Pelfrey observed that Senator West may be right. It has been said 
that few achieve academic excellence so if we have a smaller enrollment, 
perhaps we can improve the quality. 
Senator Kappes commented that even though the Senate is working on this, 
it does not preclude the SGA and others from doing the same. 
Senator Hickman commented that we might be identifying symptoms. Shouldn It 
we identify some of the problems. 
Senator Pelfrey suggested that each senator bring a recommendation or objective. 
Senator Hoffman suggested that if we have a committee, perhaps volunteers 
could be asked for instead of appointments. 
Senator Belcher suggested that since each senator represents a constituency, 
that the senators should talk to the people they represent and ask for their 
recommendations or obj ectives for the Five Year Plan. Then bring five, ten 
or fifteen back to the committee. 
Senator Kappes suggested that they could be mailed to UPO 1020. 
Senator McDot\lell moved that a committee be appointed by the chairperson to 
develop long range obj ectivQS for quality education; at Morehead State University 
and that senators should conununicate with their cOl).stituency and with other 
members of the university community in order to develop the objectives. 
Senator Sprague seconded and the motion carried. " 
Senator Scott asked for volunteers after it was kuggested 
the committee at today's meeting. 
Senators Langston, West, and Schlichter volunteered. 
3 
that he appoint 
, 
Chairperson Scott stated that he would name the other c:ormnittee members. 
Senator Hest announced that the Joint Concerns Connnittee would like to talk 
with the Senator who suggested that there should be increased awareness of 
minorities and women on campus and to the Senator vlho suggested that we 
should integrate black awareness into university studies. He said that 
they need a better definition and explanation. 
Chairperson Scott announced that he would like to meet with the Faculty 
Concerns Committee immediately following the Senate meeting. 
Senator Bizzel moved for adjournment. 
Senator Langston seconded, and the motion carried. 
The meeting adjourned at 5 :00 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
, , 
, .. t. . .It' " • , 
/ 
Faye Belcher 




MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senate Minutes 
Re-scheduled Meeting~ March 6, 1980 
The re-scheduled meeting of the University Senate was called to order by 
Chairperson Scott at 4:16 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran 
University Center. Chairperson Scott asked Senator Belcher who was substi-
tuting for Senator Whitson as secretary to conduct the roll call. A quorum 
,;ras present and Chairperson Scott called the meeting to order. ':!'he following 
Senators were absent: 
Senator Brmm Senator Hampshire 
Senator !3rumagen Senator Norfleet 
Senator Alcorn Senator Norris 
*Senator Cooper Senator Ridenbaugh 
Senator Davis Senator Talbert 
Senator Graham Senator Turner 
Senator Huang Senator Porter 
Senator Kar~vatka Senator "White 
Senator Lee ~'tSenator Whitson 
Senator Logan Senator Kumar 
*Senators who informed the Chair of their absence prior to the meeting 
Chairperson Scott stated that the Minutes for the February 28, 1980 meeting 
had been distributed. Senator Langston moved that the l-unutes be approved 
as distributed. Senator O'Connor seconded~ and the motion carried. 
Chairperson Scott reported that he i1ad transmitted to the President as was 
requested the follatviug reports and recommendations: 
1. Hall of Fame for Great Americans 
2. Senate Concerns Subco~mittee; Senate Participation in 
University Budgetary Decisions Recommendations 
3. Senate Concerns Subco~mittee recommendations on Securing 
Operating Budget and :Jther Institutional Support for 
administering of the Senate's actions 
Chairperson Scott conununicated to the President that the second item in the 
report of the Senate Concerns Subcon®ittee on Budgetary Decisions stating 
that the Senate should establish a set of prioritized long range objectives 
for the university was a reaffirmation of the Senate to respond to the 
President I s request that the Senate concern itself with this task. 
Chairperson Scott also communicated to the President the action t-aken by 
the Senate in requesting that no standing committee schedule meetings 
at 4:10 on the second and fourth Thursdays when the Senate meets.' 
Chairperson Scott stated that Senate meetings which fell on holidays will 
be re-scheduled at the beginning of the year and that those ~"ill be included 
on the list of meeting dates which Standing Committees should avoid scheduling, 
Chairperson Scott stated that the petitions had been conveyed to the 
Governor's office. Seven hundred fifty-two signatures were on the petitions. 
Three hundred twenty-eight were signed by persons having faculty rank. 
Chairperson Scott reminded the Senators that they could write personal 
letters to the governor and legislators supporting an increase in salaries 
at levels recommended by the Council on Higher Education. 
Chairperson Scott announced that he had followed the instructions of a motion 
at the last meeting charging him with the appointment of a Committee on 
Elections that would more nearly fit the description of this Comm~ttee as 
described in the newly revised Constitution. The appointment to the Committee 






Chairperson Scott pointed out that since there was no support staff member 
already on the Senate, he could not appoint a support staff member at this 
time. 
Senator O'Connor moved that the reconstituted Committee on Elections be 
approved as recommended by the chairperson. Senator Langston seconded and 
the motion carried. 
Chairperson Scott called for a report from Senator Venetozzi, chairperson 
of a subcommittee from the Faculty Concerns Committee Academic Rank and 
Promotion. 
Senator Venetozzi reported that the subcommittee had reacted to the document 
on Academic Rank and Promotion and had a formal report ready to present to 
the Faculty Concerns Committee. When and if the report is approved by that 
Committee, it will be reported to the University Senate members. 
Chairperson Scott stated that the subcommittee on Participation in University 
Budgetary Decision o£ the Senate Concerns Con@ittee has recommended that the 
Senate establish a set of prioritized long range objectives for the University. 
Chairperson Scott asked if all Senators agreed that this was a similar or the 
same recommendation that the President made when he asked for recommendations 
for the Five Year Plan for quality education at Horehead State University. 
Chairperson Scott asked how should ,ve proceed to carry out this recommendation. 
Several suggestions were mentioned: 
Senator Kappes suggested that an Ad Hoc Committee be appointed and charged 
with this responsibility. All c.onstituencies of the university should be 
represented on the committee. Perhaps, hearings could be held to gain 
suggestions from the university community. 
Senator West asked that with the inflation and declining enrollment, would 




Senator Kappes responded that we might need to identify those that need to 
be maintained and continued. 
Senator West asked what quality education meant? 
Chairperson Scott said that a broad interpretation of that could be used. 
For example the renovation of the grill 'Would improve quality education. 
Senator Rogers said that he thought it should be defined in the broadest 
possible terms and that the ne,,, statement of purpose that has been approved 
could be used as a guide for the objectives and recommendations. 
Senator Langston cornnlented that if one improved the quality of the social 
life on campus, the enrollment would increase. 
Senator Meeks said that the Student Government Association is working on 
the improvement of social life. Should the Senate also work on this? 
Senator Schlichter said that even though the SGA t.;ras working on this, the 
Senate could also work on it. 
Senator Pelfrey observed that Senator West may be right. It has been said 
that few achieve academic excellence so if we have a smaller enrollment, 
perhaps we can improve the quality. 
Senator Kappes commented that even though the Senate is working on this, 
it does not preclude the SGA and others from doing the same. 
Senator Hickman commented that we might be identifying symptoms. Shouldn',t 
we identify some of the problems. 
Senator Pelfrey suggested that each senator bring a recommendation or objective. 
Senator Hoffman suggested that if we have a committee, perhaps volunteers 
could be asked for instead of appointments. 
Senator Belcher suggested that since each senator represents a constituency, 
that the senators should talk to the people they represent and ask for their 
recommendations or objective~ for the Five Year Plan. Then bring five, ten 
or fifteen back to the committee. 
Senator Kappes suggested that they could be mailed to UPO 1020. 
Senator McDowell moved that a committee be appointed by the chairperson to 
develop long range objectives for quality education at Morehead State University 
and that senators should communicate with their constituency and with other 
members of the university community in order to develop the objectives. 
Senator Sprague seconded and tbe motion carried. 
Senator Scott asked for volunteers after it was suggested that he appoint 
the committee at today's meeting. 
Senators Langston, West, and Schlichter volunteered. 
3 
,-. 
Chairperson Scott stated that he would name the other committee members. 
Senator Hest announced that the Joint Concerns Conunittee would like to talk 
with the Senator who suggested that there should be increased awareness of 
minorities and women on campus and to the Senator who suggested that we 
should integrate black awareness into university studies. He said that 
they need a better definition and explanation. 
Chairperson Scott announced that he would like to meet with the Faculty 
Concerns Committee immediately following the Senate meeting. 
Senator Bizzel moved for adjournment. 
Senator Langston seconded, and the motion carried. 
The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Faye Belcher 
acting secretary for Patsy Whitson 
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Senate Minutes 
~rch 27, 1980 
The meeting of the University S~n~~ewas called to order by Chairperson Scott 
at 4:16 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University Center. Chair-
person Scott asked Senator Belcher who was substituting for Senator Whitson 
as secretary to conduct the roll call. A quorum was present and 'Chairperson 










Senator Morella Senator Van Meter 
Senator Norfleet Senator Porter 
Senator Payne Senator West 
Senator Ridenbaugh Senator White 





Chairperson Scott stated that the Minutes for the March 6 meeting had been 
distr:!:buted.. Chairperson Scott reported that Senator Huang had reported that 
she would not be present at the March 6 meeting. Senator ~elcher repprted 
that Senator Hampshire had al~o reported that ~e would not be pres~nt and. 
that an asterisk should be placed in front of Huang and Hampshire. The 
names of Senators Alcorn and Turner should be deleted from those absent 
because they did attend the March 6 meeting although they.arrived late. 
On page two, paragraph three an "s" shQuld be added to the word appointment. 
Senator O'Connor reported that on page 1, number I under· Hall of ·Fame, 
it should say Kentuckians instead. of Amer~cans. 
With those corrections noted, Senator Langston moved- that the minutes be 
approved as distributed and corrected. Senator O'Connor seconded. 
OLD BUS.lNESS 
Chairperson Scott reported some correspondence from the President. President 
Nor.~leet reporteq in the correspondence that he was in favor of the 
recommendations from the Committee on the Hall of Fame for Great Kentuckians.-
Ha indicated that he would like to meet-with the committee to discuss the 
report. 
President Norfleet responded to the recommendations by the Senate Concerns 
Subcommittee Studying Participation in University Budgetary Decisions. 
President Norfleet will study the matter of those documents that should be 
placed in the University library and place the appropriate documents there. 
He ~p.proves of the Senate.'s attempt to develop long-range objectives to 
improve the quality of education at MOrehead State University. He reported 
that a formal review process for the budget at the departmental level 
had already been implemented. 
President Norfleet responded to the recommendations· of the Senate Concerns 
Subcommittee on Securing Operating Budget and other Institutional Support 
for Administering of the Senate's Act~ons. 
President ~orfleet indicated that in the past.the budget for the Senate 
expenses had been taken from the University budget and that the department 
from.which the Chairperson was a memoer also absorbed some of the expenses 
Senator Campbell asked for a clarification of quality education. 
Senator Scott reported that it covers all aspects of the University. 
AGENDA· ItE:MS 
Senator O~Connor re~orted for the Student Concerns Committee on Academic 
Bankruptcy. He read the report which is appended or attached. 
Senator ,:;.Q'Connor reported that he had found that some material existed 
pn.A~ade~ic- . ~ankruptcy that was compiled by a Senate Committee in 
19:za-77 but that his committee had not had time to study it. Senator 
O'Connor reported that he was not asking that the report be approved 
since it is only an interim report but that he thought it was worthy 
of mo~e study by a.committee appointed by the chairperson. 
Senator Kappes moved that the chairperson appoint a committee to study 
academic bankruptcy and to draw up a plan to present to the full University 
Senate as soon as possible. The motion was seconded by Senator Meeks. 
Sena.tor Duncan seconded also. 
Senator O'Connor reported that he thought the committee should be made 
up of all constituencies from the Senate. 
Senator Pelfrey reported that· the previous Academic Bankruptcy Committee 
was chaired by David Saxon. Senator Pelfrey said that he had a folder of 
materials that he had collected during his study on the other committee 
and that he would be glad to share it. He also commented that Dav:i,d· SaxoIi 
probably had materials. 
The question was called and the motion carried. . 
Senator Crager asked if the Chairperson could appoint others on the 
Commitee who aie not Senators. 
Senator Scott replied that he could foresee problems with that plan. 
He said that the Cormnittee could name advisors 'or reso.uree persons .to 
aid them in their data collection and study. 
Senator Kappes said that if a motion was needed~ he would move that the 
full Senate body authorize any committee to name resource persons. 
Senator Bizzel~, parliamentarian, replied that he did not think these 
persons could be appointed as members. The committees could secure 
resource persons. 
ParliamenEarian Bizzel gave his opinion that he did not think the 
chairperson could appoint other members outside the Senate but the 
Committees could request these persons to' be resource persons for 
their study. 
The next item on the agenda was the item to change spring break week 
on the spring calendar. 
'-
; 
Senator Rose reported that about a half do-zen persons had mentioned that the 
spring break week was too early in the semester and that the weather was 
too bad for travelling. They had asked if the spring break week could be 
moved to.8 later' date in the semester. 
Senator Lang~ton'pointed out that there was an increase in rates in Florida 
after the week which we take as spring break. 
Senator Kumar suggested that the entire spring semester could start one week 
later and that would move the spring break to a date one week later in the 
semester. Some Universities have 'done this in order to save energy during 
the month of January. 
Senator Duncan replied that he thought all four regional universities have 
spring break at the same time. 
Senator Kappes replied that there is a tacit agreement that the r.egional 
universities have their spring break at the same time but it has not always 
happened that way. We are in the first year of a five year sequence. 
Sena·tor Kappes suggested that a letter be directed to the President who 
is ~he chairman of the calendar commdttee asking that the calendar be 
studied in regard to spring break. 
Chatrman SCQtt mentioned that due to weather and inflation that fewer and 
fewer will probably leave during spring break. 
Senator Kappes replted that there seems to be an anti-spring break feeling 
in Frankfort because the office workers there do not get a spring break. 
Will we be stirring up a problem? Many of the personnel at UK work during 
spring break. 
S~nator Crager said that one of the reasons for having the semester begin 
one week early and end one week early is to give our students an advantage 
whe~ they have to compete for summer jobs. This gives them an edge in 
searching. for summer jobs because they can begin one week early. 
Senator O'Connor commented that students will find funds to go on spring 
break regardless. 
Senator Bizzel comm1ented that it is better to have the spring break coincide 
with the other universities/spring breakS. Sometimes, meetings are scheduled 
during our spring break because.it does not always coincide. 
Chairperson Scott asked if the Senate wanted a committee appointed to look 
into this? 
S-cnator Kappes said that we could ask the President and ttle calendar committee 
to look into the matter of spring break and schedule it to coincide with other 
universities. 
Senator ~~ ." ; moved that the University calendar Committee look into 
the matter of Spring Break and schedule it to coincide with other universities' 
spring breakS I Senator O'Connor seconded. 
, 
from their departmental budgets. The President said that he would take a new 
look at the budget for the Senate if it is not adequate. Chairperson Scott 
reminded the Senators that we had a $100.00 budget for the 1979-80 year. 
President Norfleet responded by saying that a workship could be·provided 
to assist the chairperson if one is availaEle. 
President Norfleet responded that reassigned time fias to Be made within the 
schaol and that the decision has to be made oy toe dean of that school. 
President Norfleet responded to the request that no standing and ad hoc 
committees schedule meetings on ~he second and fourth Thursday of each 
month by sending a copy of a memorandum in which he had requested that 
all standing committee and all ad hoc committees avoid scheduliti.K ,meetings 
which conflict with the meeting date and time of the University Sena~e. 
ehairperson Scott reported that one of the Senators had pointed out a 
paragraph in the EAGLE which indicates that student clubs should meet 
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Most of those meetings will not conflict 
with the Senate meeting time. The memorandum written by President 
Norfleet will not apply'to:,these student meetings. 
Senator Cooper: Did you also, report that we would have some re-scheduled 
meetings? 
Chairperson Scott: Yes, the letter which I wrote indicated that I wpuld 
advise concerning the re-scheduled meeting when the calendar is made up 
at the beginning of the school year for the University Senate meetings. 
Chairperson Scott reported that the Committee on Elections has met and 
that in the absence of the Committee Chairperson Smith, Senator BelCher 
will report. 
Senator Belcher :r;~ported that the Committee had met for a short meeting 
on March 26 for a planning meeting. Not all 9£ the committee attended 
so another meeting is scheduled at 3:00 p.m.,March 2a,in the Formal 
L~ving Room of the Home ~conomics Department, Cassity Building. One 
of the Senators has drawn up two forms to encQurage candidates to seek 
an office as Senator. One of the forms is called a Declaration of 
Candidacy Form and the other form is a Nomination Form. These two 
forms will be placed in the mail boxes of all faculty members, administators, 
and support staff. There was a reluctance on the part of some candidates 
to dec~re themselves. They prefer that someone nominates them so that 
is the reason for the two forms. If a person is nominated by someone, 
the prior approval of the candidate must be $ecured. 
Chairperson Scott reported the names of the Committee members appointed 
to the Committee on Long~range Objectives to Improve the Quality of 
Education at }ffiU. The COmmittee mempers are: 







Senator Pelfrey reported that the committee had an organizational meeting. 
He invited the S~nators to bring objectives to the committee or to mail 
them to the committee at UFO 1020. 
Senator Barber questioned if we needed to make this ~otion if we al~eady do 
coincide with other universities. 
Senator Kappes moved t~ amend the main ~tion to .ask the calendar committee. 
to look a·t the time of spring break within the term of study and to look at a 
delayed start because of weather and economics. 
After comments by Senator Cooper and Senator Kappes, 
to table the motion. Senator Langston seconded. 
The question was called and the motion carried •.. 
Senator O'Connor moved 
C d f adJ·o··---ent,~ seconded by Senator Bizzel. Sena,tor ooper move or ........ UIU 




Acting SecretaFY for Patsy ~itson 
INTERIM REPORT ON ACADEMIC BANKRUPTCY 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON STUDENT CONCERNS 
Thursday, March 27, 1980 
}illny students experience an unusual circumstance during a 
particular semester which prevents them from achieving or main-
taining the GPA they are capable of. These circumstances being 
for the most part beyond the control of the students themselves,' 
the Committee for Student Concerns offers the following for the 
consideration of the full Senate. 
PROPOSAL FOR ACADEMIC BANKRUPTCY 
1. By petition to the Student Court, a student may have any 
giVen .!:lemest·er of undergraduate study completely and per-
manently deleted from his academic record~ with' the pro-
.vision that only one semester may be abolished~ 
2. That no arbitrary ~PA be established as criteria for aca-
demic bankruptcy. 
3. A student may petition for this act any time after 30 
calendar days of the semester in question, with no time 
limit lrnposed. 
4 •. The entire semester's work must be abolished. 
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The meeting of the University s~~tewas called to order by Chairperson Scott _ 
~t 4:16 p.m. in the Ri"ggle Room of the Adron Doran University Center. Chair-
person Scott asked Senator Belcher who was substituting for Senator Whitson 
as secretary to conduct the roll call. A quorum was present and Chairperson 










Senator Morella Senator Van Meter 
Senator Norfleet Senator Porter 
Senator Payne Senator West 
Senator Ridenbaugh Senator White 





Chairperson·Scott stated that the Minutes. for the March 6 "meeting had been 
distributed. Chairperson Scott reported that Senator Huang had reported that 
she would not be present at the March 6 meeting. Senator "Belcher reported 
that Sen~tor Hampshire had al~o reported that he would not be pres~nt and 
that an asterisk should be placed in front of Huang and Hampshire. The 
names of Senators Alcorn and Turner should he deleted from those absent 
because they did attend the March 6 meeting although they arxived late. 
On page two, paragraph three an "s" should be added "1;0 the word appointment. 
Senator O'Connor reported that on"page 1, number 1 und·er Hall.of .Fame, 
it should say Kentuckians instead of Americans. 
With those corrections noted, Senator Langston moved that the minutes be 
approved as distributed and corrected. Senator O'Connor seconded. 
OLD BUSINESS 
Chairperson Scott reported some correspondence from the President: President 
Norfleet reported in the correspondence that he was in favor of the 
recommendations from the Committee on the Hall of Fame for Great Kentuckians. 
He indicated that he would like to meet with the committee to discuss the 
report. 
President Norfleet responded to the recommendations by the Senate Concerns 
Subcommittee Studying Participation in University Budgetary Decisions .. 
President Norfleet will s'tudy the matter of those documents that should be 
placed in the University library and place the appropriate documents there. 
He approves of the Senate's attempt to develop long-range objectives to 
improve the quality of education at Morehead State University. He reported 
that a formal review process for the budget at the departmental level 
had already been implemented. 
President Norfleet responded to the reconnuendations of the Senate Concerns 
Subcorranittee on Securing Operat-ing Budget and other Institutional Support 
for Administering of the Senate's Actions. 
President Norfleet indicated that in the past the budget for the Senate 
expenses had been taken from the Dniv~rsity budget and that the department 
from which the Cnairperson was a member also absorbe9- some of the expenses 
from their departmental budgets. The President said that he would take a new 
look at the budget for the Senate if it is not adequate. Chairperson Scott 
reminded the Senators that we had a $100.00 budget.for the 1979-80 year. 
President Norfleet responded by saying that a'~~rkship could be provided 
to assist the chairperson if one is availaBle. 
President Norfleet responded that reassigned ttma.Bas-to oanada within the 
school and that the decision has to be-made by tne dean of that school. 
President Norfleet responded to the request that no ~tanding and ad hoc 
committees schedule meetings on the second and fourth Thursday of each. 
month by sending a copy of a memorandum in which he had requested that 
. all standing committee and all ad hoc committees avoid scheduH:ng, .meetings 
which conflict with the meeting date and time of the University Senate. 
ehairperson Scott reported that one of the Senators had pointed out a 
paragraph in the 'EAGLE which indicates that student clubs should meet 
on Tuesdays and Thursday&. Most of those meetings w'ill not cOl).flict 
with the Senate meeting time. The memorandum written by Pre~ident 
Norfleet will not app1y-to:_these sfudent -meetings. 
Senator Cooper: Did you also. report that we would have some re-scheduled 
meetings? 
Chairperson Scott: Yes, the letter which I wrote indicated that I would 
advise concerning the re-scheduled meeting Hhen the calendar is made up 
at the beginning of the school year for the University Senate meetings. 
Chairperson Scott reported that the COmmLttee on Elections has met and 
that in the absenc~ of the Committee Chairperson Smith, Senator Belcher' 
will report .. 
Senator Belcher reported that the Committee had met for a short meeting 
on March 26 for a planning meeting. Not all of the commi~tee attended 
so another meeting is scheduled at 3:00 p.m.,March 28,i~ the Formal 
Living Room of the Home Economics Department, Cassity Building. One 
of the Senators has dratro. up two forms to encaurage candidates to seek 
an office as Senator. One of the forms is called a Declaration of 
Candidacy Form and the other form is a Nomination Form. These two 
forms will be placed in the mail boxes of all faculty membeis, administators, 
and support staff. There was a reluctance on the part of some candidates 
to declare themselves. They prefer that someone nominates the~ so that 
is the reason for the.two forms. ~f a.person is nominated by someone, 
the prior approval of the candidate must be secured. 
Chairperson Scott reported the names of the Committee members appointed 
to the Committee on Long~range Objectives to Improve the Quality of 
Education at MSU. The committee mempers are: 







Senator Pelfrey reported that the committee had an organizational meeting. 
He invited the Senators to bring objectives to the committee or to mail 
them to the committee at UFO 1020. 
Senator Campbell asked for a clarification of quality education. 
Senator Scott reported that it covers all aspects of the University. 
AGENDA ITEMS 
, 
Senator OlConnor re~orted for the Student Concerns Committee on Aqademi~ 
Bankruptcy. He read the report which is appended or attached. 
Senator. ~;O' Connor reported that he had found that some material ens ted 
pn.A~ad~~c' . ·Bankruptcy that was compiled by a Senate Committee in 
191.B-77·but·that his committee had not had time to study it. Senator 
O'Connor reporte.d that he was not asking that the report be approved. 
since it is only an i~terim report but that he thought it was worthy 
of mOl:e study by a .. coIllIllittee appointed by the chairperson. 
Senator."Kappes moved that the chairperson appoint a committee to study 
academic bankruptcy and to draw up a plan to present to the· full University 
Senate as soon as possible. The motion was seconded by Senator l-Ieeks. 
Sena·,tor Duncan seconded also. 
Senator O'Connor reported that he thought the committee should be made 
up of all constituencies from. the Senate. 
Senator Pelfrey reported that· the previous Academic Bankruptcy Committee 
was chaired by David Saxon. Senator Pelfrey said that he had a folder of 
materials that he had collected during his study on the other commit·tee 
and that he would be glad to share it. He also commented that David Saxon 
probably had materials. 
The question was called and the motion carried. 
Senator Crager asked if the Chairperson could appoint others on the 
Commitee who are not Senators. 
Senator Scott replied that he could foresee problems with that plan. 
He said that the Committee could name advisors or resource persons to 
aid them in their data collection and study. 
Senator Kappes said that if a motion was needed, he would move that the 
full Senate body authorize any committee to name resource persons. 
Senator Bizzel~, parliamentarian, replied that he did not think these 
persons could be appointed as members. The committees could secure 
resource persons. 
Parliamentarian Bizze1 gave his opinion that he did not think the 
chairperson could appoint other members outside the Senate but the 
Committees could request these persons to be resource persons for 
their study. 
The next item on the agenda was the item to change spring break week 
on the spring calendar. 
Senator Rose reported that about a half dozen persons had mentioned that the 
spring break week was too early in the semester and t~at the weather was 
too bad for travelling. They had asked if the spring break week could be 
moved to a late;ti" date in the semester. 
Senator Lang§Jton"'pointed out that there was an increase in rates in Florida 
after the week which we take as spring break. 
Senator Kumar suggested that the entire spring semester could start one week 
later and that would move the spring break to a date one week later in the 
semester. Some l1niversi'ties have 'done t?i:s in order to save energy during 
the month of January. 
Senator Duncan replied that he tho~ght all four regional universities have 
spring break at the same t±me. 
Senator Kappes replied that there is a tacit agreement that the ~egional 
universities have their spring break at the same time but it has not always 
happened that way. We are in 'the first year of a five year sequence. 
SElna,:tor Kappes suggested that a letter be directed to the President who 
is the chairman of the calendar committee asking that th~ calendar be 
studied in regard-to spring break. 
Chairman Scott mentioned that due to weather and inflation that fewer and 
fewer will probably leave during spr~ng break. 
Senator Kappes replied that there seems to be an anti-spring break feeling 
in Fra~k£ort because the office workers there do not get a spring break • 
. Will ~e be stirring up a problem? Many of the personnel at UK work during 
spring break. 
Senator Crager said that oue of the reasons for having the semester begin 
one. week early and end one week early is to give our students an advantage 
when they have to compete for' summer jobs. This gives them an edge in 
searching for summer jobs because they can begin one week early. ' 
Senator O'Connor commented that students will find funds to go on spring 
break regardless. 
, 
Senato~ nizzel commented that it is better to have the spring break coincide 
with the other universities' spring breakS. Sometimes~ meetings are ,scheduled 
during our spring break because it.does not always coincide. 
Chairperson Scott asked if the Senate wanted a committee appointed to look 
into th:i,s? 
Senator Kappes said that we could ask the President and the c~lendar committee 
to iook into the, matter of spring break and schedule it to' coincide with other 
universities. 
Senator Kpp~F ... \ ~- moved that the University calendar Committee look into 
the matter of Spring Break and schedule it to coincide-with other universities' 
spring breakS,. Senator O'Connor seconded. 
"Senator Barber questioned if we needed to make this notion if we ~lready do 
coincide witli other universities4 
Senator Kappes moved to amend the main ~6tion to iask the calendar committee 
to look at the time of spring break within the term of study and to look at a 
delayed start because of weather and economics. 
After comments by Senator Cooper and Senator Kappes~ Senator O~Connor moved 
to table the motion. Senator Langston seconded. 
The questinn was called and the motion cal.'ried. ";."'" 
Sena,.or Cooper moved for adjou:t:nmentf seconaed by Senator Bizzel. 




Acting Secreta~ for Patsy Whitson 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senate Minutes 
April 10) 1980 
The meeting of the University Senate was called to order by Chairperson Scott 
at 4:15 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University Center. Chair-
person Scott asked Senator Belcher who was substituting for Senator Whitson as 
secretary to conduct the roll call. A quorum lias present and Chairperson 
Scott called the meeting to order. The following Senators were absent: 
Senator Back Senator Logan Senator Talbert 
Seaator Brown Senator Martin Senator Collins 
Senator Bruroagen Senator McDowell Senator Venettozzi 
pr<-selvt" Senator flsQ:rn Senator MOrella Senator Uest 
Senator Crager pres. Senat~ Harn~e Senator White 
Senator Davis Senator Norfleet Senator WhHson 
Senator Duncan Senator Payne 
Senator Graham Senator Ridenbaugh 
Senator Huang Senator Robinson 
Senator Lee Senator Smith 
Chairperson Scott stated that the Minutes for the March 27 meeting had been 
distributed. Chairperson Scott asked for corrections or approval of the 
Minutes. Senator O'Connor reported that on page three, statement nine, 
Senator Langston should be attributed as the spokesman of that statement 
instead of Senator O'Connor. Senator Langston agreed that he was the person 
who made the statement about students finding funds to go on Spring break 
regardless. Senator Fiel moved that the Minutes be accepted with this 
correction and Senator Langston seconded. The Minutes were appr~ved. 
Senator Scott announced that the Faculty Concerns Committee would meet 
immediately after the Senate Heeting in the same room. He invited other 
Senators to meet with the Faculty Concerns Committee even though they might 
not be members of the Committee. He reported that the Faculty Concerns 
Committee was studying the document on Fac~lty Promotions ~nd Rank. 
Senator Scott report.ed that the Committee ·on University Long Range Objectives 
had met and will be meeting Friday, April 11. A report will be forthcoming 
at a later date. 
Chairperson Scott. reported t.hat the Commdttee on Academic Bankrupty was 
being formulated. Not all of the committee appointments have accept.ed 
because they are checking an possible conflicts that might make t.hem 
unable to accept the appointment at this time. The Committee will meet 
Tuesday, April 15, at 1:00 p.m. 
Chairperson Scott. reported that. there were three agenda items. The 
first item was the Final Recommendations of the Committee on Joint Concerns 
which was to be reported on by Senator West. Since that. time when he reported it 
as an agenda item, Senator West discovered that he had to be out.-of-town 
on April 10; therefore, he could not be here today to make the report. He 
would like t.o postpone his report until the next meeting. 
1 
Senator Kappes moved that a fourth item be added to the day's agenda concerning 
the timing of Spring Break. Senator Hoffman and Senator Kumar seconded. 
The question was called and the motion carried to add this item to the agendao 
Senator Scott asked Senator Belcher to report on the Activities of the· 
Committee on Elections. Senator Belcher reported that the Committee had 
mailed out the declaration forms and the nominations forms to encourage 
candidacies for the offices. Every employees of the University was supposed 
to have received the two forms. Some nominations and declaration forms 
had been received but had not been counted or noted. The Committee will 
meet on April 14, at 8:30 in the ADUC Grill to determine the number of 
candidates who have declared or who have been nominated. At- that time, 
the Committee will develop ballots wbich will be sent to all employees 
of the University so that they can vote in the Constituency El?ction which 
will take place on April 22. " 
Chairperson Scott reported that he would like to encourage each Senator 
to discuss the Elections with their constituency so that "everyolle will be 
informed about the Elections. 
Senator Belcher reported that Chairperson Scott and Senator Belcher had 
been on the air over Radio Station WMKY to discuss the Senate Elections. 
Senatpr Belcher also mentioned the memorandum sent to all Bureau Heads, 
Deans, Department Reads and others who supervised Univers,ity employees 
encouraging them to discuss the Senate Elections with their constituency 
and to encourage at least one candidate to declare or to nominate at 
least one candidate. This memo was developed and mailed by Senator' 
Mann who is a member of the Elections Committee. Senator Belcher observed 
that she thought that this had helped more than any other device to 
identify candidates. Senator Belcher observed that the support staff 
group did not seem to be aware of the Senate Elections and their invo~vement 
in them. She reported that some of the suppor"t staff group was actively 
campaigning to inform this group about the coming election. 
Chairperson Scott observed that to avoid confusion, he thought that ~t 
might be bett~r to issue separate ballots for each group. This would" 
require more time of the Committee but it would avoid confusion about 
the identification of the constituency and identification of tho~e for 
whom each group should cast their votes. 
Senator Belcher reported that she agreed that a separate ballot might 
be the best procedure to use. 
Senator Belcher reported that the At-large Elections will be held 
on April 29. 
The next agenda item was introduced by Senator Hoffman concerning'a 
Resolution asking that compensation for summer teaching be re-evaluated 
so as to allow classes with fewer numbers than ten in enrollment to 
be taught on a voluntary basis and with less compensation. The 
resolution is attached to the Minutes. 
2 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senate Minutes 
April 10, 1980 
The meeting of the University Senate was called to order by Chairperson Scott 
at 4:15 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University Center. Chair-
person Scott asked Senator Belcher who was substituting for Senator '\fuitson as 
secretary to conduct the roll call. A quorum 'ivas present and Chairperson 
Scott called the meeting to order. The following Senators were absent: 
Senator Back Senator Logan Senator Talbert 
Senator Brown Senator Martin Senator Collins 
Senator Brumagen Senator McDowell Senator Venettozzi 
Senator Alcorn Senator Morella Senator Hest 
Senator Crager Senator Hampshire Senator White 
Senator Davis Senator Norfleet Senator Whi·tson 
Senator Duncan Senator Payne 
Senator Graham Senator Ridenbaugh 
Senator Huang Senator Robinson 
Senator Lee Senator Smith 
Chairperson Scott stated that the Minutes for the March 27 meeting had been 
distributed. Chairperson Scott asked for corrections or approval of the 
Minutes. Senator O'Connor reported that on page three, statement nine, 
Senator Langston should be attributed as the spokesman of that statement 
instead of Senator O'Connor. Senator Langston agreed that he was the person 
who made the statement about students finding funds to go on Spring break 
regardless. Senator Fiel moved that the Minutes be accepted with this 
correction and Senator Langston seconded. The Minutes were approved. 
-- '--" -- . -
Sen,itor--Scott" annou~ced that the Faculty Concerns Committee would meet 
immediately after the Senate Beeting in the same room. He invited other 
Senators to meet with the Faculty Concerns Committee even though they might 
not be members of the Committee. He reported that the Faculty Concerns 
Committee was studying the document on Faculty Promotions and Rank. 
Senator Scott reported that the Committee on University Long Range Objectives 
had met and will be meeting Friday, April 11. A report will be forthcoming 
at a later date. 
Chairperson Scott reported that the Committee on Academic Bankrupty was 
being formulated. Not all of the committee appointments have accepted 
because they are checking on possible conflicts that might make them 
unable to accept the appointment at this time. The Committee will meet 
Tuesday, April 15, at 1:00 p.m. 
Chairperson Scott reported that there were three agenda items. The 
first item was the Final Recommendations of the Committee on Joint Concerns 
which was to be reported an by Senator West. Since .that---:t~me-when -he 're-ported it 
as an agenda item, Senator West discovered that he had to be -out=of":tcrwn 
an April 10; therefore, he could not be here today to make the report. He 
would like to postpone his report until the next meeting. 
1 
senator Kappes moved that a fourth item be added to the day's agenda concerning 
the timin~ of Spring Break. Se~ator Hoffman and Senator Klimar seconded. 
The question was called and the-motion carried to add this item to the agenda. 
Senator Scott asked Senator Belcher to report on the Activities of the 
Committee on Elections. Senator Belcher reported that the Committee had 
mailed out the declaration forms and the nominations forms to encourage 
candidacies for the offices. Every employees of the University was supposed 
to have received the two forms.~ Some nominations and declaration forms 
had been received but had not 'Deen counted or noted. The Committee will 
meet on April 14, at 8:30 in the Anue Grill to determine the number of 
candidates who have declared or ~ho have been nominated. At that time, 
the Committee will develop ballots which will be sent to all employees 
of the University so that they can vote in the Constituency Election which 
will take place on April 22. ..-' 
Chairperson Scott reported that he would "like to encourage each Senator 
to discuss the Elections with their const~tuency so that everyone will be 
informed about the Elections. 
Senator Belcher reported that Chairperson Scott and Senator Belcher had 
been on the air over Radio Station WMKY to discuss the Senate Elections. 
Senator Belcher also mentioned the memorandum sent to all Bureau Heads .. , 
Deans, Department Heads and others who supervised University employees 
encouraging them to discuss the Senate Eiections with their constituency 
and to encourage at least one candidate to declare or to nominate at 
least one candidate. This memo was developed and mailed by Senator 
Mann who is a member of the Elections Committee. Senator Belcher obs'erved 
that she thought that this had belped more than any other device to 
identify candidates. Senator Belcher observed that the support staff 
group did not seem to be aware of the Senate Elections and their involvement 
in them. She reported that some of the support staff group was actively 
campaigning to inform this group about th.~ coming election. 
'Chairperson Scott observed that to avoid confusion, he thought that it 
nU.ght 'be better to issue separate ballots for each group. This would 
require more time of the Committee but it would avoid confusion about 
the identification of the constituency and identification of those for 
whom each group should cast their votes. 
Senator Belcher reported that she agreed that a separate ballot might 
be the best procedure to use. 
Senator Belcher reported that the At-large Elections will be held 
on April 29. 
The next agenda item was introduced by Senator Hoffman concerning a 
Resolution asking that compensation for summer teaching be re-evaluated 
so as to allow classes, with fewer numbers than ten in enrollment to 
be taught on a voluntary basis and with less compensation. The 
resolut'ion is attached to the Minutes. 
2 
Senator Hoffman explained the resoltltion and moved for its adoption. Senator 
Hickman seconded the motion. 
After much discussion with comments frotn Senator Meeks, Senator, O'Connor, 
Senator Sprague, Senator Scott, Senator Kap'pes, Senator Bizzel, '-and- SenEl:tor 
Cooper, Senator Langston called for the question. Other Senators-had--"_ 
comments so the Chairperson recognized Senator Rose who voU:cE{ci-'!1lS-':c.-ojlcern 
that the resc,lution might be in conflict with some of the ae-crediting standards 
concerning compensation for classes and concerning the number required for a 
class load. --
Other comments were made by_Senator Pelfrey, Senator Belcher, Senator Hickman, 
Senator Fiel, Senator Kumar~ Senator Karwatka, Senator Barber, Senator Ousley; 
at this point Senator Kappes' moved to amend the motion by saying that if the 
resolution is adopted, a statement can be made pointing out that the resolution 
way be in conflict with some of the accrediting standards. The motion was 
seconded bX ___ S~l!a_~or __ ~~:f.b_e_~_~--- __ ._ _ _. _____ -_~ ____ :....- _~_.c 
_~----' __ _ ____ ": _ _ __ c~:.'" _ .::..,~.;::,;.':.-~_._"-'::.-:~ __ ,.~: ~.\'C--
Comments were made by Senator Roffman, Senator Meeks, -and Senator.-O -,Con~o:r; .• 
-~enator---Kapp;;r mov;;;d.'-th";'t~-we -g;- ba;;k to the previous qu~stion. --~ 
SenaEor Campbetl-and Chairpe'rson Scott made comments. 
Senator Mann moved to table the motion to amend. The motion ~ .. as seconded by 
Senator Campbell. The question was called. Thel :motion failed. 
--~- - ~:."" 
Chairperson Scott reported that the mail;!. motion is now a~ended and that the 
floor is open for discussion. --=---
Senator Cooper moved to postpone the mOEion until the next meeting. The 
motion was seconded by Senator Mann. 
Senator Kappes called for a point of order. He stated that the will of the 
Senate~was expressed in the previous tabling and that he would like for the 
Chairperson to rule on whether the motion was germane. 
-QJ:iairperson Scott explained that since he did not hear a second to the motion 
that we go back to the previous question, he assumed that we voted only on 
the motion to amend and that if the motion was seconded to go back to the 
previous questi?h, did Senator Kappes want to withdraw the motion. Senator 
Kappes replied that he assumed it died for a lack of a second but that he 
was willing to 't .. ithdraw. 
Senato.J; Bizzel:~,acting as parliamentarian ruled that the motion of 
Senaf_ol£;C6'oper -is germane. To lay on the table means that it cannot be 
taken of-f the table until the person making the motion consents pr requests 
that it be taken off the table. 
The questlon was called and the motion to table carried. 
The next item on the agenda was the discussion of the timing of the Spring Break. 
Senator Kappes stated that the Calendar Committee would welcome comments on 
the timing of Spr!ing Break. Kiter comments by Senator Cooper~ Senator Langsto:J.1, 
Senator Rose, Senat_Qr_Bcott, Senator O_' __ C9,gnor,& Senator Norri,§, Sena-t-or~~~ ,.;.--~_" 
-"? ~ .r.-·" :'''-:',---------- -"- - - ,. -----~~-----~' ':: .. ~ 
-"-~'~. "~~- .-'"--c_--_. 
Cooper moved that a' committee be appointed, to study the question. Senator 
Langston seconded. 
- /&enator Kumar and Senator Cooper made comments. 
for the question and the motion was seconded by 
motion failed. 
Senator Kumar called 
Senator Bizzel. The 
Chairper_s9'Q. Scott announced that a Hearing concerning the General Education 
Requinemehts would be held in the Riggle Room at 6:30 on April 10. - , 
Senator Q1Connor announced that the SGA executive elections were scheduled 
on April 22 and that he would like to request that the faculty members 
encourage all,Students to participate. He stated that he was a candidate 
for President.'" 
Senator Campbell moved that we adjourn, seconded by Senator Langston. 
Adjournment was at 5:20. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Faye Belcher, Acting Secretary for Patsy Whitson 
4 
~" --.,. .. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senate Ninutes 
April 24, 1980 
The meeting of the University Senate was called to order by Chairperson Scott 
at 4:16 p~m. in the Riggle Room of the AdDon Doran University Center. A 
quorum "las pr~sent shortly after the roll was called by Secretary Whitson. 
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Senator: Schlichter. 
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Chairperson Scott' armounced that the April 1.0 Minutes had been· distributed. 
8enato.r O'Conner moved and Senator Langston seconded,. that the Minutes pe 
approved with the following correction: Senators AJ_corn and Hampshire. were 
p:)?ssent :for the April 1.0 meeting. Motion carried~ 
Chairperson Scott~ reporting for the University Senate Committee on Elections~ 
·announced the resu1ts of April 22 elections of Senators.rB~resenting specific 
contitiuencies. Elected to represent the facu~ties of the six academic 
sc4001s were: Diane Ris (Education); Betty Gurley (Humanities); James 
Robinson· -(Social Sciences); Donal. Hay (Applied Sciences and Technology); 
Ernest Hinson (Business and Economics); and Les Meade (Sciences and Mathematics) ~, ~I ' 
Representing administrators were Stephen Taylor (Academic...,Af'£.a:i.:r9).;~Buford _ j?{f'i> {3a.t. 
Crager (Student Affairs); John Graham (Fiscal Affairs); ~~y (Univer- ~bb W. 
sity and Regional Service,s);. and Charlotte Dowdy (~iscal Affairs) ~ Ballots S:S. fA~~"".o. 
will De distributed this week ar.d collected on April 29 for at-large Senate - M'~'<:~ 
seats for- administrators and support staff. No balloting will be done for § _~.f<-J 
~aculty, since,.t.h~ :fo;J:.low~ng twel.v< cand~d~te~_:~are\vnopposed ~or ~~--l8.rge' ~.: . 'hue~J..U. 
ial!ulty Senate ?eats: .Roland Burn::?, Davl.d..Cutts, Kenneth Hof'fmani 'Ron Mersk,y'$" ,_............-=< 
Stacy Myers~ Cheyenne Oldham, Rose Orl.ich~ Dean OW'en, Jack Peters, Mary POI'noll, j3ufZ5 
J;~i'll Pierce,. and Charles West. 
SL'O!nator Pelfrey gave a 'Progress report for the Senate Committee on,Long Rang.3-
Objective$~ He" sain ,the Committee wiJ.-l.meet ~ga:iIi on April 25~ and will. present 
a' final report at a later date. 
Chairperson Sco·tt reported that the Senate Committee on Academic Bankruptcy has 
met and will illeet again on April 290 
'. ," 
Senator West, reporting for the Senate Committee on Joint Concerns, proposed that 
hereafter, greater: sE;~ectivity be exercised in -mandating concerns for this 
comrnittee~ since it is difficult to effectively address a "laundry J,.ist. 1i The 
Committee suggests that ad hac committees be appointed to deal with all issues 
identir-ied as significant concerns of the Senate. The Comrni.ttee decided against 
recommending that the 10;20 hour on Tuesdays and Thursdays be freed from class, 
scheduling; recommended that the status of minorities and women be held over 
until next year; and that the Senate not address the problems of advisement, since 
othe~ channels have been established for that purpose~ Senator O'Conner moved 
that the Senate accept the report, Senator Langston seconded, and the motion 
carr:i.ed. 
Chairperson Scott announced that the third agenda item, the question of changing 
the method of compensation for summer session teaching, had been tabled at the 
April 10 meeting. Senator Cooper moved that the question be taken from the table c 
Senator O'Conner seconded, and the motion passed. Chairperson Scott stated that 
a copy ot a resolution, which had. been presented by Senator Hoffman at the April 
10 meet:i.4g.,_ had been distributed to each Senator. Also distributed '\-Tas a copy.-
or Senator Horfman's response to objections to the resolution which were heard 
at the April 10 meeting. Lengthy discussion of the resolution included the 
following points: Senator Graham "Wondered hm.r cost effectiveness could be main-
tained; se~ator Payne saw no 0verriding problems with administration at the Dean's 
level; qenator Pelfrey spoke for the flexibility it afforded; and Senator Hic~n 
favo+ed its advantage for student planningQ The question was called, and the ,-
resolution was approved. 
Chairperson Scott reminded the Senate that the next regularly scheduled meeting 
will be during final exam week. After discussion of whether to change the meet-
'i,ng time, Senator Hickman moved to hold the meeting as scheduled on May 8. Senator 
Belcher seconded. Motion carried, and the next meeting will be May 8. 
Se.natox VanMeter requested the floor to present a topic not on the agenda. 
Sena'tor Cooper moved that he be allowed to make a motion, Senator Mann seconded., 
and the motion passed. Senator VarU4eter read a Resolution in Recognition of 
the Leadership of Senate Chairperson Tom Scott (resolution attached), and moved 
its adoption by the Sen~te. Senator Feil seconded. Motion passed, followed by 
a clapping'of'hands in appreciation of Chairperson Scott~ 
Chairperson Scott stated that a co:gy _of Administrative Policy 2-17, "University's 
Policy on Development of' University Policies," ,had been distributed to Senators ft 
He noted that the present policy statement does not mandate very wide distribution 
of' proposed policies. -Therefore, a reviel". of present policy-making mechanisms 
:mf:y be in order, and in particular., the advisory role of' the University Sell9,te~ 
Senator Mann moved that the Senate Gpprove the ~esolution, Senator Sprague sec-' 
onded the motion. -Senator Kariiatka moved to table the motion. Senator Barber 
seconded. The motion passed and the mo~ion t9 table the ~esolution ca,rried. 
Senator Langston moved that the meeting adjourn, Senator Belcher seconded. The 
motion passed and the meeting was adjourned at 5:30 p.m. 
Re~ectfuIIY submitted, 
'-Ii ~ pa~itson, secretary 
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Th e mee ting of the University Senate was called to order by Chairperson Scott 
at 4:16 p.m . in the Riggle Room of the Adnoo Doran University Center . A 
quorum \-Ja S pr0sent shortly after the roll was called by Secretary Whitson . 





































Chairperson Scott announc ed that the April 10 Minutes had been distributed. 
Senator O'Conner moved and Senator Langston seconded, that the Minutes be 
approved with the fo llowing correction: Senators Alcorn and Hampshire were 
present for the April 10 meeting . Motion carried. 
Chairperson Scott, reporting for the University Senate Committee on Elections, 
announced the results of April 22 el ections of Senators te2resenting specific 
contitiuencies . Elect ed to r epre sent the facu lties of the six academic 
schools were : Diane Ris (Education); Betty Gurley (Humaniti es); James 
Rob inson (Social Sci ences) ; Donal Hay (Appli ed Sciences and Technology); 
Ernest Hinson (Business and Economics); and Les Meade (Sciences and Mathematics) . J,;,l I-~ 
Representing administrators were Stephen Taylor {AcademicnAf~~lr~); . Buford ~~~ 5 u RS 
Crager (Student Affairs); John Graham (Fiscal Affairs) j ~¥.m.Wy (Univer- {)o.!bb "".t", 
sity and Regional Services); and Charlotte Dowdy (Fisca l Affairs) . Ballots ~5 AC6-r"..,., 
t-Jill be distributed this week and collected on April 29 for at - large Senate A.r.+e.·~ 
seats for administrators and support staff. No balloting "\-Jill be done for .s>_~, i .. h" 
faculty, since the fo llowing twelve candidates are unopposed for at-large 
faculty Senate seats: Roland Burns, David Cutts, Kenneth Hoffman , Ron Mersky, 
stacy Myers, Cheyenne Oldham, Rose Orlich, Dean Owen, Jack Peters, Mary Powell, 
Bill Pierce , and Charles West . 
Senator Pelfrey gave a progress report for the Senate Committee on Long Range 
Ol)jectives . He said the Committee will meet again on April 25, and will present 
a final report a t a later date. 
Chairper son Scott r eported that the Senate Committee on Academic Bankruptcy has 
met and will meet again on April 29 . 
Senator West, reporting for the Senate Committee on J oint Concerns, proposed that 
hereaf t er, greater selectivity be exercised in mandat i ng concerns for this 
committee, since it is difficult to eff ectively address a "laundry li s t." The 
Committee suggests that ad hoc committees be appointed to deal with all issues 
identified as significant concerns of the Senate. The Committee decided against 
recommending that the 10:20 hour on Tuesdays and Thursdays be freed from class 
scheduling; recommended that the status of minorities and women be held over 
until next year; and that the Senate not address the problems of advisement, since 
other channels have been established for that purpose. Senator O'Conner moved 
that the Senate accept the report, Senator Langston seconded, and the motion 
carried. 
Chairperson Scott announced that the third agenda item, the question of changing 
the method of compensation for summer session teaching, had been tabled at the 
April 10 meeting. Senator Cooper moved that the question be taken from the table. 
Senator O'Conner seconded, and the motion passed. Chairperson Scott stated that 
a copy of a resolution, which ha~ been presented by Senator Hoffman at the April 
10 meeting, had been distributed to each Senator. Also distributed was a copy 
of Senator Hof£man's response to objections to the resolution which were heard 
at the April 10 meeting. Lengthy discussion of the resolution included the 
following points: Senator Graham wondered how cost effectiveness could be main-
tained; Senator Payne saw no 0verriding problems with administration at the Dean's 
level; Senator Pelfrey spoke for the flexibility it afforded; and Senator Hickman 
favored its advantage for student planning. The question was called, and the 
resolution was approved. 
Chairperson scott reminded the Senate that the next regularly scheduled meeting 
will be during final exam week. After discussion of whether to change the meet-
ing time, Senator Hickman moved to hold the meeting as scheduled on May 8. Senator 
Belcher seconded. Motion carried, and the next meeting will be May 8. 
Senator VanMeter requested the floor to present a topic not on the agenda. 
Senator Cooper moved that he be allowed to make a motion, senator Mann seconded, 
and the motion passed. Senator VanMeter read a Resolution in Recognition of 
the Leadership of Senate Chairperson Tom Scott (resolution attached), and moved 
its adoption by the Senate. Senator Feil seconded. Motion passed, followed by 
a clapping of hands in appreciation of Chairperson Scott. 
Chairperson Scott stated that a copy of Administrative Policy 2-17, "University's 
Policy on Development of Uni versi ty Policies, It had been distributed to Senators. 
He noted that the present policy statement does not mandate very wide distribution 
of proposed policies. Therefore, a revie, .. of present policy-making mechanisms 
may be in order, and in particular, the advisory role of the University Senate. 
Senator Mann moved that the Senate approve the l"'es0.Lution, Senator Sprague sec-
onded the motion. Senator Karwatka moved to table the motion. Senator Barber 
seconded. The motion passed and the motion to table the ~esolution carried. 
Senator Langston moved that the meeting adjourn, Senator Belcher seconded. The 




MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senat e Minutes 
May 8, 1980 
:1 /- '/ 3-&,-1 
Chairperson Scott call ed the meeting to order at 4:19 p. m. in th e 
Ri ggl e Room of the Adron Doran Univer sity Cent er, and asked Secret ary 
vfuitson to call the roll. Member s absent were : 
Senator Back Seantor Bi zzel 
Senator Brown Senator Brumagen 
Senator Rose Senator Davi s 
Senator Duncan Senator Fiel 
Senator Graham Senator Jones 
Senator Kanlatka Senator Langston 
Senator Lee Senator Logan 
Senator Mann Senator McDoHell 
Senator Meeks Senator Hampshire 
Senator Norfl eet Senator Norri s 
......... Senator O ' Conner~~u Senator Ousley 
Senator Ridenbaugh Senator Robinson 
Senator Rogers Senator Schlichter 
Senator Setser Senator Spr ague 
Senator Tal bert Senator Collins 
Senator Porter Senator Venettozzi 
Senator "lhi te 
In the absence of a quorum, Chairper son Scott asked whether member s present 
... ,ould agree to sit inf ormally to hear r eport s . Ther e being no objections , 
the meeting continued . Senator West asked whether the Senate can fOrt'/ar d th e 
committee r eport s to the President . and Chairperson Scott stated that they 
can be f orwarded a s committee r eport s only, and not as having been approved 
by the fUll Senate . 
Chairperson Scott st ated that errors in the April 24 Minutes should be 
corrected , and t hose corrections are incl uded i n the list of Senators 
affixed to t hese Minutes . 
Senator Pelfrey gave the final r eport for the Senate Commit tee on Long Range 
Objectives ( r eport attached) . Senator Langston st ated that t he r eport omits 
several areas outside those concerns which ar e strictly academic in nature . 
Senator Pelfrey agr eed , and stated that the time constraint s under which th e 
Committee worked, r equired that they be sel ective i n their consi derations . 
Chairper son Scott commented that the Committee' s work might be continued, 
and thereby its r ange of concer ns expanded . 
The Commit tee on Academic Bankruptcy gav e no report . 
Chairperson Scott stat ed that President Norf l eet r esponded to the Resoluti on 
adopted by the Senate, which concer ns summer teaching . ( respon~e at~ached) . 
Senator s spok~ to the President:s response , and al though they appreciated the 
f i scal difficul t ies inher ent in the Resol ution , several still expr essed concern s 
about SUImner t eaching as it is nml admini stered . Senator Hickman stated t hat 
some f aculty who direct as many as nine students in spec i al problems may do so 
for only one-half the summer salary they would receive if they taught one 
class. Senator West suggested that better planning be implemented, Whereby 
fewer faculty and fewer classes would be scheduled in the summer, with the 
result that all classes offered would be guaranteed. Senator Payne spoke of 
what he considered to be rather ~de flexibility in the present scheduling, 
which would permit administrators to offer some marginally enrolled classes 
if those classes were necessary for students to graduate. Senator Crager 
stated that the faculty member should not be the one to determine whether a 
class would be taught, since some faculty would be willing to teach for one-
half salary and some would not. This arrangement, he said, would do little 
to solve the stUdent's dilemma. Senator Kappes stated that since appropriations 
for summer teaching are not made, administrators should sequence fall and spring 
course offerings to minimize student dependence on summer classes. 
The Senate Committee on Elections reported, and that report is attached. 
Chairperson Scott asked whether there are Constitutional reasons why some 
Senate activity cannot be carried out during the summer. For example, he 
asked, could Senator Pelfrey's committee continue some work. Senator Pel-
frey said he could not speak for his committee and does not know their summer 
schedules. There was no stated objection to Senate work continuing through summe 
Senator west stated that, in the interest of efficiency, specific concerns 
of the Senate should be remanded to ad hoc committees, with the full Senate 
hearing reports and taking appropriate action on them. 
Chairperson Scott stated that the Senate Constitution and By-Laws will be 
included in the new faculty handbook. Senator Crager said it will also be 
in the new Eagle. The meeting was adjourned at 5:20 p. m. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senate Minutes 
May 8, 1980 
Chairperson Scott called the meeting to order at 4:19 p. m. in the 
Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University Center, and asked Secretary 
Whitson to call the roll. Members absent were: 
Senator Back Seantor Bizzel 
Senator Brown Senator Brumagen 
Senator Rose Senator Davis 
Senator Duncan Senator Fiel 
Senator Graham Senator Jones 
Senator Karwatka ~"!a:t-G;p J,ongf500u 
Senator Lee Senator Logan 
Senator Mann Senator McDowell 
Senator Meeks Senator Hampshire 
Senator Norf'leet Senator Norris 
Senator O'Conner Senator OUsley 
Senator Ridenbaugh Senator Robinson 
Senator Rogers Senator Schlichter 
Senator Setser Senator Sprague 
Senator Talbert Senator Collins 
Senator Porter Senator Venettozzi 
Senator White 
In the absence of a quorum, Chairperson Scott asked whether members present 
would agree to sit informally to hear reports. There being no objections, 
the meeting continued. Senator west asked whether the Senate can forward the 
committee reports to the President. and Chairperson Scott stated that they 
can be forwarded as committee reports only, and not as having been approved 
by the full Senate. 
Chairperson Scott stated that errors in the April 24 Minutes should be 
corrected, and those corrections are included in the list of Senators 
affixed to these Minutes. 
Senator Pelfrey gave the final report for the Senate Committee on Long Range 
Objectives (report attached). Senator Langston stated that the report omits 
several areas outside those concerns which are strictly academic in nature. 
Senator Pelfrey agreed, and stated that the time constraints under which the 
Committee worked, required that they be selective in their considerations. 
Chairperson Scott commented that the Committee's work might be continued, 
and thereby its range of concerns expanded. 
The Committee on Academic Bankruptcy gave no report. 
Chairperson Scott stated that President Norfleet responded to the Resolution 
adopted by· the Senate, which concerns summer teaching, (response attached). 
Senators spoke to the President's response, and although they appreciated the 
fiscal difficulties inherent in the Resolution, several still expressed concerns 
about summer teaching as it is now· administered. Senator Hickman stated that 
some faculty who direct as many as nine students in special problems may do so 
for only one-half the summer salary they would receive if they taught, one 
class. Senator West suggested that better planning be implemented, whereby 
fe'\fer faculty and fewer classes would be scheduled. in the summer, 1ri.th the 
result that all classes o~ered would be guaranteed. Senator Payne spoke of 
what he considered to be rather wide flexibility in the present scheduling, 
which would permit administrators to offer some marginally enrolled classes 
if those classes were necessary for students to graduate. Senator Crager 
stated that the faculty member should not be the one to determine whebher a 
class would be taught, since some faculty would be willing to teach for one-
half salary and some 'fould not. This arrangement, he said, would do little 
to solve the student!s dilemma. Senator Kappes stated that since appropriations 
for summer teaching are not made, administrators should sequence fall and spring 
course offerings to minimize stUdent dependence on summer classes. 
The Senate Committee on Elections reported, and that report is attached. 
Chairperson Scott asked whether there are Constitutional reasons why some 
Senate activity cannot be carried out during the summer. For example, he 
asked, could Senator Pelfrey!s committee continue some work. Senator Pel-
frey said he cuuld not speak for his committee and does not know their summer 
schedules. There was no stated obj ection to Senate vlOrk continuing through summer 
Senator west stated that, in the interest of efficiency, specific concerns 
of the Senate should be remanded to ad hoc committees, with tue full Senate 
hearing reports and taking appropriate action on them. 
Chairperson Scott stated that the Senate Constitution and By-Laws will be 
included in the neir faculty handbook. Senator Crager said it will also be 
in the new Eagle. The meeting was adjourned at 5:20 p. m. 
~ctfUllY ~Ubmitted, 
pa~i~etary 
,.... ........ .,. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senate Minutes 
Regular Meeting, September 11, 1980 , , 
! 
Chairperson Scott called the meeting td order at 4:13 p. m. in the Riggle 
Room of the Adron Doran University Center, and asked last year's Secretary to 
selve as acting Secretary for this meeting. Secretary Whitson called the roll. 








(*Senators absent b-ecause of 








class conflict and who had notified the Chair 
Chairperson Scott stated that he would like to see the practice of prior notifi-
cation of anticipated absences be continued during this senate y~ar. He stated that 
three items have been placed at the chairs of each Senator: the roster of the 1980-81 
Senate, today's Senate agenda, and minutes of the May 8, 1980 Senate meeting. He 
noted that those minutes referred to reports being affixed to the minutes, when in. 
fact, they were not. Senators interested in seefung the reports may do so by request-
ing to see the official records. Senator Langston moved that the minutes be approved 
with the correction that he should not have been listed as absent. Senator Belcher 
seconded the motion. The motion. carried. 
Chairperson Scott charged the Senators to take seriously their office~ The 
Senate is essential1:y what members make it, within the ;f'ramevTOrk of newly adopted 
Constitution and By-Laws~ Even though the constituency has changed, with now a: J 
majority faculty membership, it is a university Senate, an advisory body represent-ing 
the entire university community. Some past Senates have accomplished significant 
cQntribution§; other Senates achieved only minimal accomplisrunents. This 1980-81 
Senate has the opportunity for making gains for the university community if we will 
a\a~l ourselves of that opportunity, he concluded c 
Chairperson Scott reported that in the absence of student candidates from the 
School of Education, two stUdents had been approached and had agreed to serve 
(Scott Ho1lingsworth and Brenda Plummer). In the absence of one candidate from 
t.he Scho01 of Social Sciences, one student had been approached and had agreed to 
se:~e (Matt Blair) • Senator Kappes moved that the Senate ratify the three student 
a:ppointments, Senator Mann seconded, and the motion carried. 
Chairperson Scott reported that three faculty Senators (Kumar, Cutts, Owen) 
have class commitments which prevent th~ir attendance at Senate meetings this 
semester. He requested permission to appoint temporary substitutes. Senator Mann 
moved that the Senate grant the Chair permission to make temporary appointments, 
Senator VanMeter seconded, and the motion carried. 
Chairperson Scott requested Senate ratification for his apPOintment of the COmm-
ittee.on Elections: Senators Belcher, Robinson, Mann, Hamilton and Dowdy. Senator 
Langston moved that the Senate ratify th~ appointments, Senator Mann seconded and 
the motion carried. .,. 
Chairperson Scott stated that the ·Cons~itution calls for the Chair's right to 
appoint a Parliamentarian, and since Rober~s' Rules of Order allows for the appointee's 
not being a member of the body, Scott annoPnced his wish to appoint Dr. James QUisen-
berry. Senator Hoffman moved that the setiate approve the Chair's appointment, Senator 
Hickman seconded, and the motion carried.! 
Chairperson Scott stated that he desires to appoint an ad hoc executive committee 
consisting of' all elected officers and the chairperson of each standing committee. 
He would also like to appoint an ad hoc communications committee, consisting of the 
Senate secretary and the secretaries of all standing committees. Senator Belcher 
moved that the Chair be empowered to appoint the two ad hoc committees, Senator 
Langston seconded, and the motion carried. 
Chairperson Scott called for the election of Senate Vice Chairman and Secreta~ 
for the 1980-81 Senate. Senqtors Pierce and Hollingsworth were nominated. Senator 
Piercawas elected Vice Chairman. Senators West (declined), Ward, Prater and Whitson 
(declined) were nominated for Secretary. Senator Prater was elected Secretary. 
Chairpe~son s~tt reported a May 6, 1980 communication from MSU President Norfleet, 
Which suggested that student absenteeism be placed on the Senate agenda. Senator 
Kappes moved that the Chair appoint an ad hoc committee, consisting of facul~, students 
and administrators, to consider the problem and report back to the Senate. Senator 
Belcher seconded and the motion carried. . 
-leur 
Chairperson Scott requested that the three constituent bodies of the senate 
convene sepa;rately for the purpose of' electing officers and selecting a meeting 
time, after Which they Should return to the ~iggle Room to report their selections. 
The Faculty Concerns Committee elected Senator Hof'fman Cha~rperson and Senator 
Ris Secretary. The next meeting date was set for September 18, 1980, 4:10 p.m., in 
the Riggle Roam, ADUC. 
The student Concerns Committee elected Senator Sayble Chairperson and Senator .. 
Anderson Secretar,y. Meeting times are to be first and third Thursdays at 9:00 p. m. 
in the East ~oom,· ADUC. 
The Administrative Concerns Committee elected Senator Kappes Chairperson and 
Senator Belcher Secretary, with meetings to be held at the call of the Chair, to 
be held in the Allie Young Conference Room. 
The Committee on Support Staff Concerns elected Senator Cornett Chairperson and 
Senator Ward Secretary. They will meet on Mondays, 10:30 a. m. at Johnson Cam1ien'l 
Library. 
Senator Mann moved that the meetip~ adjourn and Senator Langston seconded. The 
meeting was adjourned at 5:25 p. m. 
Re~ectf'ullY submitted, 
+'«ZL~ ~tz.~~ 
Patsyi'Qhitson, acting Secretary 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senate Minutes 
Regular Meeting, September 11, 1980 
Chairperson Scott called the meeting to order at 4:13 p. m. in the Riggle 
Room of the Adron Doran University Center, and asked last year's Secretary to 
serve as acting Secretary for this meeting. Secretary Whitson called the roll. 














(*Senators absent because of class conflict and who had notified the Chair 
previous to the meeting.) 
Chairperson Scott stated that he would like to see the practice of prior notifi-
cation of anticipated absences be continued during this senate year. He stated that 
three items have been placed at the chairs of each Senator: the roster of the 1980-81 
Senate, today's Senate agenda, and minutes of the May 8, 1980 Senate meeting. He 
noted that those minutes referred to reports being affixed to the minutes, when in 
fact, they were not. Senators interested in seemng the reports may do so by request-
ing to see the official records. Senator Langston moved that the minutes be approved 
with the correction that he should not have been listed as absent. Senator Belcher 
seconded the motion. The motion carried. 
Chairperson Scott charged the Senators to take seriously their office. The 
Senate is essentially what members make it, within the framework of newly adopted 
Constitution and BY-Laws. Even though the constituency has Changed, with now a: J 
majority faculty membership, it is a university Senate, an advisory body representing 
the entire university community. Some ~ast Senates have accomplished significant 
contributions; other Senates achieved only minimal accomplishments. This 1980-81 
Senate has the opportunity for making gains for the university community if we will 
avail ourselves of that opportunity, he concluded. 
Chairperson Scott reported that in the absence of student candidates from the 
School of Education, two stUdents had been approached and had agreed to serve 
(Scott Hollingsworth and Brenda Plummer). In the absence of one candidate from 
the School of Social Sciences, one student had been approached and had agreed to 
serve (Matt Blair) • Senator Kappes moved that the Senate ratify the three stUdent 
appointments, Senator Mann seconded, and the motion carried. 
Chairperson Scott reported that three faculty Senators (Kumar, Cutts, Owen) 
have class commitments which prevent their attendance at Senate meetings this 
semester. He requested permission to appoint temporary substitutes. Senator Mann 
moved that the Senate grant the Chair permission to make temporary appointments, 
Senator VanMeter seconded, and the motion carried. 
Chairperson Scott requested Senate ratification for his appointment of the Comm-
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Chairperson Scott called the meeting to order at 4:12 p.m. in iq·e. Riggle.: '.:}\:) 
Room of the Adron Doran University Center, and asked Secretary prater to ·.<;:~ll ,,", "',. 
the roll. A quorum was present. Members absent were: ';" .. ';}} .. :>', : ... ·.~:.r·.;.~.:<·~·:~~':> 










Senator Venetto.~L·_· ~.;;',.'i:<· ... : " 
Senator Head.··· .. ,< .. >,:, ,'. , .. : ,.... ' 
Senator Fiel' "'.'.', ,'. ,i '':'. ,-' ..... .-. 
Senator'Cutts· ;,,'" ,.' \.: . '.,,', 
Senator ·Mersky ;.;':'.: :.; ,:., ,.:' .. {;, 
. Senator My~rs~. ;. <:.:<{ ~.: -':':\' .', .... ' 
SenatorO~'len~".·,~\::;, .. ~ :\"> '. ~;>' 
Senator Fle,ge .. ',", .,. .:" . - ". . " . '"'" . ' 
. "': ." 
'" 
Chairperson Scott asked for approval of the minutes of .the september)] 
meeting. The following corrections were made to these minutes: :Senator, 
Hollingsworth should not have b~en listed as absent; Senator Gurley"s ,!1a~e I 
should have an asterisk (*) by it; and paragraph five of· paRe two should read: 
Chairperson Scott requested that the four constituent bodies of the ~enate ., 
convene separately for the purpose of electing officers and selecting & meeting 
time, after which they should return to .the Riggle Room to report their selec, 
tions. Senator Belcher moved that the minutes be. approved with these correc •. , 
tions. Senator Langston seconded the motion, The motion carried. . 
"'. ""::~' ',-r':';.<';' :.~ " 
Chai'rperson Scott asked Senator Kappes to report on the Administrativ.~ . 
Concerns Committee. Senator Kappes moved that the chair be authorize,d to '~:,~: 
appoint a~ ad hoc committee to investiga'te a pol icy of academic bankruptcy , 
and make appropriate recommendations to the senate. Senator Kappes ,explain'ed 
that academic bankruptcy could allow for the removal of unsatisfactory aca- ,. 
'demic work. Senator Belcher seconded the motion and it was approved~ .' " ~ 
";("' ;' ;' 
Senator Kappes reported that Presi dent Norfl eetwishes it known ·ttJ~t .trere 
is no substance to the rumor of a pay cut at the University next year. '. ", 
~ 1.1 • I.' , 
Chairperson Scott announced that members of the Abse~teeism.Co~ittee 
are: Senators Sayble, Hollingsworth~ ~Jhitehill, Hickman, t'lersky, and 01pham. 
They will meet Friday, September 26 in Allie Young 329 at 10;20 a:m. :'. .. : , .. 
Chairperson Scott asked Senator Hoffman to report on the Faculty Concerns 
Committee, Senator Hoffman stated stated that at its first meeting,· the 
committee had listed a number of concerns. These will be further examined and 
reports will be issued to the Senate at a later date, Their next meeting will 
be Thursday, October 2.at 4:10 in the Riggle Room, . .. . 
.,. , .. ,. ~ ,.' 
... 
'. " , 
., 
Chairperson Scott asked S,enator Sayble to report on the Student Concerns 
Committee.· Senator Sayole stated that the committee discussed student absen-
teeism and listed long-term goals and objec,tives. Their next meeting wil~ be 
Thursday, October 2 at 9:'00 p.m. in West Room B. 
Chairperson Scott asked Senator Cornett to report On the Support Staff 
Concerns Committee. Senator Cornett reported that they had devised a memo 
to send to all support staff at the university to find out the concerns of 
ali the support staff., 
Chairperson Scott stated that the Senate has been allocated an account 
for printing Services, and that committees who need material printed or dupli-
cated' should contact him or Senator Prater. He also stated that the 1979-80 
Senate had suggested the preparation of special folders and name tags for 
Senators. After discussion, no motion was made concerning this .. 
. .Chairperson Scott asked for discussion on methods by w~ic~ the sena.te 
identifies :uissues, problems, and questions!! for the purpose of ir)vestigation 
and' recommendation during the school year 1980-81. Se'nator Kappes. suggested 
we ·leave the agenda flexible and operate with as few restrictions as possible. 
Senator We~t agreed, but suggested that the general procedure shou.1d be that 
individuals or constituency committees identify and/or document matters which 
might then be remande~ to an ad hoc Senate committee w5th broader representation. 
Senator, Hoffman voiced concern that cQmmittees have as' much flexib:ility as pos-
sible and also ·noted that motions to ~econsider are not properly made immedi. 
ately after the passage of.a main motion. ,. -~ .... .. - ',' 
. :;'Respbnding to .. a question from Senator Lee, C~airpersol1 Scott ·clarified 
that i.tems not on an official meeting agendq .may be added to it by: motion 
during the meeting: He a~ked if there were ,further agenda' items that should 
be discussed. ~one were voiced.' - ... ' :, : 
.. 
.. . :Chairper~dn Scott asked for volunteers for th~ Academic Bankruptc;' 
Poli-cy:Committe'e. Vqlunteers were: ~enators Cornett,~Powell, Lee, Kappes, 
.andB]ai'r.' " ," .. ' ' ',-
.- ; -, , , 1 
J ,:., S'enatbr 'Pi-erc~ moved that .the meeting adj~urn ~ Senator Ri s seconded 
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Senato~ Boffman explained t~e 
Hickman seconded the motion. 
rE!solution and move9 for its adqption.. Seu;;J.tor, 
After much discussion with comments from Senator ~~eks" 'Senator:; Of.Conilor, 
Senator'Sprague, Senator SCQtt~ Senator Kappes, 'Senator Biz~el, and Senator 
Cooper, Senato,r Langston called for the questioll_ Ot~r Senators had . {-
comments sa the Chairperson recognized Senator Rose who voiced his •. concerri 
that the restlution might be in ~nflict with some of the ~~~~editing standards 
concerning compensation for classes anl,i conc~rnin~ th~ n~~r. requj.red fQ"!: a '". 
~l" •• load. . . .' '.' . , . 
Other comments'were made by Senator Pelfret. Senato~ Belcher, Senator Hickman~ 
$enator Fiel. fioenator Kumar~ Senator Ka:rwatka, Sen~tor ~arbe:r, Senator Ousley; 
at this point Senator Kappes moved to amend the motion by saying th$t if the 
~esolution is adopted, a stateme~t cao be made po~otin8 pu~ that the resolution 
JIJaY be in conflic;t with SOme of the accred~t1ng standards. The mo~i9n wa::;; 
f}e(:onde4, by S.enatot" B~rber. ,,: .'- ,'.. , ". 
"!" \ •• .: • • _ •• ~ • .......... ~_t.' .... :. , 
CQmments were made by SenatoJ;' Hoffman, Senator MeekEl'~ ~4 f:!enat;:6r Q,'Connol.:. 
Senator Kappes moved that we go '(:lack to the prevt.ou~ ques~io~ •. 
Senator Campbell an4 Chairperson Scott made c~epts. . 
SenatoJ: Mann moved to table the motion to amend. ',l'he mot~on wa~ secondec;l by 
Senator C~pbell. The questiQn waQ .~al1ed. The ;moti0ll: ,f",,;Lled. ' 
-: .. 
Chairperson Scott reported that the main motion is now \J.p,p.er· c;:.o!,!-sideration and 
the ~l90r is open for di8cussion~ 
Senator Cooper moved to postpone th~ mo~fon until the ne~t ~eetin~~ The 
~otion ~a~ sec?nded by Senator Mann~ 
Sena~or Kappes called for a point of order1' He stated tha~ the will of the 
$en4te was expressed in the previous tabling and' th~t' he wOUld li~e for the 
Cha1~?e~son to rule on whether the motion. was ge~e~ 
., 
Chairperson Scott explained that since he did not hear a second to the ~otion 
that we go back to the previous question, he assumed t~a~ we· voted only on 
the motion to amend and that if the wDtion was seconded to $0 back to the 
previous question, did Senator Kappe's want to withdra~~. th~ motioT:l, Senator 
Kappes replied that he assumed it died for a lac;k (,'If a ~ec.ond but tq~t h~ 
was willing to withdraw. .': 
" 
Sena~or Bi~zel: acting as parli~entarian ruled that ~h~ motion of , 
Senator Cooper is germane. To lay OJl the tabl~ lileans' tqat it Gan:~l~t be 
taken off the table until the person making the l!lQtion cqn~ents. o:r t,eq).lests 
that i~ be taken ott the table. . ': '" . . 
The.qu~st~on was called and the motion to t~ble ~arried. ".'. 
The next item on the agenda w~~ the disaus~ion of the t~ming of the Spring Break. 
,SepatQ+' Kappes st""ted that the Calendar Commitl;:ee would welcome C.QJnmellts on-
the timing of Spring Break. A.fter connuents by Senator ~ooper, Senator L~ngsto·.ng 
Senator Ros~, Senator Scott. Senator O~Connol:' &. Seni1~or No~ris, ;leTl8t-r.:: ~, . , . 
Cooper moved that a committee be appointed to study the question. Senator 
Langston seconded. 
~€nator Kumar and Senator Cooper made comments. 
for the question and the motion was seconded by 
motion failed. 
Senator Kumar called 
Senator Bizzel. The 
Chairperson Scott announced that a Hearing concerning the General Education 
Requirements would be held in the Riggle Room at 6:30 on April 10. 
Senator 0 1 Connor' announced that the SGA executive elections were scheduled 
on April 22 and that he would like to request that the faculty members 
encourage all Students to participate. He, stated that he Waf! a candidate 
for President. 
Senator Campbell moved that we adjpurn, seconded by Senator, Langston~ 
Adjournment was at 5:20. 
Respectfully submitted, 





HOREHEAD' STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senate Minutes 
Regular Meetirlg, October g, 1980 
! 
Chai~person Scott called the m~eting to order 'at 4:13 p.m. in the 
Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University Center~ and asked Secretary _ 





















Senator Van Meter 
Senator Vene~tozzi 
Chairperson Scott asked for approval of the minutes of the September 25 
meeting. The following corrections were made: Senator J". Ward's name should 
be listed on the absenteeism committee and one of the words IIstated" should be 
struck from the second sentence in the last" paragraph on page one. Senator 
W~rd moved that the minutes be approved Wit:l these corrections. Senator 
Langston seconded the motion. The motion carried. 
Chairperson Scott stated that the absenteeism committee will report at 
the next meeting. Members of that committee were asked to remain after this 
meeting for more information. 
, 
Cha1rperson Scott stated that no agenda items were submitted for this 
meet1ng and asked for comments on this matter. Senator Hest said he thinks 
it w'l1'l take t1me for the committees to get things together. The subcommittees 
can use thf:se meetings as soundjng boards for infOi~mation for their meetings. 
Senator Crager asked Senator Powell to report on the Academic Bankruptcy 
COlMlittee. Senator Powell stated that the committee has met and the next 
meet1ng w111 be Thursday, October 16 at 1:30 p.m. 
Senator Hinson stated he would like to bring up a matter for the 
Academic Bankruptcy Committee. " Senator Kappes moved that Senator Hinson 
be able to address the senate on academic bankruptcy. Senator Belcher 
seconded the motion. The motion carried. 
Senator Hinson stated that it ;s his understanding that it is 
university policy that a student Can repeat a class if he/she gets an E 
or a D and with special permission a student can retake a C or a B and"keep 
the higher grade. Senator HinsQn suggested that the Academic Bankruptcy 
Committee consider retaking individual classes in place of laying aside a 
whole sememster~ 
, 
Senator Powell stated that this matter has already been discussed but 
the committee appreciates response' from 'other senate members. There was 
further discussion and Chairperson Scott stated that the committee will seek 
answers to the questions raised by senate members. Senator Fiel suggested 
that discussion of academic bankruptcy matters any fUrther in_ this meeting 
would be inappropriate since the committee has been appointed to investigate 
and report~ Senator Crager stated as a member of the Academic- Bankruptcy 
Committee his appreciation for the senators who wished to use the regular 
senate meeting to make suggestions and ask questibn$ concerning committee 
matters. 
Regarding the absence of agenda items, Senator ~'Jest suggested that the 
chairperson contact President Norfleet on a bi-weekly basis to ask if he has 
suggestions for the senate's agenda. Chairperson Scott noted that as an ex-
officio member of the senate, President Norfleet receives all minutes of the 
senates meeti ngs and offi ci a 1 noti fi cati ons of offi ci a 1 senate: acti ons. He 
is free to sugg,est agenda items, as are all se..nators. 
Senator Kappes stated that as a matter of fact, President Norfleet had 
aSked him to bring before the senate a proposed change in the university 
calendar--the elimination of Intersession. Senator Kappes will request that 
this be placed. on the agenda for the next meeting (see attached draft copy 
of the proposed change). 
Chairperson Scott noted that copies of the Nay n, 1980 flnGl report 
of the 1979-80 Senate Committee on University Long-Range ubjectives had been 
supp1i'ed to senators at this meeting. A quorum of senators not having been 
present at·the May 8, 1980 meeting, the 'report was nof subject to official 
action by the senate. He noted the senate :'lay \'/ish to contjnue an examina-
tion of long-range objectives, in light ·of the committee's report (rep.ort 
attached). . 
Chairperson Scott read to the senate a memo from 'President Norfleet 
dated August 5, ·1980 regarding revisions, of the constitution and by-laws 
of the Senate. The memo was addressed to the chairperson and the Revision' 
Committee of the Senate and read: 
uThis'is to inform you that the Board of ,Regents at its meeting on . 
AU'gust 1 ~ 1980, approved the proposed revi s ion .of the Un i vers i ty 
Senate Constitution and, Bylaws as you presented to me. Furt~ermor:e, 
a~ specific recommendation was made that any ch~nges made to this 
Constitution that changes the int'ent'cs now stipulated must'be . 
approved by the Board and presented to the President at least six 
. months in advance of the time when it will be presented to the Boar-d." 
Chairperson Scott announced that the senate's regular October 23 meeting 
will be held in Hest Rooms A and B combined because of a' previous reserva-
tion of the Riggle Room. He also'i"dicated that in the future asterisks 
will nQt appear with the list of absent senators in meeting minutes; he 
asked that senators who anticipate absence continue to notify the chair in 
'i'/riting. 
Senator Hoffman reminded Faculty Concerns Committee members' of' the upcoming 
meeting Thursday, October 16 at 4:10 in' the Riggle Room.' Senator Langston 
moved that.the meeting adjourn. Senator Fiel seconded, the motion passed, 
and the meeting adjourned at 4:55 p.m. 
'~espectful1y 5uboitted, 
Sherri Prater, secretary 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senate Minutes 
Regular Meeting, October 9, 1980 
Chairperson Scott called the meeting to order at 4:13 p.m. in the 
Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University Center, and asked Secretary 

















Sena tor Sprague 
Senator Taylor 
Senator Tucker 
Senator Van Meter 
Senator Venettozzi 
Chairperson Scott aSked for approval of the minutes of the September 25 
meeting. The following corrections were made: Senator J. Ward's name should 
be listed on the absenteeism committee and one of the words "stated" should be 
struck from the second sentence in the last paragraph on page one. Senator 
~Jard moved that the minutes be approved with these corrections. Senator 
Langston seconded the motion. The motion carried. 
Chairperson Scott stated that the absenteeism committee will report at 
the next meeting. Members of that committee were asked to remain after this 
meeting for more information. 
Chairperson Scott stated that no agenda items were submitted for this 
meeting and asked for comments on this matter. Senator Hest said he thinks 
it will take time for the committees to get things together. The subcommittees 
can use these meetings as sounding boards for information for their meetings. 
Senator Crager asked Senator Powell to report on the Academic Bankruptcy 
Committee. Senator Powell stated that the committee has met and the next 
meeting will be Thursday, October 16 at 1 :30 p.m. _ 
Senator Hinson stated he would like to bring up a matter for the 
Academic Bankruptcy Committee. ~ Senator Kappes moved that Senator Hinson 
be able to address the senate on academic bankruptcy. Senator Belcher 
seconded the motion. The motion carried. 
Senator Hinson stated that it is his understanding that it is 
university policy that a student can repeat a class if he/she gets an E 
or a D and with special permission a student can retake a C or a B and'keep 
the higher grade. Senator Hinson suggested that the Academic Bankruptcy 
Committee consider retaking individual classes in place of laying aside a 
whole sememster. 
Senator Powell stated that this ma.tter has already been discussed but 
the committee appreciates response'- from other senate members. There was 
further discussion and Chairperson Scott stated that the committee will seek 
answers to the questions raised by senate members. Senator Fiel suggested 
that discussion of academic bankruptcy matters any further in this meeting 
would be inappropriate since the committee has been appointed to investigate 
and report~ Senator Crager stated as a member of the Academic'Bankruptcy 
Committee his appreciation for the senators who wished to use the regular 
senate meeting to make suggestions and ask questions concerning cOlnmittee 
matters. 
Regarding the absence of agenda items, Senator Hest suggested that the 
chairperson contact President Norfleet on a bi-weekly basis to ask if he has 
suggestions for the senatets agenda. Chairperson Scott noted that as an ex-
officio member of the senate, President Norfleet receives all minutes of the 
senates meetings and official notifications of official senate-actions. He 
is free to suggest agenda items, 'as are all senators. 
, Senator Kappes stated that as a m~tter of fact, President Norfleet had 
asked him to bring before the senate a proposed change in the university 
calendar--the_elimination of Intersession---;- Senator Kappes will request that 
this be placed on the agenda for the next meeting (see attached draft copy 
of the proposed change). 
Chairperson Scott noted that copies of the Hay .8, 1980 nnal report 
of the 1979-80 Senate Committee on University Long-Range ubjectives had been 
suppli'ed to senators at this meeting. A quorum of senators not having been 
present at:the May 8, 1980 meeting, the ~report was nof s"bject to official 
action by the senate. He noted the senate may w;-sh to continue an examina-
ti on of long-range objecti ves, in 1 i ght . of the commi ttee t s report (rep.ort 
attached). . ~ .. 
Chairperson Scott read to the senate a memo from President Norfleet 
dated August 5, -1980 regarding rev-isions. of the constitution and by-laws 
of the Senate. The memo was addressed to the chairperson and the Revision 
Committee of the Senate and read: 
ItThis'is to inform you that the Board of _Regents at its meeting on 
AU1=./ust 1, 1980, approved the proposed revision .of the University 
senate Constitution and Bylaws as you presented to me. Furt~ermo\e, 
at specific recommendation Was made that any ch~nges made to this 
Constitution that changes the intent'a5 now stipulated must" be ' 
approved by the Board and presented to the President at least six 
. months in advance of the time When it will be presented to the Board. It 
Chairperson- Scott announced that the senatets regul,ar October.23 meeting 
will be held in West Rooms A and B combined because of a' prevlous reserva-
tion of the Riggle Room: He also' i~dicated that in the future asterisks 
will nQt appear with the list of absent senators in meeting minutes; he 
asked that senators who anticipate absence continue to notify the 'chair in 
writing-. 
Senator Hoffman reminded Faculty Concerns Connnittee meLmbers' ofithe upcoming 
meeting Thursday, October 16 at 4":10 in the Riggle Room.' Senat~r Langston 
moved that the meeting adjourn. Senator Fiel seconded, the motlon passed, 
and the meeting adjourned at 4:55.p.m. _ t 
Respectfully sub~itted, 
~ 'PA.tib.v 
Sherri Prater, secretary 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Senate ME':eting 
Regular Meeting, Oct. 23. 1980 
Chairperson Scott called the meeting to order at 4:14 p.m. in West 
Rooms A and 8 of the Adron Doran University Center. and asked Secretary 














Sena tor Stamper 
Senator Taylor 
Senator Van Meter 
Senator Venettozzi 
Chairperson Scott observed that several Senators have reported conflicts 
between Senate meetings and other meetings they are obliged to attend; examples 
given were school faculty meetings and academic advisor consulting sessions. 
He mentioned that President Norfleet had issued a memorandum last March 18 
asking the chairpersons of standing and ad hoc committees to avoid schedule con-
flicts with University Senate meetings. Senator Hoffman moved that the Senate 
chairperson be authorized to take action designed to reduce these conflicts. 
The motion, seconded by Senator Belcher, carried unanimously. 
Senator Mahaney moved the approval of the minutes of the October 9 meeting 
as distributed, with the correction that Senator Smithts name be removed from 
the absentee list. Seconded by Senator Jimmy Ward. the motion carried. 
Senator Anderson indicated that members of th~ Student Concerns Committee 
are concerned about nighttime campus lighting with respect to student safety 
and moved that the Senate discuss the matter for ten minutes. Seconded'by 
Senator Pierc~ the motion carried. Senator Crager stated that administrators 
are highly concerned with having adequate campus lighting and that the level of 
outside lighting has'not been decreased. He-;ndicated that the Division of Safe-
ty and Security has recently completed a study of lighting with respect to safety; 
he invited all interested persons, including the Student Concerns Committee to 
his office to discuss specific aspects of this ,study. In respons,e to comments 
about low 1 i ghti ng along Univers ity Street a17d beb1Jeen Gi n'ger and Rader Halls, 
Senator Graham observed that, if substantiated, these Vlould have been the tempo-
rary results of construction in the first instance, and vandalism in the second. 
The Senat~ Committee on Student Absenteeism presented its report with re-
commendations to the Senate. Chairperson Scott indicated that two members of the 
committee, Senators Oldham and Sayble, were absent through attendance at a nation-
al convention. Another member' of the committee, Senator Jimmy Ward, pointed out 
that the Committee had studied the absenteeism policies of other universities in 
the Commonwealth before recommending a revision of this university1s attendance 
policy statement. 
Senate Minutes, p. 2 
October 23, 1980 
After considerable discussion of the report and its recommendation, 
Senator Langston moved that the Senate put aside discussion of the report 
until Senate meeting after the next for the purpose of allowing the committee 
time for further investi.gation and reponse to comments. Senator Sprague 
seconded the motion. For the Committee on Student Absenteeism, Senator Mersky 
reponded that the committee had identified the problem to the extent of its 
ability and would appreciate approval or disapproval of its recommendations for 
(a) a study of student absenteeism and (b) revision of policy statement on ab-
senteeism. Senator Kappes ~oved to table Senator Langston's motion. Senator 
Langston seconding, the motion to table carried. ' 
Senator Crager moved that the report and its recommendations be accepted 
with the editorial change of recommending the revision of the policy statement 
not to the University Publications Committee but to the Bureau of Academic 
_Affair_s. Seconded by_Senator Whitehill, the motion was approved by a vote of 
22 to 12. . ." -"- "--~-" 
Senator Kappes explained that President Norfleet, as chairperson of the 
University Calendar Committee, hao asked for the Senate1s comment on a proposal 
to eliminate the concept of summer Intersession (see attached draft proposal). 
Considerable discussion followed with respect to possible advantages and/or 
disadvantages of the pr.oposed change in academic calendar. Senator Crager indi-
cated that in other discussions of the proposed change, he had understood there 
to be concern over the propriety of offering traditional courses in a concen-
trated two-week session. Senator Crager and others present- indicated that some 
of the implications of the proposed change had not yet been settled, such as the 
question of whether travel courses could be conducted prior to the proposed 
Summer r and II and taken in addition to the full load of twelve hours in both. 
Senator Whitson suggested an alternative four-week session be conducted imme-
diately following the Spring semester, ,leaving students the option of working 
the balance of the summer. Senator Fiel moved that the Senate endorse the 
proposed elimination of the concept of Intersession for the summer of 1981. 
Senator Powell seconding, the motion carried by a vote of 24 to' 7. 
Senator Fiel moved that the meeting adjourn. Senator Pierce seconding, 
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Senator Gurley moved to accept the minutes of the October 23 
meeting as d.i!stributed. Senator Langston seconding, the motion ~ ~. :' 
carried. J ',.. t . 
. ~
Chairperson Scott stated that, in response to the report of th.1i3 
Student Absenteeism Committee, President Norfleet had requested m9;:'~ . :;.-. 
information on Item One--the concern for faculty absenteeism. . FolJ,."6w:tng'· 
dispussion of the request, Senator Oldham moved that the Student ~se~~~~~sm 
Committee be reconvened to make a further report to the University!·' ';:"-.' -~,~, ~ 
Senate providing more specific information on the concern for facu~ty 
absenteeism. Senator Sayble seconding, the motion carried. 
. Chairperson sco!-t asked the Student Con::erns Committee !-o g~y~: '1;, _,~ -w~, 
brl.ef summary of thel.r formal report concernl.ng the campus ll.qhtl.pg. ~, ~ ',~c' 
___ .Sen~tor H_~_:j..lt9JJ._revi_ewed ._twelve problem areas,.- giv;ing a bri~f - de.s9,~i_~i;:~i9I).--:-.-
of each. Senator Sayble moved that the Senate forward the ll.st to I.- "" >'<' ~ 
President Norfleet, expressing its concern and recommending that adt~on ~.,. 
be taken to increase lighting in the specified areas. Senator Spragu~ ~ 
seconding, the motion ·carried. ,.{a "1-"~ " ,'-' ;. <it:;, 
Chairperson Scott suggested that the December 11 Senate meet~ng b~ 
moved to December 4 in order to avoid meeting during finals week.' ;T' i_:' 
Senator west moved that the'regular December meeting be held on Decemp~r; 
4. Senator Graham seconding, the motion carried. 
Chairperson scott asked chairpersons of 
with him immediately following adjournment. 
Senator Pierce moved for adjournment. 
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, , Regular Meeting, November 13, 1980 
Chairperson Scott called the meeting to order at 4:15 p.m. .", 
in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University Center, and asked 
Secretary Prater to call the roll •. A quorum Was present. Member~ 
absent were: 
Senator Bro\~'!l Senator Ranvier 
senator Burns Senator Ris 
Senator Fiel Senator Robinson 
Senator Hart Senator Stamper 
Senator Hay Senator Taylor 
,...;; 
. ' . .' 
,:: 
Senator Huang Senator Tucker .. ~ ~" .. ''1r~~~? :~r!$ Senator Kappes Senator Van Meter 
Senator Lee Senator D. Ward 
Senator Martin Senator J. Ward .. 
senator Meade Senator Whitson 
senator Mersky Senator Wright 
Senator Ramey 
Senator Gurley moved to accept the minutes of the Octoher 23 
meeting as distributed. Senator Langston seconding, the motion 
carried .•. 
Chairperson Scott stated that, in response to the report of the 
" ;. ". .
~-
Student Absenteeism Committee, President Norfleet had requested mor~ 
information on Item One--the concern for faculty absenteeism.· Fo1~owing 
discussion of the request, Senator Oldham moved that the student Absent~~ism 
Committee be reconvened to make ·a·further report to the University' .. ~. /.-> • 
Senate providing more specific information on the concern for faculty 
absenteeism. Senator Sayb1e seconding, the motion carried. 
Chairperson Scott asked the Student Concerns Committee to giye q t 
brief summary of their formal report concerning the campus 1iqhting. ~ ~~. ,!". 
Sen~tor Hamilton reviewed twelve problem areas, giving a brief descrip.tiQI). 
of each. Senator Sayb1e moved that the Senate forward the list to : 
President Norfleet, expressing its concern and recommending that action 
be taken to increase lighting in the specified areas. Senator Sprague. 
seconding,' the motion carried. .~.. L .;~ . 
.. 
Chairperson Scott suggested that the December 11 Senate meeting be 
nl0ved to December 4 in order to avoid meeting during finals week~ 
Senator West moved that the regular December meeting be held on DeceffiPer· 
4. senator Graham seconding, the motion carried. 
Chairperson Scott asked chairpersons of all standing committees meet 
with him immediately following adjournment. 
Senator Pierce moved for adjournment. 
motion carried and the meeting adjourned at 
Respectfully submitted, u)u;uU cp~ 
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}fOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
SENATE MEETING 
DECEMBER 4, 1980 
Vice Chairperson Bill Pierce, acting cbairperson due to the absence of Tom Scott, 
called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the Adran Doran 
University Center. Vice Chairperson Pierce explained that Tom Scott was absent 
because he had to go to the opthomologist to have a wood chip removed from his 
eye. Senator Belcher, acting secretary in tbe absence of Sherri PraterJwas asked 
to conduct the roll call. A quorum was present. Members absent were: 
Senator Blair Senator Oldham 
Senator Boodry Senator Orlich 
Senator Burns Senator Prater 
Senator Cornett . Senator Ranvier 
Senator Daniel Senator Sayble 
Senator Flege Senator Scott 
Senator Graham Senator Stamper 
Senator Hart Senator Taylor 
Senator Hay Senator Venettozzi 
Senator Hollingsworth Senator Whitehill 
Senator Huang Senator Wright 
Senator Lee 
Se!lator Mann moved to accept the minutes of the November' 13 meeting as distributed. 
Senator Nahaney seconded; the motion carried. 
Vice Chairperson Pierce called for the first agenda item which was for Senator 
Hoffman to present the report of the Senate Committee on Faculty Concerns. 
Senator Hoffman explained that a survey of the faculty was conducted to determine 
the concerns of that group. As a result four topics were selected: (1) Rank, 
promotton~ and tenure; (2) Communication channels between administrators and 
facu1ty; (3) Salary; (4) Fringe benefits. Senator Hoffman asked the faculty 
senators to volunteer· for one of the groups. 
Sellator Hoffman asked SenatQr Robinson to report'on the first motion passed by ~he 
Faculty Concerns Committee ~t their meeting on November 20th. Senator Robinson 
reported tha.: he had talked vlith Vice President of Fiscal Affairs, John Graham,. 
about the possibility of having the faculty pay schf'dule adjusted from an 11 months 
pay schedule to a 12 months faculty pay schedule. He reported that Graham said 
he didn't think there would be a problem, but that he would study the request. 
Senator Robinson said that when ,the study report' is made, it will be presented. to 
the Senate. 
Senator Hoffman 'requested Senator Hhitson to'report; on the second motion passed 
at the November 30th meeting of the Faculty Concerns Corrrrnittee. Senator Whitson 
reported that the Faculty Concerns Committee recommended that in keeping with the 
SACS and NCATE recommendations, the.M.S.D. Faculty Handbook's· Policy on Responsi-
bilities be amended to reduce the basic teaching load for undergraduate classes 
from 15 hours to twelve hours_ Senator llliitson moved that the Senate endorse the 
recommendation. Senat-or T:Ioffman seconded the motion. 
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The motion engendered much discussion. Questions and points raised were as 
follows: (1) financial aspect - how many faculty members would need to be hired 
.if the loads were reduced. (2) courses could be rotated, class sections could be 
larger. (3) 15 hour load is not the normal load in every school of the university. 
(4) is this a management problem that could be addressed by the deans and 
department heads? (5) in view of the budgetary climate with the budget shortfall 
would it be wise to give this topic consideration now. (6) legislature and 
governor do not fully understand the faculty work load. (7) most universities 
have a lower teaching load than 15 hours for the undergraduate teaching load. 
(8) in relation to faculty student ratio, MSU has second lowest ratio in the state 
with only Kent.ucky State lower. (9) MSU has the second highest education cost per 
student in the state. Only Kentucky State is higher. (10) the preparation time 
for five classes cuts down On the quality of the instruction. (11) What is the load 
of the other regional institutions? (12) the policy statement at MSU states that 
the faculty load is 15 for undergraduate and 12 for graduate. The policy statement 
would need to be changed. (13) -small class size is one of the attractions for 
students because they get more individualized attention at Morehead. (14) we could 
reduce the number of class sections and increase class enrollment. (15) is this a 
matter of semantics.? Are we talking about teaching load or -work load? -
(16) President Norfleet enCOurages a reduced teaching load when it is possible in 
a school or department. (17) service and research are important in work loads. 
(18) service is important in budgeting now. (19) advising adds to work load. 
(20) some are being discriminated against and are given 15 hours every semester 
while others in the department are not. (21) preparation time for several classes, 
decreases teacher's effectiveness. (22) this can be done and has already been done 
and it didn't hurt the budget. (23) survey courses ~ith large numbers help student-
teacher ratio. (24) professi~nal standards require this. (25) a trade off 
situation could be arranged. 
After this discussion Senator Belcher called for the question •. The motion carried. 
(29 aye and 5 nay). 
Senator Kappes asked for a point"of personal privilege to explain his vote. Re-
said that he voted as he did not because of any opposition to reducing teaching 
loads but from a budgetary concern. 
Senator Roffman resumed the report of the Faculty Conce~ns Committee. He 
reported that. the third motion of the Faculty Concerns Committee was the recommend-
ation that the University S~nate study and recommend action concerning the class-
registration process. 
Senator Powell stated that a new committee has been appointed with Mr. Ranvier 
to study the registration proc-ess. She suggested that Senators pass on their 
~uggestions to Senator Ranvier. 
Senator Hoffman concurred that the Senators should send recommendations to 
Senator Ranvier. Senator West suggested that Senator Ranvier be asked to give a 
report of the committee's work. 
Senator Mersky stated that the committee should investigate all phases of 
registration on campus as well as off-campus. He suggests that registration 
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Senator Hoffman thanked the Senate for their response to the report of the 
Faculty Concerns Committee and reminded the faculty senators to volunteer for 
on~ of the four topics. 
SenatoF Kappes announced that the new summer calendar ~s ready wh~ch does not 
include an intersession. Instead, it has two five-weeks terms scheduled with 
four days of class each week. Travel courses and special short courses can be 
scheduled within those two five-weeks terms. 
Seuator Fie! moved for adjournment. Senator Alcorn seconded. The motion carried 
and the meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
-4tt1j< 6~------
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
SENATE MEETING 
DECEMBER 4, 1980 
Vice Chairperson Bill Pierce, acting chairperson due to the absence of Tom Scott, 
called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran 
University Center. Vice Chairperson Pierce explained that Tom Scott was absent 
because he had to go to the opthomologist to have a wood chip removed from his 
eye. Senator Belcher, acting secretary in the absence of Sherri Praterjwas asked 
to conduct the roll call. A quorum was present. Members absent were: 
Senator Blair 






















Senator Mann moved to accept the minutes of the November 13 meeting as distributed. 
Senator Mahaney seconded; the motion carried. 
Vice Chairperson Pierce called for the first agenda item which was for Senator 
Hoffman to present the report of the Senate Committee on Faculty Concerns. 
Senator Hoffman explained that a survey of the faculty was conducted to determine 
the concerns. of that group. As a result four topics were selected: (1) Rank, 
promotion, and tenure; (2) Communication channels, between administrators and 
faculty; (3) Salary; (4) Fringe benefits. Senator Hoffman asked the faculty 
senators to volunteer for one of the groups. 
Senator Hoffman asked Senator Robinson to report on the first motion passed by the 
F-a'Cul t-y- Concerns -Commit-t:-e-e-Rt- their-m:e-eti:ng-on~Nnvember 20th .--"S"ena tor- ""Rab~ni.so-n- ~ ......--,,~~ 
reported that he had talked with Vice President of Fiscal Affairs, John Graham, 
about the possibility of having the faculty pay schedule adjusted from an 11 months 
pay schedule to a 12 months faculty pay schedule. He reported that Graham said 
he didn't think there would be a problem, but that he would study the request. 
Senator Robinson said that when the study report is made, it will be presented,to 
the Senate. 
Senator Hoffman requested Senator Whitson to report on the second motion passed 
at the November 30th meeting of the Faculty Concerns Committee. Senator Whitson 
reported that the Faculty Concerns Committee recommended that in keeping with the 
SACS and NCATE recommendations, the.M.S.U. Faculty Handbook's· Policy on Responsi-
bilities be amended to reduce the basic teaching load for undergraduate classes' 
from 15 hours to twelve hours. Senator Whitson moved that the Senate endorse the 
recommendation. Senator Hoffman seconded the motion. 




; / University Senators /f, __ ' 
Tom Scott, Chairperson of University Senate 
Next regular meeting of University Senate SUBJECT: 
The next-regular meeting of the-University-Senate will be"on _"_ 
Thursday, January 22 at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room, A.D.U.C. Minutes Qf 
the last meeting, December 4, are included on pages 2, 3, and 4 of this memo. 
Please read them and note any corrections you believe would be necessary 
before approval at the January 22 meeting'. 
Let me ask you to give consideration to two matters of election 
that will be arising soon. At the second regular meeting in February, on the 
19th, the Senate will be selecting a chairperson-elect, who will serve as its 
chairperson during the 1981-82 school year. Any current Senator whose term 
does not expire with the 1980-81 school year is eligible for election. 
In addition, please be advised that the Senate Committee on Elections 
will soon be announcing plans for the election of three Administrator Senators, 
ten Faculty Senators, and two Support Staff Senators early in April. These will 
replace those current Senators elected last spring to one-year terms of office. 
Please encourage aligible persons in your constituencies to give serious con-
sideration to being candidates in those elections. 
Finally, 1 encourage you to submit items for the agenda of our January 
22 meeting by the end of the day Tuesday, January 20. You may contact Vice-Chair-' 
person Pierce by telephone at 783-4689, Secretary Prater at 783-4498, or call me 
at 783-3559 (please note that my telephone number has been changed--the change is 
not listed in the new university telephone book). You may also submit an item in 
writing to the Senate's UPO Box 1020. 
~---- -- ~ -~-~-, - --
J 
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The motion engendered much discussion. Q.uestions and points raised were as 
follows: (1) financial aspect - how many faculty members would need to be hired 
if the loads were reduced. (2) courses could be rotated, class sections could be 
larger. (3) 15 hour load is not the normal load in every school of the university. 
(4) is this a management problem that could be addressed by the deans and 
department heads? (5) in view of the budgetary climate with the budget shortfall 
wotlld it be wise to give this topic consideration now. (6) legislature and 
governor do not fully understand the faculty work load. (7) most universities 
have a lower teaching load than 15 hours for the undergraduate teaching load. 
(8) in relation to faculty student ratio, MSU has second lowest ratio in the state 
with only Kentucky State lower. (9) MSU has the second highest education cost per 
student in the state. Only Kentucky State is higher. (10) the preparation time 
for five classes cuts down on the quality of the instruction. (11) What is the load 
of -the-·-other regional in-sntlftions? (l2)-the -po-licy- statement -at- MSU states~that­
the faculty load is 15 for undergraduate and 12 for graduate. The policy statement 
would need to be changed. (13) small class size is one of the attractions for 
students because they get more individualized attention at ~orehead. (14) we could 
reduce the number of class sections and increase class enrollment. (15) is this a 
matter of semantics? Are we talking about teaching load or work load? 
(16) President Norfleet encourages a reduced teaching load when it is possible in 
a school or department. (17) service and research are important in work loads. 
(18) service is important in budgeting now. (19) advising adds to work load. 
(20) some are being discriminated against and are given 15 hours every semester 
while others in the department are not. (21) preparation time for several classes, 
decreases teacher's effectiveness. (22) this can be done and has already been done 
and it didn't hurt the budget. (23) survey courses with large numbers help student-
teacher ratio. (24) professional standards require this. (25) a trade off 
situation could be arranged. 
After this discussion Senator Belcher called for the question. The motion carried. 
(29 aye and 5 nay). 
Senator Kappes asked for a point of personal privilege to explain his vote. He 
said that h~ voted as he did not because of any opposition to reducing teaching 
loads but from a budgetary concern. 
Senator Hoffman resumed the report of the Faculty Concerns Committee. He 
reported that the third motion of the Faculty Concerns Committee was the recommend-
--"-'-at-ion that -the -University-Senate study and recommend -action-_concerning the class 
registration process. 
Senator Powell stated that a new committee has been appointed with ~r. Ranvier 
to study the registration process. She suggested that Senators pass on tbeir 
suggestions to Senator Ranvier. 
Senator Hoffman concurred that the Senators should send recommendations to 
Senator Ranvier. Senator West suggested that Senator Ranvier be asked to give a 
report of the committee's work. 
Senator Mersky stated that the committee 'should investigate all phases of 
registration on campus as well as off-campus. He suggests that registration 
procedures and packets should be received earlier than they now are receive'd. 
2 
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Senator Hoffman thanked the Senate for their response to the report of the 
Faculty Concerns Committee and reminded the faculty senators to volunteer for 
one of the four topics. 
Senator Kappes announced that the new summer calendar is ready which does not 
include an intersession. Instead, it has two five-weeks terms scheduled with 
four days of class each ~eek. Travel courses and special short courses can be 
scheduled within those two five-weeks terms. 
Senator Fiel moved for adjournment. Senator Alcorn seconded. The motion carried 
and the meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, -J.CI.Lj~ 6~-~-~ <-- - ----
Faye Belcher. acting Secretary 
-- ----' -'=-
- - - ~,~ 
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Doris Schmi dt 
John Kl eber) Chai rman 
1 
The Senate Committee to Study 'the Role of the Senate and the 
University Structure undertook its responsibility with three ob-
jectives in mind; first, to determine the extent of the power of 
the Senate; second, to define its role as it relates to the students, 
the faculty, and the administration of Morehead State University; 
third, to assess the impact of the imposition of this relatively 
new agency on the University committee structure. 
The ideas incorporated into this report to the Senate came 
wholly from within our University structure. In the beginning 
the committee did extensive research into the opinions of three 
elements of the University community concerning the nature of the 
Senate. In a series of sessions the committee members heard from 
distinguished representatives of the administration, faculty, and 
student bodya Those who shared their ideas included: Adron Doran, 
Paul Ford Davis, Jack Bizzel, Warren Lappin, Charles Pelfrey, Lake 
Cooper, Mike Mayhew, and Dan Egbers~ 
Their ideas, and those submitted by members of the Senate 
itself, greatly facilitated the work of the committee and emabled 
it to ~gree upon the following recommendations. 
The committee members are cognizant of the fact that the Senate 
is a very recent addition to the University community. It was ad-
opted by the faculty and superimposed on ah already functioning 
structure. Therefore it would not be justified to expect it to 
possess the influence, sophistication, and power of an older and 
well established body. The members are pleased that this infant 
organization has already rendered so much in the way of constructive 
advice to the Un~versity community. Its potential is evident to 
all. No one desires the regression of a body the Trail Blazer called 
perhaps the single most important instrument for constructive 
change. Our suggestions are intended to allow the Senate to take 
a long step toward maturity. 
While this is our goal, we do not believe that the Senate, at 
this time, possesses the maturity, expertise, or ability to act in 
any way other than as the Constitution dictates, that is, as an 
advisory body. At present, the Senate should continue its important 
role of providing advice on the development of policies of the 
institution. However, we note that, with time, this role may 
change and the Senate could assume true legislative power. It is 
our recommendation that the Senate carry out a periodic self-
evaluation geared in this direction. 
The committee also recommends that the Senate, in its capacity 
as an advisory body, be int~grated into the University structure in 
such a way that it will be able to gather as much expertise and in~ 
formation as possible, so that its advice will be sound and const·ructive. 
We believe that it should have at its disposal the assistance of all 
University standing committees and bureaus in formulating ideas. To 
do this we, therefore, recommend the following procedure be adopted 
by the Senate and put into immediate operation. 
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The bureaus are to be used to supply needed information, when 
necessary, for a committee to do its ~ork. Each committee reports 
back to the Senate through its chairman or liaison. The Senate will 
then advise the appropriate division(s) (administration, faculty, 
student government). The Senate will determine which division(s) 
should receive its advice on the basis of the nature of that advice. 
These divisions can accept the Senate1s advice as is, change it, or 
reject it. They can ask the Senate to give further consideration to 
its own advice in the light of new information, and then ask for 
resubmission. In any case they must report back to the Senate with 
appropriate explanation of their actions. When the nature of its 
advice dictates the Senate will present the decision of the division, 
without additional comment, to the President for consideration. In 
this way the Senate continues to only advise~ yet it is given new 
strength through constantly being kept informed of the status of its 
advice. 
The committee further recommends to the Senate that it immediately 
petition the University faculty for permission to make the standing 
committee structure an arm of the Senate. The committee believes 
this change will more effectively coordinate the <w'ork of the standing 
committees and the Senate, and help avoid unnecessary duplication. 
The Senate can more often avoid the use of ad hoc committees by 
means of channeling pertinant questions that are brought to it into 
a standing committee. The reports from these committees back to the 
Senate should be recorded and kept on file. 
If the faculty grants the Senate 1 s request then the committee 
structure would temporarily continue to function as it does at pre-
sent. No memberships or duties would change. However, in the sense 
that the committees at present report to the faculty, under the new 
proposal they will report to the Senate through the liaison represent-
ative. The Senate vull make quarterly reports to the faculty, student 
body, and administration on the workings of the committees. 
The role committee, however, feels that this integration of the 
standing committees into the Senate is not the ideal~ in the same 
sense that they share the same weakness of the Senate itself which 
was imposed on a functioning structure. At this time we cannot 
assess the full potential this change will have on the decision 
making process of the committees. To do this, a thorough study of 
the whole University committee structure is needed. Toward this end 
we strongly recommend that the Senate undertake this study. Such 
an inquiry should concern itself with the present functions and 
membership of each standing cOrom1ttee and suggest changes which 
would make it more operative within the University structure and 
as an arm of the Senate. The result, we believe, will be a more 
effective Senate. 
We recognize the monumental task such a study entails. It is 
our belief that the work of this new committee should be both pains~ 
taking and thorough, so that it might weigh heavily each and every 
aspect of its suggested changes. Therefore we recommend that such 
a study committee be formed out of the Senate during the fall semester 
3 
of 1972, and that it should a~m for completion of its work so that 
the more efficient integration can be implimented by the fall sem-
ester of 1973. 
The role committee members desire to inform the Senate memTh:ers 
that if it is the will of that body, we are prepared to assume this 
new responsibility. It is our belief that the knowledge we gathered 
from researching this report could be draim upon to facilitate work 
on the new project. 
Finally, we recommend that the Senate accept the responsibility 
of functioning year round beginning in the fall of 1972. The new 
study committee should direct itself to the implimentation of this 
request by working out some procedure to cover those members who 
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ORDER OF BUSINESS 
UNIVERSITY SENATE MEETING 
January 10, 1980 
A. Call to order and roll call of SenatG~s 
B. Approval of distributed minutes of December 6, 1979 meeting 
c. Reports of the Committees 
D. Unfinished business (if any) 
E. New Business: 
Faye Belcher, chairperson of the Committee on Revision 
of the University Senate Constitution and BY-Laws, "fill 
present that committee!s final report, reading the pro-
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ORDER OF BUSINESS 
UNIVERSITY SENATE MEETING 
January 10, 1980 
A. Call to order and roll call of Senators 
B. Approval of distrLbuted minutes of December 6, 1979 meeting 
C. Reports of the committees 
D. Unfinished business (if ~) 
E. New Business: 
Faye Belcher, chairperson of the Committee on Revision 
of the University Senate Constitution and By-Laws, will 
present that committee's final report, reading the pro-
posed draft revisions seriatum. 
February 7, 1980 
M E M 0 RAN DUM 
TO~ University Senators 
FROM: Tom Scott, Senate Chairman 
RE: Reqular meeting of the University senate, Feb. 14, 1980· 
It is extremely important that you be present at the 
next regular meeting of the University Senate on February 14, 
1980 at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room, ADUC. At that time, 
the Senate will take up the matter of proposed revisions to 
the Senate Constitution and By-Laws which was postponed from 
the January 10. .. 
In that connection, it is imperative that you study 
the document which accompanies this memorandum. It represents 
the final, amended report of the Committee on Revision of the 
Constitution and By-Laws. The committee has responded to your 
comments both written and oral as expressed in the December 
hearings and in the two January special meetings. 
The format for the January 14 meeting will be the 
following items: , 
1. Call to order and roll call 
2. Approval of minutes of regular meetinq Jan. 10 
and of minutes of called meetings January 24 
and January 31 
3. Unfinished business (any matter postponed from 
the January 10 meeting) 
4. New business as submitted by the Aqenda Committee: 
a. Resolution to support funding by the 1980 
General Assembly of higher education at the 
levels recommended by the Council on Hiqher 
Education 
b. Final report of the Committee on a Hall of 
Fame for Great Kentuckians 
c. Interim Report of the Senate Committee on 
Senate Concerns 
SCENARIO FOR FEB. 12 MEETING OF UNIVERSITY SENATE 
1. Roll call and declaration of quorum 
2. Invitation to approve minutes of Jan 10 mmeting as distributed. 
REsponded to by Louise Hickman who moaes the approval with the 
alteration of p. 2, paragrap'h 8, line 3 to read "Senator Hickman 
moved that the proposed Constitution and By-Laws by adopted by 
the Senate." Approval (after seconding) of Sen. Hickman's motion. 
3. The Chair will indicate that any committee reports will be 
given as items of the agenda (New Business) and that Senator 
Hickman's Jan 10 motion (postponed to Feb. 14) becomes a 
matter now for discussion as Old Business 
4. Senator Hickman requests the floor and indicates that she 
would like to withdraw her original motion for the purpose 
of reading to the Senate (without interruption) an amended and 
f~nal report of the Committee on Revision of the Senate 
Constitution and By-Laws. 
5. Sen. Hickman reads the report, concluding ... "and I move 
the adoption of this revised report as amendments to the 
Constitution and By-laws of the University Senate of Morehead 
State University." 
6. Sen. Hickman's motion is seconded by Sen. Belcher. The Chair 
repeats the motion and invites discu~on. 
7. Immediately Senator Kappes requests the floor and moves 
that the vote on the motion underdiscussion be by roll call. 
This secondary motion is seconded and the question is called 
on the secondary motion (which requiees only simple majority) 
8. Assuming approval of the secondary motion, the Chair calls for 
further discussion of the main motion (to adopt the report) and 
at this point Sena'tor Rogers calls for the question. 
9. The Chair instructs the Senators on roll call procedure: 
"As many Senators as are in favor of the motion to adopt the 
report will, as their names are called, answer 'Yes' ": 
l'As many SEnators as iRa:;e opposed to the motion to adopt the 
report will, as their names are called, answer 'No' " 
10. The Secretary will call the roll alphabetically, reserving the 
vote of the chair until last. If the vote fails the only option 
is for some senator to call for "division of the question" 
NOTE: Proxy voting is illegal in the Commonwe~lth of Kentucky 
for any other than a chartered, profit-making organization. 
, .-




University Senators ~l 
Tom Scott, Chairperson 
Reqular meeting of the University Senate 
Thursday, February 28, 1980 at 4:10 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Accompanying this memo are the Minutes of the Feb. 14 meeting 
with attachments reproducinq the Resolution to the Governor 
and General Assembly as well as the Interim Report of the 
Senate Committee on Senate Concerns. I want to specifacally 
call to your attention that with the amendments to the Consti-
tution and By-Laws adopted Feb. 14 our next regular meeting 
is on the fourth Thursday in February, the hour and place 
indicated above. . , 
I also want to express my appreciation and admiration for 
your participation in all t.he activities cUlminatinq in the 
revision of the Constitution and By-Laws. Many of you sacri-
ficed considerably in oroer to make our .deliberations meaninq-
ful. In particular, several Senators attended the Feb. 14 
meetinq in spite of illness and conflictinq commitments. 
Some updatinq for efficient communication is in order. For 
the foreseeable future, I cannot be reached at the telephone 
listed for me in the university phone directory. Instead, I 
can be reached by calling one of the numbers for the Counseling 
Center (3361, 3362, 3346, 3210). The Counselinq Center recep-
tionist will ring me or take messaqes for me. 
You should also be aware that a permanent UPO box number has 
been assigned to the University Senate--UPO 1020. Communica-
tions in writing to the Chair should be sent there. 
Agenda items which have been submitted so far to me for the 
February 28 rneetinq are the following: 
(A) Final report of the Senate Committee on Senate Concerns 
(B) Election of the Chairperson-Elect of the Senate as per 
the requirements of the revised Constitution. The 
Chair of the Election Committee will provide at the 
.Feb·. 28 meetinq a list of those Senators whose terms 
do not expire this year and who are therefore eliqible 
for nomination. -
, 
CONHITTEE ON SENATE CONCERi:';S 
nUERIH REPORT 
I. The Subcommittee on Senate Participation in University Budgetary Decisions 
met Wednesday .. January 30, 1980 at 3:00 PH. 
II. 
The committee attempted to define IISenate Participation" in the making of 
University budgetary decisions. The committe.e generated the follmving 
items for discussion: 
1. Recommend that the following he made available 
in the Johnson Camden Library: 
A. A copy of the current University budget_ 
B. A current copy of' the Policies and Long 
Range Objectives adopted by the Board of 
Regents • 
. C. A copy of the current SGA Budget. 
2. Recommend that the Senate establish a set of prioritized 
Long Range Objectives for the University. 
3. Recommend to the administration that a formal procedure 
to review budget problems at the faculty and department 
. level be established within the budgetary process. 
The Subcommittee on the 
of Hethods of improving 
at 2:00 p~m. 
Definition of the Role of the Senate and the Identificatio' 
the Image of the Senate met Tuesday, February 12, 1980 
The committee members decided to write· position papers concerning the role of 
the Senate~ One member will .sUIllIllarize the role of the Senates in Kentucky 
higher education institutions; one member will reveal lV'hat the research literature 
has. to say about .. the role of the Senate; ·aHd the other member will urite a. 
position paper dealing with the proposed CO.lstitution and the role of the Senate. 
III. .The Subcommittee on Securing Operating Budget and Other Institutional Support for 
Administering of the Senate's Activities met fuesday,. February 12, 1980 and -made 




Increase Senate budget for duplicating, copying and other Senate 
activities to $200.00 pC'r fiscal year. 
A qualified lV'orkship ld th typing skills shOuld be unsigned to the 
Senate chairperson for the fall and spring semesters. 
Three hours reassigned time for the Senate ch<l:irperson should be 
granted .. 
Each newly elected Senatl..' member should be provided lV'ith "t special 
folder to carry Senate dl,,'uments. 
IV. The Subcommittee on Assuring Senate Involvement Hitll and NonitorinF Responses 
from Committees and Other Groups Naking policies for the University has no report 
at this time. 
The recommendations and r!",ports of. the Suhcolumittees \'[ere appro'Jcc1 by the n:ajority 
of the Senat.e ConCCl"I1S Committet:! 
.;> SuG@mittee: Role and 'Image of the Senate; Co"unittee: Senate Concerns 
From: ~ Encyclopedia gf Educatiou1. In~ The :t-.:acmil1an Company and 
Press~ 197~1 p. 500. . th~ Free 
The senate. When a faculty discovers that it 
has grown too large to operate sltccessfuUy as a 
. unit in the performance of academic business, it 
creates a senate to act in its behalf. :Most often, 
something like t\';o-thirds of the senate members 
are elected faculty members and about one·third 
are administrative officers serving in an ex officio 
capacity. The total number of members may 
range from 18 to 75. 
The most frequently encountered senate func-
tion is the regulation of academic life among the 
components of the institu~on; in addition to 
dealing with general :standards and p·rocedures. 
the :senate may arbitrate differences between de-
partments or. colleges.. A second function i~ serv-
ing as the executive committee of the faculty; 
this duty calls for .constant checking of both 
faculty legislation and the overall structure of 
al..\thority o~ the institution. in order to detenmne 
whether the will o~ the facu~ty is being carried 
out. The senate. of course .. also has. that interim 
authority exercised by executive committees. 
Finally. the senate in some institutions. is the 
f~nctioning legislature ot the faculty; although 
its work may be subject" to faculty scrutiny or 
referendum, in. most instances the action of the 
senate is regarded as the ,'liJl of the faculty. 
The unicameral councU. In 1969. in a highly 
innovative attempt to- remedy the structural de-
. fects in institutions of higher education l"evealed 
by the campus- disturbi>nces of the preceding two 
years, unicameral" councils began to operate. 
At one institution. such a council has a total 
of 100 members-45 faculty members with per-
manent tenure' and 14 on term appointment._ 
seven administrators, 20 students, six members of 
the nonacademic professional staff. two alumni, 
and six representatives from .affiliated institutionS-. 
Each group on campus votes for its own repre-
sentatives (for example, students vote for the 
student members of the council). and for a person 
to ~<: seated on the council, at least 40 percent 
of his electorate ~13d to vote in the election which 
he won. 
In some institutions at which unicameral coun-
cils are operating. the ·council members from the 
admil.listration .;·:1."\'c ex officio or are elected by 
the faculty. Some smaIl colleges have brought 
.together equal numbers of administrators, {acuity 
members, and students, for a council of 18 
members. 
The supporters of lwicamcnll councils hope 
that debate on important matters of policy ... dII 
be improved because aU elements of the academic 
community arC involved from the outset'; further-
more. when action is taken. it will be by the 
decision oE a broadly representative body. less 
sanguine persons <!-sk whether institutional coun-
cils can avoid the 4anger of becoming conglom. 
erates of separate interest groups .. resulting in 
continual conflict or paralysis. 
From the point of view of the faculty and its 
traditional structural patterns. a first problem 
posed by the unicameral body is that of yielding 
authority in areas in which the faculty has hau 
major control. More mundanely. there remains 
the problem of the faCUlty's implementing the 
decisions of the council without assuming exces· . 
sive control of operations. The most persuash·e· , 
approach to these inatters advances the view that Ii 
intelligently shar.ed authority embodies the fun· 
damental principle to be applied. i 
Forces for change. It is clear that in these 
final decades of the twentieth centnrr many 
American institutions are being.a.sked to e\'aluate 
their" purposes. function-s.· and' modes' .of opera· : ".1 
lion. Coneges and universities. which by the na· 
ture of their processes occupy a central position 
in any reevaluation. are themselves being asked 
to change. Within these institutions. the faculties 
are the bodies likely to have chief responsibility 
for making assessments and needed changes; fa· 
culties have some of the sensitivity of students. : . 
some of the authority of administrators. and lh~ '. 
main body o[ needed experience. By 1970 facul· 
ties were prepared. although to different degrees, 
to deal with the chief questions being raised 
abOllt established academic pattems of action and 
to study with considerable objectivity the edu· 
cationally relevant social and political questions 
\ ... hich confront all of society. There were at lea,t 
five significant" chalJenges. 
Fr.,r:3 Cl.o\l.L::tTGE!3. 
. The five cballenges are 
democratization, :poli.ticization 
nihilism and retreat, collectiv~ 
b.::.rgaining and nationalization. 
• 
ARE SOL UTI 0 N 
I.fHEREAS, the 1980-82 biennial budget of the Commonwealth 
of Kentucky soon is to be considered by the General Assembly, and 
l.JHEREAS, the system of public higher education in the 
Conunonwealth historically has received the bulk of its financial 
support from the general fund of the Commonwealth, and 
I.JHEREAS, the Council on Higher Education has statutory 
authority to reconunend budgetary appropriations for the eight public 
universitjes within the Commonwealth, and 
WHEREAS, the voting membership of the Council is composed of lay 
citizens whose responsibilities include the impartial review of 
budget requests submitted by the state universities, and 
WHEREAS, the Council on Higher Education has determined that 
faCUlty and staff salary levels in the public universities of the 
Commonwealth have dropped critically below those at comparable 
institutions in nearby states, and 
liHEREAS, the viability of an institution of higher education 
is primarily dependent on the attraction and retention of a highly 
qualified faculty and support staff, and 
WHEREAS, the Governor of Kentucky has identified the state's 
system of public higher education as a vital resource in the future 
economic development of the Commonwealth,and 
WltEREAS, the University Senate of Morehead State UniversitY' 
is composed of elected representatives of the faculty, staff and 
student body of Morehead State University, and 
WHEREAS, said University Senate is deeply concerned about 
the future of public higher education in the Commonwealth, 
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the University Senate of 
Morehead State University joins President Morris L. Norfleet 
in urging the Honorable John Y. Brown Jr .• Governor of the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky, and members of the 1980 General Assembly 
to fund public higher education in the 1980-82 biennium at least 
at the levels recommended by the Council on Higher Education. 




=too.mlEAD S'U'IE UNIV'BRSI'lY 
University Sanat~ 
F'i n!1l r..ejlort of t.he C::;omnittee O!l Rall of. Fuma for Great K2ntuckl,ans 
!?ebruary 1980 
A committez of the Uuive4'sity Scnstc '''ae Clrgaulzed to 1.'!I.vestiRa1:.e the conc.ept of a 
nall ox ~?m.!.(.! for Gr eat KP.ntt.:ckisn.a .. Since the Se:ne.te of Ne.w Yor.k Un1vers:1t y 
ea1:ablioned the TIall or i7um.e foZ' Great t\mcr:1.cal'l8 1.n 1900 . t'h!i!:T.e was lit pr'J2cedent 
for such en iuvestir,otioll ty t:h~ iJnive.rsity Senate of t{o~ehead Stat'2 lJniven:it.y .. 
~1~ e9t3b11r.h~~ut of n Gal l of Fama h&s been 8 topic of casual cocVer~ation between 
cOiUlllittc~ 1t"lr~er8 and Var10\~D stete agenc""7 peX"80!lli.el. as ' ... 011 as betueen colIl!ldttee 
!.'lemberG 811U JtSU adm:lnist.:ative 3tai;r . The ide~ appearo to h£lve almost universal 
appeal, .;:ve··yone 8Rl:'ecS thnt the RaIl of 'F~ tiould be an excelleut way to honor 
deceased ~ Ituckisns ~lO had bLou~ht r ecognition to th~~621ve6 anA ths Co~onwea1th& 
Since this :i.de!\ han &parl .. ed such enthuaiafli::ic and unant..1cipated i ntere&t, we feel 
that t.he Hall o~ Fame !l1\~t be oroperly estf'.D1.isbed to 3Osurl! its st.:ltanc1e e.cceptClce 
and to p:f:ov).de for futu;:e f.T(R~tb.. '.l'h1s could bp..3t be accomplisbed bv 1.nvolving all 
interes~~d universi~1 pers~nal on an appropL~te investigating committeea 
He would 11'~e to make e lilot.1CU that.: 
Ths Uuiversity Senate endorse th2 coneept of such a Hall of Fame 
at J{orenead fltate Uuiver9ity and that too University Senate. reccmmend 
to til",! President that an appropriate un!versitv-'tride committee be 
est.ab:i.iohec. to develop (:etailed pJ.8lla. including public and private 
func1i nfl; p roposals, and that considerat1.on be g1veu. to the erection 
of: an appropricte fec:!.1:J.ty to house the Hall of Fame foi' Gt'eat 
Keutu • .:.kians ~ 
March 3, 1980 
, , 
M E M 0 RAN DUM 
TO: Dr. Charles Payne, Dean 
School of Sciences & Mathematics 
FROM: Dr. Glenn E. Johnston, Head 
Department of Mathematical Sciences 
RE: Minutes of the Departmental Faculty Meeting 
The Department of Mathematical Sciences met on Friday; February 29, 
1980 at 3:00 to 4:15 p. m. in order to discuss the Suggested Policy 
and Procedure for Academic Promotions. Generally, the reactions 
expressed concern for the unrealistic goals suggested in the section 
headed Criteria Within Rank. Specifically, the following items were 
mentioned: ' / , 
1) The document ,.;fil;- in effect, halt all recruitment of faculty 







The document is unrealistic in suggesti'ng national visibility 
in order to increase from assistant to associate professor. 
There are fewer than ten organizations for mathematics, and 
the competition is too great tQ expect that MSU would have the 
prestige to compete. One might inquire into the salary of a 
Paul Halmos to determine if the University is willing to"pay 
for national visibility. 
-~ -' .. ,~ j 
The criteria for promotion is inconsisten!~w_i:t;ji -tlie pr~sent 
student population and the -population trena we~have been 
experiencing over the past three to-five years. 
The University has !lot been committed to research'or public 
'service beyond 8: _token listing of the areas in a self-study 
report. Research is done in ~nstitutions that have the 
resources to allmv three and six hour teaching loads in graduate 
seminars and similar situations where the professor essentially 
presents the research that is in progress. ' 
Research, Service, and Instruction are areas in which there 
is very little overlap regarding ability and job demands. 
Researchers do little teaching and teachers do little research-
ing. II 
The criteria would freeze the ra~ks on this campus, and result 
in a faculty of instructors, assuming the University could. 
successfully recruit faculty with terminal degrees for the 
rank of instructor. 
, 







March 4, 1980 V 
MEMO TO: University Senators ~ 
FROti: Tom. Scott, Chairperson of University Senate l 
SUBJECT: Next meeting of University Senate March £, 1980 
Those senators who were present at last Thursday's regular 
meeting (minutes attached) were reminded that the Senate voted 
last semester that its March 13 regular meeting would be held 
instead on Thursday, March 6 at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room, 
ADUe. 
The twenty-three Senators who were· absent last Thursday are 
now reminded by this memo of this Thursday's meeting. Any 
Senator who cannot attend this Thursday's regular meeting should 
contact the Chair as soon as -possible. The best way to do this 
is by calling 3-3361 (Counseling Center) and leaving a me~sage 
for me with the receptionist. 
I do not anticipate that this Thursday's meeting will be as 
lengthy as some recent meetings. However, it is important that 
we meet to discuss, among other things, how the Senate will pro-
ceed in the next two months to establish a prioritized set of 
long-range objectives for the University's five-to-ten-year 
plan. In addition, I will be presenting to you for your ratifi-
cation my nominations for the new five-member Senate Committee on 
Elections (in accordance with the newly-amended By-Laws). 
This is a busy week for us all. However, this Thursday's meeting 
is no less important than any other and is, in fact, the first df 
the last five University Senate meetings of this school year. 
i 











Tom Scott, Chairperson of 
Regular meeting Thursday, 
University senate~~ 
March27, 4;10 p.m., Riggle Room, AnUC 
date, time, and place of this week's regular University Senate 
are noted above. Agenda items will include the following: 
Interim report of the Student Concerns Committffie 
Question of changing Spring Break week to a later date 
Preliminary report of the Committee on University Long Range Objectives. 
The minutes of our last regular meeting are attached; please read them 
and note any changes you believe are necessary. Also attached is a copy of 
the Interim Report of the Student Concerns Committee referred to above. 
In correction with agenda item c), please bring with you to this 
next Senate meeting at least one ~\1'ritten proposal for improving the quality 
of education at Morehead State University over the next five to ten years, 
April 7, 1980 
1,IE~IORAi'!DUH 
• 
TO: BUTeau Di?ectozs~ Seh»~l Deans 9 Department Head~, and othel 
who may be in cha .. ge of Un;;"" ... ity ",mploy,,,,,, 
FRml: 
, , 0, l",~r-, 
James D •• fann, H<!mbelr ,,~ 
UniveTaity Senate Election Committee 
RE: Uni""lr5i1:, Se"at" Candida"y and Nomination" 
Each employ~e of 'tha Uni~le!!'idty slmuld hawe received two' f01'rn3~ ona t I 
declare candidacy :fOT the UYii'Y~1r':.!5i ty Sena.:te and the othei" .. to nominat.t 
a person a~ a candidate fo~ the Uriive~5ity Senaie. We ~eed ~o elect 
one faculty 8enat05." fl"om each schonl, one administrator sena'to'l", an-d 
one Gupport staff s-anat{tU' ri'um ea:ell of "t-llC fOllowing- BUl'rea'Us! Ae:a.deml ! 
Affairs, Fiscal Affairs, S~udant Aff~irs. U"i"e .. si~y and Regional, 
Service~ ... In ~ddition, lie neli!d to 01ecit the fol1~wi:i1g ttat lug-elf 
s~nato7§! twelve faculty $enatu~s~ five administrator senators, and 
tW<r >llupport staff zenat" .. §. I "ould like 11:0 e"cou""ge each of you t • 
. try ~o help to aSSU7e us ~n th~ ~lee~ion eommit~ee th2t each of your 
. variou§ constituen~i~s will hawe at lcas~ one. candidate to 'r~present 
it for the University Senate. '1h<2 deadline foOX' all c.a.ndidat~!!J, is 
April S. 1980. Hany 0,£ yo", X e'mta"~,,d by phone con"elr"lng this 
matter while I was. unable to 1reaell othei'9 .. This .memo is' for those 
















o.t Senate \.~ Chairperson 
Senate meeting, Thursday 
The Riggle RoomE ADUC 
April 10, 1980 
&/tdor 7ekier-
:re/.... 
The University Senate will meet this Thursday ~t ~he usual hour and 
place. Because of the SACS visitation, many of you may be tempted to believe 
that the priority of this meeting is minimaL However; I would like to point 
out that a "reorganized, rejuvenated" University senate has been cited in 
the document submitted to SACS as a positive step by the university community. 
It would be highly embarrassing for any of the SACS visitors to attend. a 
sparsely attended Senate meeting this Thursday. 
The minutes of our last meeting are attached. Please read and note any 
changes you believe are necessary. The agenda of this Thursdays meeting 
will include the following; 
(a) Final Recommendations of the ComIni ttee on Joint Concerns 
(b) A Resolution Proposing Changes in Method of Compensation for 
Summer Session Teaching 
(c) Progress Report from corrmrittee on Elections 
In connection with the last item, please be informed that the deadline 
for submitting a Nomination or a Declaration of Candidacy for election to 
the University Senate has been extended from today (Tuesday) at 4;10 p.m, 
to Friday, April 11 at 4:10 p.m. This has been judged to be necessary 
because forms did not reach administrators, faculty, and support staff until 
Thursday before Good Friday holiday. Please pass this word along (it will 
be communicated through campus media as well) and encourage candidacies. 
It has come to my attention that there is a need to clearly identify 
those current Senators whose terms do not expire this year and who should not 
be nominated for new terms. They are Senators Sam Kumar, Patty Rai Smith E 
Stephen Buckley, Gary VanMeter, Lois Huang, Hazel Martin, TOm Scott, 
Vasile venettozzi, Ron Fiel, Jim Mann, Stuart Sprague, and Patsy Whitson. 
See you Thursday at 4:10 } 
, - ... 
.... ,.-
". _, h 
, ~.~ . 
'.' -' \~. 
. J ." 
, ',' 
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ELECTIONS FOR UNIVERSITY SENATE' 
. '. : 
. The' Elections Committee composed of .. James Robins0!l~ 'jameS: Mann, Ka~l' ,_ 
'. Schlichter" .Faye Belcher and Patti Rae Smith have announced that the . 
dead1.ine for, filing nOminati.ons andi or for candidacy.,;ras an .adnp.nistrator 
'B~ator, faculty s-enator~ and/or support ,staff senator is April '_'~'!J 1980 .. 
" ~ .. 
.~: 'Support staff senator is def1n~d .as's full-time empl~yee o.f..the . 
"Un~V'ers:ft:r lvhQ does not fall wi.thill the definition of a faculty memb.er 
~ adtufnistratQr and who has been .employed at le~st one semester at 
Morehea4 St~te Un~versi~. . 
~. S.tud~llt. is defined as; a person engaged in· full-time. unde~graduate or 
g.raduat.e liIttldy_ 
The-members of the Elect~ons Committee encourag~ you to file a nomination 
~.r ffl,~· for candidacy by April . ~,1980. Send your. nominations and 
candidacy papers to University Senate, Elections Commtttee
f 
VPO 1020~ 
immedia"ely. " , 
Thera is nQ 'li~t to the number of cand2dates who' can declare or be 
~Qm~ated in each category of administrator senators, faculty senators, ~ 
.and .support .. s~aff senators; however there will be a limit on the number . 
. :.~ ea~h categ9-!:Y for which you can vote. In the constituency. election '. 
'.l~:lfic.h.' {s. 'scheduled for April 22~ the administrator senators wiJ,.l be. 
:~V.O.~.ing. fQr ~ne f~om eaCh Bureau, Division, etc.; the faculty senators 
:~fll be instfucted to vote for a certain number per school; the support 
·;·~t·a.fr senators wi"!l ·be instruct;ed to vote' for one from. each Bureau, 
"';:Pivisic'n;',: ·etc:'; .. :., ..... ,~,;,,~, " 
. ".' 
In orde~ to implement the staggered term 'of three years for senators, 
s9me senators wlll be running for a one year term, so~e for a two year 
teqIl.:t and others' for a three year terms. The length of term for this· 
ye.ar will I:i~ aetermined by a random selection prpc6dure~ 
" 
. The constituency election is scheduled for Apr;i.1 22 and the, at_large 
eI.ection will be scheduled for April 29. Those who iose in the 
constituency election will automatically be candidates for the at-large 
eXection unless they withdraw their candidacy. Five at-large administrator 
s-.ena·tors will be elected; twelve at-:J.arge faculty senators will be elected';-
and two at-large support' staff senators will be elected. The ballots 
for both types of elections will be placed in your mail boxes at the 
University Post Office or in the mail boxes in your buildings if you have 
no' Uhiversity Post Office bo::!!;. ',rh~ ballots will be returned to a 
central location in your building or to your:.sc.hool dean, Bureau 
h:ea{. DiVision head. A check-off of voters will be conducted. 
,.- .. 
• 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY SENATE 
NOMINATION FORM 
I do hereby nominate, ,o<~",~r-",,",,"--~",,r.n,, ___ as a 
-last name, !1rst m1ddle 
candidate for the University Senate for the term beginning 
in 1980-81 representing the following : (Check one) 
administrator senator 
faculty senator 
support staff senator 
Constituent 










Bureau of Academic Affairs . . .... ... . ... ................... L.J 
Bureau of Fiscal Affairs .. . ...... ... .. .. ... . ...... . ....... 0 
Bureau of Student Affairs ... . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . ......... . ... . L...J 
Bureau of University and Regional Services ...... . ......... ~ 
Independent Divisions ........... . .......... . ....... . . . .... U 












Applied Science/Technology ... . . • •... .. . . ........ O 
Business and Economics ...........•...... .... . . . . 0 
--, 
Education ..................•.•...... . •. . ....... . L I 
Humanities ........ .. ...... • . • .••••.• ... .. .. .• ... 1 1 
Sciences/Nathematics .......... . ...... . . ... .. . .. . 1 ) 
School of Social Sciences ................... . .• .... • • . •• . . , 1 
SUPPORT STAFF: 
Bureau of Academic Affairs ...... .. .. . .. . . . . . ... ... . . . ... . . O 
Bureau of Fiscal Affairs .. . ... . . . .. ................. . .... . O 
Bureau of Student Affairs . . ...... : ........ . .... . ..... . . ... O 
Bureau of University and Regional Services ... ..... . ... .. .. c==J 
Other (President's Office and Independent Div . ) .· . ... . .. ... O 
I have the prior approval of my candidate for nomination. 
Return to UFO 1020 
Deadline Apri1 ' 8 1980 
signed, ________ ______________ ___ 
ELECTIONS FOR UNIVERSITY SENATE 
The Elections Committee composed of James Robinson~ James Mann~ Karl 
Schlichter, Faye Belcher and Patti Rae Smith have announced that the 
deadline for filing nominations and/or for candidacy:: as an administrator 
senator, faculty senator, and/or support staff senator is April l5~ 1980. 
An administrator senator is defined as vice-president~ dean, associate 
dean, director, associate director, departmental head, registrar, and 
controller. 
A faculty. senator is defined as a full-time faculty member with a rank 
of instructor and above who have been employed at Mo:rehead S.tate 
University at least one semester and who spend$ at lea?t· fifty percent 
of the time in te~ching. 
A support staff senator is defined as a full- time employee of the 
univerSity who does not fall within the definition of a faculty member 
or administrator and who has been employed at least one semester at 
Morehead State University. 
A student is defined as a person engaged in full-time undergraduate or 
graduate study . 
The members of the Elections Committee encourage you to file a nomination 
or file for candidacy by April 15, 1980. Send your nominations and 
candidacy papers to University Senate, Elections Committee, UFO 1020 
immediately. 





Tom Scott, ex officio 
April 22, 1980 ~ 
MEMO TO : University Senators ~ 
FROM: Tom Scott, Chairperson of University senat~~V 
SUBJECT: University Senate meeting Thursday April 24, 1980 
4: 10 p.m. , The Ri9gle Room, ADUC 
The University Senate will meet this Thursday at the usual hour and 
place. The mi nutes of our last meeting are attached; acting secretary 
Faye Bel cher had quite a time documenting the parliamentary intricacies 
of that meeting . Please review the minutes and note any changes you be~ 








agenda of this Thursday' meet ing will include the following 
Progress Reports fro111 the Committees on the University~ 5 
Long Range Objectives and on Academic Bankruptcy Proposal 
Final Recommendations of the Senate Committee on Joint Concerns 
Report on Proposal for Changing Method of Compensation for 
Summer Session Teaching (if taken from the table) 
Question of Proposing Changes in the University's Policy on 
Development of University Poli cies (Administrative Policy 2-17) 
Progress Report on Spring 1980 University Senate Elections 
If you were at the April 10 Senate meeti ng, you recall that item 
(c) above concerns the Resolution which appears as the last page of the 
attached mi nutes . Senator Hoffman provided the resolution and moved its 
adopt ion by the Senate. After l engthy discussion, the matter was post-
poned by Senator Coopers motion to table, which carried . In view of the 
fact that Senator Cooper indicated her desire for discussion of the 
matter at the April 24 meeting, Senator Hoffman was directed by the Chair 
to investigate objections which had been raised. If it ; s proposed that 
the matter be taken from the table fo r discussion at the April 24 meeting. 
Senator Hoffman will respond with his report. 
See you on Thursday. 
I ~)'" 
April 24, 1980 
flEl·lO TO: 
/ 
/.. ' ~1fG 
~~~l!~~~ti~n~~~l; of Senate Faculty Concerns eo",it',ee ~ 
Explanation of attached photocypy 
FROIl: 
SUBJECT: 
Attached you \~il1 find a phot.ocopy of a m.morandL .. ' from twe"ty-three 
of the t\·,ent.Y-four faculty Senators to Vice-President Hlllkn \lhite. I b.llsve 
"it Is standard procedure for those who slqn a docUIl".ant to rttain a copy of what 
t hey have signed for their records. 
It should be stated and clearly understood that the '.oxt of the 
memorandmil \'laS c.IeveloDed by by a majority of the "faculty senato"s mffi:ting 
'In a regularly announced meet.ing of the Senate's Faculty Concer! 'i Committee on 
Aprll 17. 1980. The text was subsequently prepared for siqnatur,'" and submitted 
individually to every faculty senator. No Senator sirmed \"1110 did not first read 
the document thoroughly. 
THE UNIVERSI'l'Y SENATE/committee on faculty concerns 
April 17, 1980 
STATEMENT TO: Dr. William White, Vice-President 
Bureau of Academic Affairs, Morehead State University 
Twice this academic year, a document IIfor discussion purposes 
only" has been distributed at meetings of the university faculty, 
Believing that faculty morale is important to the administration 
of Morehead State University, we, as faculty representatives to 
the University Senate, have consulted with the faculty in our 
schools and report that the overwhelming majority are oppo~ed to 
the IISuggested Poli':!y and Procedure for Academic Promotion. 1I 
Some departmental faculties have already adopted statements 
which identify their objections to the document. 
If the university's policy on academic rank and promotion needs 
to be revised, we strongly urge that faculty input be actively 




UNIVERSITY SENATE ELECTION 
April 29, 1980 
1 {f1i'1- /- & - 3 / 
AT-LARGE ELECTION OF ADMINISTRATOR SENATORS 
Voting Instructions: 
1. This ballot should be used by only those full - time employees 
of Morehead State University with the title Vice - President , 
Dean, Associate Dean, Director, Associate Director, Depart -
ment Head , Registrar, or Controller. 
2.- Vote for five candidates . 
3. Return the ballot by campus mail to the University Senate 
Committee on Elections, UPO 1020 ~ that it is received ~ 
Tuesday, April 29, 1980 at 4:00 ~. 
Candidates : 





















University Senators / ~ .L~ 
TOUl Scott. Cha; rperson l'f ~ 
Fina l meeting of University Senate 1979-1980 
4:10 p.m. Thu rsday, r~ay 8, The Ri ggle Room , AOUC 
Attached to this memo you will find the minutes of the April 24 mee ting, 
which indicate that Sena tors meeting t hen decided that it was more 
appropriate that our last meet ing of the year be at the regularly 
scheduled time on the second Thursday of the month. Thi s, li ke all our 
other meetings, i s a working meeting. Please make every effort to be 
present; plea se notify til e Senate in writing (UPO 1020) if you cannot. 
The agenda of this \I/eek's meeting will include the fo ll owin g: 
(l) Final report of the Senate ad hoc Committee on the University's 
Long Ra nge Objectives. 
(2) Report of the Senate ad hoc COl1anittee on Academi c Bankruptcy 
Other matters may be requested by Senators before Tuesday afternoon and 
may appear on the formal agenda. r t hought it was important to get 
th is reminder to you earlier than usual on this very busy week. 
' . 
. TO: Deans~ Department Heads, Administrators, Faculty Members 
FROM: University Senate Committee on Elections: 




DATE: August 21, 1980 
RE: Elections of the Student Senators to the University Senate 
Please make the following announcement to your classes' or to your constituency 
so that everyone mll be knowledgeable about the student senators election to 
the University Senate and about the Procedures that will be followed in the 
election process! 
Candidacy forms are available in the Deans' Offices for students who are 
intere'sted in being candidates for student senator on the University Senate. 
The candidacy forms should be filed before 4:30 p.m. o~ September 5, 1980 to 
be eligible to be placed on the ballot. 
The election of the .student senators will be held TuesdaY1 September 9, 1980. 
The ballots will be placed in the Deans' offices. The students must have 
1D cards in order to vote. Please· remind the students where ;,:he Deans I 
offices are located if they do not already know. 
To give you some information about the election of student senators just in 
case someone asks a question~ I will suunnarize a few details. The newly 
revised Cons.titution and By-laws of the University Senate state:s that two 
students will be elected from each school of the University and three students. 
are to be. elected at-large. The Committee on Elections has decided to require 
th~ follow.ing critelda for eligibility as a student senator: 
1. They must have declared a major or area of concentration ·in the 
school whose students they will represent or 
2. They may be a candidate to represent all university students at-
large. If so, they do not have to meet requirement number 1. 
3. They must be enrolled for a full load of undergraduate or graduate 
classes at the University. 
4. There is no limit to the number of candidates '"ho can declare for 
either the constituency· (school) or the at-large election. 
·He need your assistance in communicating this information to the students so 
that interested~ qualified, and informed students will be on the ballot. 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation. 
\ 
TO: Jim Hann, Jim Robinson, and Tom Scott 
16. 
FROM: Faye Belcher, Chairman Committee on Elections, University Senate 
DATE: September 2, 1980 
RE: Student Elections to the University Senate (Procedures) 
In order to ensure that each Dean understands the elections- process of the 
student election to the University Senate, will you please assist me in 
the following schedule: 
Jim Mann- Sciences and Hathematics and Business and Economics 
Jim Robinson- School of Social Sciences and School of HuwEnities 
Faye Belcher- School o,f Education and School of Applied Sciences 
and Technology 
Each of us 'tvill be responsible for the following: 
1. Get the candidacy forms from the Deans' Offices by 
4:30 on Friday, September 5 and give theIl-to Tom Scott 
or to me. The ballots have to be typed on the weekend 
in order to have them ready by the 9th. 
2. On Monday, or at 8:00 a:m: on Tuesday, September 9~ 
make sure the ballots are in the deans'- offiees. 
3. Make arrangements for having a ballot box in each DeanJs 
office. 
4. Place a legal pad beside the ballot box so that each voter 
can sign name and ID. 
5. Assign someone to cheek the voters' rD's if the secretary 
to the Dean does not have time to assist us. 
6. Pick up ballots at 4:30 on September 9. 
7. Meet at 5:00 on Sep:tember 9 in Conference Room 11• on the 
second floor of Camden-Carroll Library to count the 
ballots. 
8. Call the student senators from 
are responsible to inform them 
seat on the University-Senate. 
meeting on September 11, 1920. 
the school which you 
that they have won a 
Invite them to the 
If you have any quest~ons, please call me immediately. I am attemptine 
to u.!?e written communication in order to avoid so many meetings. We are 
all so busy that it is difficult to set so many meetings. 
Cfll!/LI-J-c; - S-
September 3, 1980 
Dear University Senator: 
Congratulations on your election last spring to the 1980-81 University 
Senate of Morehead State University. As you are aware~ that election 
was held in acco~dance with the newly-revised Constitution and By-Laws 
of the University Senate, as ratified by the 1979-80 Senate on February 
14. 1980 and by the University1s Board of Regents upon recommendation 
of President Norfleet on August 1, 1980. A copy of each document is 
appended to this letter; please read each carefully and retain them. 
As you will read in Section l.a. of the By-Laws, meetings of the Senate 
are held on the second and fourth Thursdays of each month at 4:10 p.m. 
If you are aware -that this meeting time conflicts with your regular 
schedule, please notify me in writing immediately. Mail to the chair-
person should be sent to the Senate's permanent postal address, UPO 1020. 
As you will read in Section I.e. of the 8y-Laws, you may r&quest that 
a matter be placed on the aaenda of any meeting in writing up to forty-
eight hours prior to the meeting. The first meeting of this school year 
will be Thursday, september 11 at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room, A.D.U.C. . . , 
The new constitution requires that the agenda of the first meeting 
include the election of a vice-chairperson and secretary. Nominations 
will be taken from the floor; please consider yourself or others and 
weigh carefully the responsibility of service in either office. Also 
during the first meeting I will ask the Senate membership to preak into 
the four standing constituent committees (Administrative, Faculty, Student, 
and Support Staff) for the purpose of selecting COll11littee chairpersons and 
secretaries. So that you may prepore for these selection processes, I am 
appending a list of administrative, faculty, and support staff senators. 
After student senators are selected, a roster of the full Senate with 
posta 1 addresses and telephone numbers will be prepared and di s tri buted. 
May I remind yoU to encourage students to participate in the selection of 
student senators. Declaration af candidacy forms are available in the 
offices of school deans and must be filed there by 4:30 p.m. September 5. 
Students will vote on Tuesday September 9 in those some offices. 
Thank you for your cooperation. I will see you September 11 at 4:10 p.m. 
Torn St:;ott . 
Senate Chairperson 
\
- J , ' 
AGENDA 
THE UNIVERSITY S~NATE 
September'll, 1980 
A. Call to order and roll call 
B. Action on minutes of previous meeting 
C. Unfinished Business 
D .. New Business 
1. Chairperson's statement 
2. Questions relating to the organization of Senate 1980-81 
a. Appointment of student senators 
b. Appointment of temporary replacements 
c. Appointments to Senate Committee on Elections 
d. Appointment of Parliamentarian for the Senate 
e. Appointment of ad hoc committees 
. 3. Election of Vice-Chairperson and Secretary of the Senate 
4. Consideration of request from Or. Norleet that the senate 
study the student absenteeism problem at 110rehead State University 
5. Recess for the purpose of organizing the constituent committees 
a.· Election of chairperson and secretary of each committee 
b. Designation of next meeting of each committee 
6. Reconvening for the purpose of hearing committee decisions ,_ 
E. 'Adjournment 
AGENDA 
THE UNIVERSITY SeNATE 
September·ll, 1980 
A. Call to order and roll call 
B. Action on minutes of previous meeting 
C. Unfinished Business 
D. New Business 
1. Chairpersonls statement 
'l/~ 
2. Questions relating to the organization of Senate 1980-81 
a. Appointment of student senators 
b. Appointment of temporary replacements 
c. ApPointments to Senate Committee on Elections 
d. Appointment of Parliamentarian for the Senate 
e. Appointment of ad hoc committees 
3. Election of Vice-Chairperson and Secretary of the Senate 
4. Consideration of request from Dr. Norleet that the Senate 
study the student absenteeism problem at riorehead State University 
5. Recess for the purpose of organizing the constituent committees 
a. Election of chairperson and secretary of each committee 
b. Designation of next meeting of each committee 











University Senators ! ~. 
Tom Scott, Senate Chairpersonl~ 
Agenda of September 25 ~eeting of the University Senate 
The next meeting of the University Senate is this Thursday, 
September 25 at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room, ADUC. 
Agenda items for this meeting will include·the following: 
1. Reports from the chairpersons of the standing constituent committees 
(Administrative Concern~, Faculty Concerns, Student Concerns and 
Support Staff Concerns) regarding their activities to date 
2. Discussion of methods by which Senate identifies lI;ssues, problems 
and questions!! for the purpose of investigation and recommendation 
during school year 1980-81. 
Attached you will find the minutes of the September 11 meeting. 
Please read. for any corrections you believe necessary before approval. 
Also attached you will find a copy of an 'article which appeared 
on'the Courier-Journal's Op·Ed page on Sunday, September 14. It was 
written by Tom Jones, a member of the English faculty at Hestern Kentucky 
University, former· chair of WKU's Faculty Senate, and current chair of the 
Congress of (Ky) Faculty Senate Leaders in an attempt to coonter a recent 
rash of Ilbad press" concerning nearly every public university in Kentucky. 
! thought that if you hadn't read it, you should, and be- encouraged by it. 
See you Thursduy. 
Senator Belcher 
JCL 




University Senators ~~, 
Tom Scott, Senate ChairpersonCZ~ 
Agenda of September 25 meeting of the University Senate 
The next meeting of the University Senate is this Thursday, 
September 25 at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room, ADUC. 
Agenda items for this meeting will include the following: 
1. Reports from the chairpersons of the standing constituent committees 
(Administrative Concerns, Faculty Concerns, Student Concerns and 
Support Staff Concerns) regarding their activities to date 
2. Discussion of methods by which Senate identifies l1issues, problems 
and questions" for the purpose of investigation and recommendation 
during school year 1980-81. 
Attached you will find the minutes of the September 11 meeting. 
Please read for any corrections you believe necessary before approval. 
Also attached you will find a copy of an 'article Nilich appeared 
on' the Courier-Journal's Op-Ed page on Sunday, September 14. It was 
written by Tom Jones, a member of the English faculty at Hestern Kent'ucky 
University, former chair of WKUfs Faculty Senate, and current chair of the 
Congress of (Ky) Faculty Senate Leaders in an attempt to coanter a recent 
rash of IIbad press" concerning nearly every public university in Kentucky. 
I thought that if you hadn't read it, you should, and be' encouraged by it. 
See you Thursday. 
Sen a tor Belcher 
JCL 
. , 
PROPOSED MODEL FOR SUMMER SCHOOL 1981 , 
/ 
~liminate the word and concept of Int~rses5ion. Summer school would be divided 
into two Sessions (Summer I and Summer II). Workshops, travel courses, and 5~minars 
may be added throughout Summer' and Summer II. The maximum number of hours a student 
can earn in either session would be six t6) hours, therefore. it would be pos.sible for 
a student to earn 12 credi t hours if he/she went full time Summer 1 and 1( •. It is· 
suggested that we have a four-day week (Fri4ay, Saturday. and Sunday would be free 
and the University could be closed for instruction). If some of the, school systems 
are late in dismissing because of snow days, some Summer I classes could begin a week 
late an!i run five ~ays each week. . 
Classes will meet Monday through Thursday wIth two (2) hour periods of instruction. 
Based on 50 minutes "class pert ods being equ~l to one (1) hour of "instruction, the 
required number"of contact hours will be met. 
Calculations: 
1,.0 minute class period"s x 19 class meetIngs =" 2280 minutes of instruction 
2280 minut~s of instructloh divided by 50 minute base = ~5.6 contac~ hours. 
RegistratIon would be May 26 and July 6. 
TIME SCHEDULE FOR CLAS~ES 
8:00-10:00 
10:10-12.:10 
12:10- 1 :00 (Lunch) 
1 :.00- 3:00. 
3:10- S:lIY 
1. Roll Call. 
AGENDA 
University Senate 
October 23, 1980 
ql,q/~ - 5' S -5'8 
2. Approval of minutes of October 9 meeting. 
3. ,Discussion of student concern about campus lighting level. 
4. Report of Senate Committee on Student Absenteeism. 
5. Discussion of draft policy to eliminate Intersession. 






October 23,; 1980 
2. Approval of minutes of October 9 meeting. 
3. /Discussion of student concern about campus lighting level. 
4. ~por!;. of Senat~ .Committee on Student Absenteeism. 
5. Discussion of draft policy to' eliminate Intersession. 
" 
/ 
Uni versity Senate 
Regular Meet ing. Thursday. Nov ember 13, 1980 
Agenda: 
1. Roll Call 
2. Approva l of minutes of October 23 meeting 
3. Ol d Bus iness 
4. Ne\,1 Bus iness 
a. President Norfleet's request in response t o the 
repor t on Student Absenteeism 
b. Ques tion of a1 tering date of regular meeting in Decembe r UI'I" I/e.I'".h~y' s~ , 
a nd clarification regardi ng meetings on 4th Thursday in "'~.J. .... d tay,u\ 
November as ... /ell as 2nd Thursday in January .s ~, ' • .,.---tIO;.... w.., ''' • .., -rJ, 1>_,.., ... . /!:,,, t.. ~ 
JI'f'r .... 
G,~"'"- R""""" c.o....+~...l 




November 18 , 1980 
. ~\:) 1. Approval of minu t e" t.. t?r' 
II. Discussion of -;:':mot i ons . ~~ . ( ~ 
III. Se l ection of graduate assis t ants . f:L ,lima'! '1>.0./2.. 3.7/3.</. -=--. ",-
~"""iy1C'c>CJ,~.--- -
IV . Report on pre-registrat i on . Vtt~~~ii),h .... '- __ ) 
,J I(If·sftk~ · ~~..,u........"=-=~ 
V. Fa c ul t y/S t aff Development P an. ~--p -
VI . Announcements~-. 
VII. Adjournment . 
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